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J peaker Redmond: ''House will come to order . Momhers please be

in their seats. Be lead in prayer by the Reverend

Krueger, the House Chaplaina''

''rueger: NIn the Name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy

Ghcst, Amen. Oh, Lord, bless this House to Thy service

this day. Amen. Let us say a special prayer for

Walter and Josephine Oblinger who will be observing their

40th wedding anniversary. Lord, God, Father of all, we

ask Thy blessings on Walter and Josephine this dayp who

observed 40 years of holy wedlock in Thy name. Bless

and keep them in a1l prosperity and health, cheerfulhess

and happiness. May Thy peace be with them always
. Amen.

Harold Hayden wrote; 'It is wiser to choo,se vhat you'spy

than to say what you chose . ' Let us pray . Almighty

Father , we are grateful f or this day in aur lives as we

serve Thee and the peoples of the State of Illinois in

this House of Representatives . Do Thou , guide our tongue

with wisdom that we may of f er bef ore our f ellow Legisla-

tors only that which is cogent to the issues now bef ore
c-us and most pertinent to ef fecting a satisf actory law

by which the state will be governed . Thm ugh Jesus

Christ, our Lord . M en . 91

peaker Redmond : ''Pledge of allegiance . Representative

Schoeberlein . 'î

choeberlein: ''I pledge allegiance to the f lag of the United

States of M erica o and to the RepubNic f or which it

stands , one nation, under God , indivisible , with liberty

and justice for all . ''

Speaker Redmond : ''Roll Call f or attendance . Only your own switch

All voted who were here? Take the record . Representativ

Matijyvicho''

atijevich: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

I'd like to ask leave of the House that the Speaker be

allowed to use his discretion to give first priority on

the call of the Bills to those who are now in attendance
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2.

and those who he sees coming to the floor quickest

because I think you watch from the Chair, those who are

on the floor and they ought to have consideration. And

I ask unanimous consent for that discretion.''

peaker Redmond: ''Is there any objection? Hearing none...

Hearing none, leave is granted. Will... Will the

culprit who locked the drawer up here on the podium

please stand up? I give up. Please unlock the door.

Agreed Resolutions.f'

lerk O'Brien: ''House Resolùtion 725, Harris, 727, Swanstrom-

Rigney, 728, Chapnan, 729, House Joint Resolution 93,

Currie-Giorgi, House Joint Resolution 95, Chapman .
''

peaker Reamnnd: ''Representative Giorgi.''

iorgi: ''Mr. Speaker, House Resolution 25. . . 725 by Harris

commends the square dancers of America in Illinois.

727 by Swanstrom honors 'Ma Morris'. 28 (.sid) by'

Chapman a not-for-profit hclearB'rpok center house....

clear book center.. ... by Peoria... 7.. It honors

. . . It honors the ClearBr*ék...'carburg Center'y a

private not-for-profit center located in Rolling

Meadows. I gave you 729. 93: Giorgi-currie prevails on

Congress to continue the food stamp program. 95 by

Chapman asks that a report on the Joint Committee on

nursing care be extended from May to December. I Move

for khe adoption of the Agreed Resolutions.''

peaker Redmond: ''The Gentleman has moved for the adoption of th

Agreed Resalutions. Representative Piel, for What

purpose do you arise? Piel.''

iel: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I'vp got a question. I just

talked to.. .. on the one you say is... Is the one

naming the square dance the state dance of Illinois?''

peaker Redmond: ''Explain that Resolution, Mr. Giorgi.''

ieb? '' I thought it was supposed to be before Executive

Committee. It was takeh out of the record so...''

iorgi: 'No, I tell you.. There was a Resolution about a month

ago, asking that square dance indeed be made the official ance
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of the State of Illinois. We objected to that. You sent

it to Committee. In this case, wedre just cdmmending

the square dancers, just commending them. This is...''
EPiel: l'Alright. Okay. ''

Giorgi: HI was veryk I#m very carefùl about scrutinizing

these Resolutions.''

Piel: ''Okay. I was wondering about the polka, or the Irish

j ig or . . . '' '

Giorgi: 'tf I bakto read every one of them, I'd become the

most knowledgeable guy in State Government. . in reading

Resolutions. And I sound very clear on that one, didn't

I ? 1.

peaker Redmond: ''The question's on the Gentlemanfs motion .

Those in favor say 'aye'; 'aye'; opposed 'no'. The

'aye's have it. The motion carried. Agreed Resolutions

are adopted. Death Resolution-''

Clerk O'Brien: ''The louse of Representative 726 by Representativ

Huff. In respect to the memory of Emil Jones, Sr.,

father of our colleague, Emil Jones, Jr.
''

peaker Redmond: 'fRepresentative Huff Foves the adoption of the

Death Resolution. Those. in favor say 'aye', 'aye'.

Opposed 'no'. The 'aye's have it. The motion carried.

The Death Resolution's adopted. What? Representative

Swanstrom, we didn't take the vote Call. Representative

Collins.''

ollins: ''Mr. Speaker, I was just curious, are a1l Members

listed as Cospo:sors on the Death Resolution?''

peaker Redmond: ''Representative Collins asked leave to have

all Momhers shown as Cosponsors on the Death Resolution .

Are there any objeêtions? Hearing none, leave is

granted. Representative Simms.''

Sîmms: f'Mr.' Speaker, Il'.d like to make a motion at the time at

three o'clock p.m; this afternoon be the deadline for

all Spring Calendar Bills accordingh to the Calendar

which was given to a1l Mnmhers of the Housee'f
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4.

peaker Redmond: ''Re*11 put that a little bit later. 
''

imms: 'eWould you go for 11 o'clock?''

peaker Redmond: ''House Bills, Second... 1294. Out of the

record. 1329, Currie. 0ut of the record. 1444.

Farley. Out of the record. 1920, Schneider. Out of

the record. 2227, Reilly. Out of the record. 23...

Welly IIm going to... 2341, Kane. Out of the record.

2322, Kane. Out of the record. 2823, out of the

record. 2656, Steele. Theyfre two Steelels. Any

reason that can't move along, Representative Steele?

There's two Committee Amendments. Is there any motion
' with respect to.the Committee Amendments?''

teele: ï'I would move those be adopted.''

peaker Redmond: KW*ll, they are unless we do...''

teele: ''Oh ..''#'

peaker Redmond: ''Alright.''

teele: ''Mr. Speaker, there has been an Amendxent distributed.

We might adopt that.''

peaker Redmond: 1'2856.'.
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5.
Clerk Leone: 'Iouse Bill 2856. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Pdifted Code of Corrections. Second

Reading of the Bi11. Amendments fp1 and 2 were previous-

ly adopted.''

Speaker Redmond: ''..wwith respect to Amendments 1 and 2?''

Clerk Leone: ''No motions filed.'f

Speaker Redmoad: ''Aay Amendments from the ftoor?''

Clerk Leone: ''Amendment //3, C. M. Stiehl, amends House 3i11

2856 as amended and so forth.''

Speaker Redmond: HRepresentative Steele.
î'

Steele: 'fYes, at the request of the Committee there was some

redundant language in the original draft of the Bill,

and this Amendment merely eliminates some of that

rédundant language and in no way affects the original

intent or thrust of the Bill, and I move &ts adoption.''

Speaker Redmond: HAny discussion? Any discussion? The

question's on the Gentlemanîs motion for the adoption . . .

Representative Keane. Representative Keane.
''

Keane: HMT. Speaker, is there an Amendment on tbis Bi1lN$

Speaker Redmond: HYes there is.'f

Keane: ''We don't have a copy of it.
n

speaker Redmond: ''Has it been distributed, Mr. Page? It'd be
' 

Amehdment 3..' Will you get an Amendment up there to

Mr. Keane? The Pages indicate they've been distributed.

Mr...Representative Keane. The question's on the

G 1 f tion Those ia favor say 'aye' 'Aye' 'ent eman s mo . . .

Opposed, lno'. The 'ayes' have it. The motion carried.

Amendment 3 is adopted. Any further Amendments?''

clerk Leone: uNo further Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading.. 2905. Anderson. Representa

tive Anderson. 2905. Read the Bi11, Mr. Clerk.u '
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6.

lerk Leone: ''House Bill 2905, a Bill for an Act to amend

a Section of the Illinois Act on Aging. Second Reading

of the Bill. Amendment 91 has been adopted in Committee.

peaker Reamnnd: KAny motions with respect to Amendment 17''

Clerk Leone: .lRNO motions filed.''I
Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendment from the floor?''
ll
erk Leone: ''Amendment #2, Mcclain, amends House Bill 2905 on

page onéo line one and five and so forth.''

peaker Redmond: NRepresentative Anderson, are you familiar

with this Amendment? Anderson. ''

derson: 'gYes, Mr. Speaker. I'm opposed to it and I suggest

you take the Bill out of the record so...''

peàker Redmond: Nout of the record. 3001. Guess that's..

We can jump over that one I suppose. 3024. Winchàster

on the floor? Out of the recotd. 3029: Vinson. Out of

the record. 3072. Out of the record. 30732 Represent-

ative Hallstrom here? Want to go with that one? Read

the Bill, Mr. Clerk.n

lerk Leone: 'îHouse Bill 3073, a Bill for an Act to amend the

School Code. Second Reading of the Bi1l.''

peaker Redmond: ''Ron.../

lerk Leone: ''Amendment 41 was adopted in Committeeo'l

Speaker Redmond: *Any motion with respect to Amendment 1?''

lerk Leone: >No motions filed.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk Leone: ''No Tloor Amendmentswî'

Speaker Redmond: ''No Amendmentp from the floor? Third Reading.

3080. ''

Clerk Leone: ''House Bill 3080, a Bill for an Act to amend an

Act authorizing the School Board and Welfare Centers

to sponsor community schoolulunèhpprogzams and free

breakfast and lunch programs and authorizing and

requiring free school lunch programs providing for state

reimbursement. second Reading of the Bill. No Committee

Amendments-''
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peaker aedmond: ''Any AmendMents from the floor?''

lerk Leone: ''Noneo''

peaker R-amond: ''Third Reading. 32û1.t'

Clerk Leone: nHouse Bill 3201, a Bill for an Act to provide for

the ordinary and contingent expenses and distributive

expenses of the State Board of Elections. Second

Reading of the Bill. Amendment #1 was adopted in Commit-

YCC * W

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motions with respect to Amendment 17',
1 '
Clerk Leone: ''No motions filed.n

peaker Redmond: ''Any Amendment from the floor?''

lerk Leone: ''Amendment #2, Yourelle amends House Bill 3201 on

page three, line ten and so forth..''

peaker Redmond: ''Take it out of the record . 3377. Bill?

Is Lee here?''

lerk Leone: ''House Bill 3377....'.

peaker Redmond: ''Better take this one out of the record. 3394.

Take that one' out of the record. Senàte Bills , First

Reading. Page l3. Senate Bills, First... page 13..'

lerk Leone: ''Senate Bill 1484, Pullen, a Bill for an Act to

amend Sections of an Act making qppropriations for

certain state agencies. Eirst Reading of the Bill.

Senate Bill 1646, Hallstrom, a Bill for an Act amending

Sections of an Act making appropriations for thë ordinary
' and nnnttng' ent expenses' of the Guardianship and Advocaçy

Commission. First Reading of the Bill.''

JpspeakeruReamnnd: DRead 1981? l6. No, 1652, did you read

that one? How about 1981? On the Order of House Bills

Third Reading, appears House Bill 1741. Page nine.

The Gehtleman asks leave to return it to the Order of

Second. Is that correct? Does he have leave? Hearing

no objection, leave is granted. Arerthere any Amendments

1741.1'

lerk Leone: 'lploo: Amendment #3, Hoffman, amends House Bill

1741 as amended by deleting the title and inserting in

.g' A N.

. q.
'
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lieu thereof the following.'' '

peaker Redmond: f'Rèpresenkative Hoffman . Representative

Hàllock? Grossi, will you do two things? Go to your

own chair and sit down. And Walsh: will you please

sit down?''

offman: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House
,

Amendment 43 deletes evërykhing after the enacting clause

in the Bill and puts in a Section of a Bill that got

tied up in Conference Committee last Session over a

controversy totally unrelated to this Amendment. Whak
' this Amendment does ià provide that School Districts

can provide special education service on site at public

. and private facilities. And I would move for the

adgption of this Amendment.''

peaker Redmond: f'The Gentleman has moved the adoption of

Amendment #3. Any discussion? The question's on the

motion. Those in favor say 'aye' 'aye'
. OppoeedF

gno '. The 'aye's have it. The motion carried.

The Amendïent's adopted. Any further Amendmehts?''

lerk Leone: ''No further Amendments.
''

peaker Redmond: lThird Reading. On page 20, under the Order

' 
. of Motions, appears House Joint Resolution Constitutiônal .

Amendment l2, Representative Friedrich .is recognized.

Kriedrich. Fkiodrich. ' HJRCA 12.',

riedrich: *Yeah, Mr. Speaker, I have a motion to discharge

the Committee on Executive. Senator (sic) Capparelli

has agreed to it. When we got to call this there were

ohly a few people left in Committee. We'ze running

out of time. I've checked with Representative Madigan

and Representative Ryan so I meve the discharge motion.
''

peaker Redmond: ''You repeat yodr... Representative Beatty.''

eatty: ''Well, Mr. Speaker, I believe this is the Rlsolution tha

was heard in the Executive Committee of which I am the

Vice Chairman. There were M-mhers present. The man

had a hearinge as a matter of fact, under the rules of
...- mee' I(' '--k 
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9.

our Committee.... Under the rules of the Executive

Committee, he still has an opportunity to present his

Resolution at another time . So he has not exhausted

his rights in the 'Committee. He has been treated fairly

in the Committee. And the vote in the Committee does

not necessarily represent the Membership that was present

There were other Members present who did not care to vote

on the measure. I think the GentlemaaEA.s remedy is to go

back to the Executive Committee of which he is a Member

and ask that the Resolutiop again be called for a vote ..
''

riedrich: ''I would appreciate it, Representative Beatty, if

yoa would talk to your Chairman. I've cleaxed this

with him and I think that...f'

peaker Redmond: NRepresentative Stuffle.'f

tuffle: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker and Members. Representative Friedric

d I are the hyp'honaeoa princjpaf Sponsors of thisan
Constitutidnal Amendment. First occasion that we slated

the Amendment for hearing, the entire... basically the

entire meeting was taken up by consideration of the

Chrysler Corporation legislation. Representative

Friedrich and I were unable to present it then. The

second time, we checked with the .... other Bills there.

There were very few people there. Most of the Mnmhers

were in the Rules Comnittee and Representative Friedrich

is absolutely correct in the statements that he made

here today.p

peaker Redmond: ''Representative Schneider?''

chneider: oThank you, Mr. Speaker. I think the Memhership

ought to be aware and if we could have attention of the

Membership, Mr. Speaker: some attention please? This is.

Thank you. This is the annual effort by a numher of

people, primarily again, Representakive Friedrich, and

I respect his opinion. However this annual effort to

alter the State Superintendancy of education has had

more than its generous attention over the last couple
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10.

of years. I think Representative Beatty's point was

well taken that the Bill... or the Constitutional Amend-

ment will have an opportunity to be reconsidered again

is a valid one. If we lea/ over the Committee on this

proposal, I think it's erroneous. It does indeed skrike

me as being an effort to kind of even up the score in

many respects. I have, again, a high regard for the

Sponsorse but they ought to remomher that the State Board

of Education in my judgment has been moving admirably

away from the political ties that were so often associate

with that office and what we are trying to do is put the

most sensitive area of State Government, that is, educaki n,.

in the hands of people that are representative across

the.state of Illinois and allow them to help us... to giv

us guidance as a Legislature. Once we take it out of that

realmy I think we jeopardize education from the attitudes

that we al1 hold I khink, which is the best education

fdr the kids of Illinois. And we put it into a Political

' person's hands who may utilize it for purposes other

than education. So I say this, one, we ought to defeat

a motion to discharge the Committee, let the Committee

make its decision and then face the issue as it comes -

before us. It won't lbypass Committee. This is an

annual proposal. Let'k try to keep it in Committee.

That would be my preference. So, please defeat the motion ''

Speaker Reamnnd: pRepresentative Hoffmanm''

Hoffman: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. The previous speaker has said it well.

The School Problems Commission in 1973 provided the

present modus operendj following '.the mandate by the

Constitution of 1970. In my judgment, the Board is

pursuing a reasonable, logical course in terms of what

you would expect the evolution of a Board of that nature

to take under these circumstances. Our present State

Superintendant has resigned effective July of this year.
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l l .
. cSo , for a wflole varzety of reasons , I think we ought to

. give them an opportunity to appoint a new Superintendant

and give that individual an opportunity and see how it

goes. I just really feel thyy're moving in the right

direction and I don't think that this Resolution. .

Constitutional Amendment is in the best interests of the

boys and Mirls of the State of Illinois and for that

reasong I would ask you to oppose this motion.''

peaker Redmond: ''Representative Friedrich.''

riedrich: ''Mr. Speaker, I believe the last two Genklemen

were debating the merits of the Constitutional Amendment

as opposed to debating the motion. Certainly, number one

this does not assure... khis package. . this motion does

not assure this is going to be on the ballot. It will

giv e it a chance to be debated on this floor. Nnmher

two, even if it's passed by b0th Houses and put on the

ballot, it does not assure it's going to changed . But

I thinx that the people of this state have a right to

vote on this question which they have not had a chance

to do since 1970 and I think if you have faith in the

people, and. ypu may not, if you dondt, you don't belong

on this floor... So if you have faith in the people to

govern themselves, I think you should give them a chance

to make this decision and that's all wedre doing here

is trying to get khis on the floor so we can debate it

throughly here and then if the Body sees fit, then it

will be submitted to the people and it will be subject

to their will at that time. I don't know what you're

afraid of, unless youire afraid the peo#le of this Body

haven't got enough sense to vote on it or the people

of the State of Illindis haven't got enough sense to

vote on an issue which is vital to themo''

peaker Redmond: ''Ready for the question. The question's on

the Gentlemân's motion that the provisions of Rule

66-A be suspended and that the Committee on. . Committee
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on the Executive be discharged from further consideration

to House Joint Resolution Constikutional Amendment #l2

and that it be advanced to the Order of Constitutional

Amendments: Second Reading. Those in favor vote 'ayel;

opposed vote'no'. Have all voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Representative Kane?''

ane: ''What vote is required?''

peaker Reamnndz n89. I would caution you to vote only your

own switch because it takes 89 and ... Representative

Z Z Z Q @ 1'

ane: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, I'd

urge a 'no' vote on this. Just because a Constituttonal

Amendment is introduced is no reason why we should

bring it to the fldor or that we should submit it to

the voters. Changing the Constitution is something

thatîs important and should be done only when therets

a dire need for it. I think that if we put this out

onto the floor, we're doing a great disservice to

our own system of Committee and our own deliberative

process and I would urge a 'nol vote at this time.

There's absolutely no reason for it now.''

peaker Redmond: ''Have all voted who wish? Again I cautiön

you to only vote your own switch. Representative

Hoffman./

offman: ''Mr. Speaker, if this has 89 votes, I'm going to ask

for a verification.œ

peaker Redmond: ''Representative Friedrich.'f

i d ich: ''I would ask'for a poll of the absentees. I gotr e r

an early call on this ap'd it's obvious khak some of the

people are still in their office. I had hoped it would

h but I'hadbe àt a later time when all would be ere,

asked you to call it, so I'm not critical of you. But

I would ask for a poll of the absentees. Again, 'aY1

we're asking for here is a chance to debate this on the
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offman: ''That was the poll of the absentees. Right now, wedre.

Speaker Reamnnd: ''That is correct . And you had requested ..

to advise us of any questions you had of the Affirmative

Roll Call.>

offman: ''You have not read the Affirmativè Roll Call yet .

Is that correct? So I'm.... n

peaker Redmond: ''I guess youdre right. I guess you're right.

Mr. Clerk: proceed with the Call of the Affirmative Roll

Call. Representative Hoffman.''

offman: ''Mr. Speaker, how many votes do we have?''

peaker Redmond: ''How many? 91.''

offman: 'î91. Now, I have 'x' number of people I can take

off the Roll right now without going through the Affirma-

tive Roll' Call which I'm willing to do if the Sponsor

is willing to do ito''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Eriedrich?''

riedrich: NI tell you what I1m willing to do . 1$m willing

to call this when the people are on the floor if he

wants to waive this Roll Call. That sounds like

a sporting proposition. 1111 withdraw the motion

and calltit when we get some people on the floor .
''

peàker Redmond: ''Representative Hoffman.'f

offman: ''1.11 accept that.''

peaker Redmond: ''We have leave to dunp this Roll Call and take

it out of the record? Hearing no objection, it is

taken out of the record. Dump the Roll Call. Roll Call

for attendance. Representative Hoffman.f'

offman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Earlier this morning I

rekurned to Second Reading House Bill 1741 for the pur-

pose of an Amendment which I did hot have an opportunity

to put on yesterday due to our getting tied up in some

other things later in the day. And for that reason,

Mr. Speakèr, I would like to have the consent of the Hous

to suspend the appropriate rule so that Bill might be

heard on Third Reading today.''
N
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peaker Redmond : ''Whàt Bill are we talking about here?''

offman: ''1741.,4

peaker Redmond: î*1741...1:

offman: 1'1741 and 1742 khich we haven't had a chance to get

to yek.''

peaker Reamnnd: ',1741 we just returned that to the Order of
Second Reading and amended it and put it back up to

Third. Under Rule 35-C why you would have ko stay on

there for a day. Representative Hoffman has moved to

suspend that rule so that 1741 can be considered today.

Is that correct?''

offman: ''Yes Sir.''#'

peaker Reamnndz ''The question... The question is on the

Gentlemdnfs motion. Those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed

vote 'no'. 1741. Vote, yeah, I guess thatlscright
.

The question'is on the Gentleman's motion. Those in

favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'nol It requires

l07 votes. Have all voted who wish? Representative

Deuster.R

euster: ''This is a motion to do what?''

peaker Redmond: ''Youlre right.n

euster: ''Your usual lucid explahation.''

peaker Redmond: ''This is... This is Representative Hoffman's

motion to... for leave to suspend the rule which

requires a Bill that's been amended to not be considered

that day, but to be considered the following day. Once

we've moved it back and amended it, and then put it back

up 'töt Third. He wants leave to have it voted on

today as amended. Representative Van Duyne.
''

an Duyne: ''Thankkyou, Mr. Speaker. As a matter of informationg

I know really Irm probably out of order on this because

I'm not addressing the proper substance. But, H'ouse

Amendment 41.. says. refers to having a population of

less than 500,000... But the original Billudeals with the

city of Chicago. Now surely, the Board of Education

deals with more people than a half a million . Is that
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in conflict...''

peaker Redmond: ''Iedon't think so because the motion .. . er, the

Amendment struck everything after the enacting clause

and I think the Seckion that youfre 'referring to is

after the enacting clause. So I think khat's out.
''

an Duyne: '1So# then, really, the Digest is very misleading.

We're not dealing with the city of Chicago at all. ''

Speaker Redmond: ''No. Representative Hoffmanzb.l'd better let

you get into this. ''

offman: #Thank you, Mr.'speaker. This is a motion to

suspçnd the rule ko allow me to hear an Amendment

which was on your desk yesterday to this particular

Bill that due to the time constraints which we had

yesterday, as we took up a nllmher of other items that

other Legislators wanted to take up, I was not able

to back this Bill down yesterdày and put this Amendment

in. This Amendment does not... We took everything

out of the Bill and this provides one simple Section

out of a Senate Bill 1000 that #ot tied up in a Con-

ference Comnittee on something totally unrelated to

this on a controversial issue. So a1l I'm asking for

is permission to hear the Bill on Third Reading today

and Ifll be happy to explain the Amendment to you at

the appropriate time.''

Speaker Redmond: NRepresentative Eriedrich.''

riedrich: ''In explaining my votey Mr. Speaker, I would think

tomorrow would be a good day to call this in view of

kr. Hoffmanls reluctance getting more stuff on the

floor.''

Speaker Redmond: nHave al1 vated who wish? Clerk will tàke

the record. On this question tiere's 93 'ayeRs, and

two 'nol and the motion failed. Page seven, on the

Order of House Bills, Third Reading. Page seven,

appears House Bill 221. Representative Younge.''

Clerk Leone: ''House Bill 821, a Bill for an Amen... an Act to
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amend the Industrial Development Act and the powers of

the Department of Business and Economic Development.

Third Reading of the Bill.''

peaker Redmond: ''Representative Younge. ''

ounge: OYes, thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House.

This Bill would amend the powers of the Illinois Industri l

Development Authority to give them the power to develop

industrial parks. As the Bill... the Bill originally

started out to issue general obligation bonds. The

last Amendment is now the Bill and it does not have

anything tobdo with general obligation bonds. The

provision of,the Bill at this time is m'erely to expand

the authority of the Illinois Housing Develop .. . the

Illinois Industlial' Development Authority to give thGn

the capacity to work with industrial projects which

shall mean industrial parks. And I move for the

passage of this Bill.n

peaker Redmond: ''Is there any discussion?''

ounge: f'This is a power that the Illinois Industrial Develop-

ment Authority wants. I move for the passage of

thàé Bill.*

peaker Redmond: ''Is there any discussion? Representative

Piele''

iel: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. A question of the Chair, how

many votes is required on this Bill?''

peaker Redmond: ''It's been amended. 1s' it Piel or 'Pel>?@'

' iel : ''Piel , Kae iel . ''One f1Mr''; two ! Piël ! s ' . D

peaker Redmondi lRepresentative Younge, are those general

obligationsbonds?'g

ounge: NNoz the provision in reference to general obligation

bonds has been... has been deleted from the Bill. A1l

the Bill does àk this time is give khe Illinois Induskria

Dvelopment Authority the power to bill industrial

districts. Righk now, theyfre limited to a specific

ap/lication for a specific bill on a specific piece of
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floor. I think it's a vital issue and I appreciate
.. o

''

Speaker Redmond: ''Have all voted who wish? Clerk will take the

record. On this question therels 90 'aye'œ and 43 'no'
.

Representative Robbinsz for what purpose do ynu arise?''

bbins: ''I just wanted to elplain my vote on this Bill.

feel like the people of the State of Illinois have the

right to say whether they want to continue an appointed

Superintendant of Schools or whetber they woéld have aa e ected

Superintendant of Schoolsy I feel like we should give

them this opportunity. like the judgment of the

people, whether they cho''o-- me or not, better than I do

appointing peopleo''

peaker Redmond: ''Representative Hoffman has requested a

verification of the Affirmntive Roll Call. Representativ

Eriedrich has requested a poll of the absentees. Poll

the absentees, Mr. Clerk. Representative Friedrich.

Poll the absenteesxn

lerk Leone: ''Po11 of the absentees; Abramson. Beatty.

Bluthardt. Bowman. Breslin. Bullock. Conti. Diprima.

Donovan. John Dunn. Ebbesen. Epton. Ewell. Gaines.

Griesheimer. Hudson. Huff. Johnson. Emil tlones.

Karpiel. Klosak. Leverenz. Mautino. McAuliffe.

McBroom. McGrew....''

peaker Reamnnd: ''Direct remarks to the Chair.''

lerk Leone: lMeyer. Neff. Oblinger. Excuse me, O'Brien.

Peters. Piel. Schlickman. Skinner. Stanley.

Stearney. Taylor. Telcser. Williamson. J.J. Wolf.

SaD Wolf. Yourell.. And, Mr. Speaker. ''

Speaker Redmond: ''Mr. Hoffman, any questions of the Affirmative

Roll Call? Representative George Ray Hudson, for what

purpose do you arise?''

Hudson: nHow am recorded, Mr. Speaker?n

clerk.tLeonen.''The Gentleman is not recorded as votingo
'l

Hudson: ''Vote me 'aye', pleasem''

Speaker Reamnnd: nold friend. Representative Hoffmanv''
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land. And this Bill as presently amended would give

them the authority to be concerned wikh khe development

of industrial parks. The provision haging to do' with

two million dollars of general obligation bonds or any

other bond has been taken out of the Bill.
''

iel: 'IYes, the specific purpose was to declare three-fifths
,

righta''

ounge: ''No, it would be a simple Majority. It has to do

wikh merely broadening khe authority of the Illinois

Industrial Development Authority. Has got nothing

to do with bonding.f'

peaker Redmond: ''Parliamentarian has to check with the

statutes. Perhaps it might be advisable to take this

out until they come back with the answer. That alright
with you, Representative Younge? Okay . Take it out of

the record temporarily. 1992. 1952, Representative

Steele, page ten.':

lerk Leone: HHouse Bill 1952, a Bill for an Act to anend

the Illinois Highway Code. Third Rèading of the Bill.
''

peaker Redmond: ''Representative Steele.
''

teele: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Eouse Bill 1952 authorizes

the Department of Transporation to lease out under

certain conditions lands on state highway right-of-way
.

This is actually a clarifying piece of legislation that

clears up what is already being done and what is already

been done under implied authority. So it's a clarifying

piece of legislation. One Amendment's been added

requiring that fair market value be included in the

legislation. It's supported by the Department of Transr

portation. It'passed the Committee by 17 to three and

I would urge your favorable apprcval.''

peaker Redmond: ''Is there any discussion? Representative

Van Duyne.''

an Duyne: ''Yes, thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House.

Representative Skeele, as you well know, there was a
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certain amount of confusion about this Bill the other

day as to the specific ingredienks that go into these

leases. Now welre not talking about a helicopter port,

air righks for B-25's ùver 55 median strip. You never

did explain it and there was a specific request, at

least Jor myself, and others that you do say what the

ingredients are in these leases.
''

teele: lYes, thank you, kr. Van Duyne. The legislation

specifies that right-of-ways may be leased including

air rights. And at the present time there are no air

rights leased and the only right-of-wayp being utilized,

Representative Van Duyne, are for parks and for parking

lots. They're all in the Chicago area. They bring in

about half a million doloars a year and if the legisla-

tion's not passed, why, then the revenues lost plus the

parks and the parking lots which are really for public

uses, and of course, that's why you have public property,

is for public usage, that would be lost. Built into it

is the competitive bids, the fair market value, leases

can't be over five years. Itls a very desirable piece

of legislation, one that has worked well in .the past and

I think that that pretty well encompasses the question

#ou have and from your indication that satisfies the
question you had. And I do move for its adoption.''

peaker Redmond: ''Any further discussion? Ready for the

question? The questinn is, 'Shall this Bill pass?'

Those in favor vote /kye'; opposed vote ho'. Have a1l

voted who wish? Have all voted who wikh? The Clerk

will take the record. On this question there's l38

'ayeds, and no lnay'. The Bill, having received the

Constitutional Majerity: is hereby declared passed.

Mulcahey, 'aye'. 349. On House Bills, Third Reading

appears on page . I'm taking them in the order Ln whicb
' 

f here at the time we came ia hore. uhere n thethe peop eqwere
wo'rld is 349? '
842. I don't know where 349, so we'll ... It was on
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Postponed Consideration. Well, let's go to that one

later. 842. Representative Greiman .
''

lerk Leone: ''House Bill 842, a Bill for an Act to amend an

Act concerning public utilities. Third Reading of the

Bi1l.'1

reihan: ''.Thank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 842 was the

subject of Amendment of our Amendment process yes-

terday. It was the subject of some significant Amendments;

last year, Amendments that were very restrictive .

Yesterday, those Amendments were taken off the Bill.

And Amendments thàt we believe that everyone in this

House should be able to live with were placed on the Bill

Mr. Vinson placed an Amendment on which the Sponeors

accept and I would ask Mr. Vinson to close the debate

after I finish. Basically the Bill provides for the

Vinson 'Sunshine provisions' with respect to the

Commerce Commission as well as a provision that allows

for one year, only for next winter, a prohibition against

winter shut-offs. But the prohibition is different than

the one that was experimentally used by, the Comnerce

Commission this year. Under the present... Under the

offered Section, winter shuk-offs would be prohibited

by the heating utility companies only.. only where the

customer went in and wokked out and signed up a deferred

payment. Yesterday, I hàd a question that was akked me

about that and I noticed khat there was a grammatikal

error and we changed that so that there must be, there

must be a signed deferred payment, must be a signed

deferred payment before you can allow a winter... a

prohibition on winter shut-offs. It is a.. I donlt have

to tell anybody. The trauma, the tragedy of shutting

off the heating plant of anybody in the middle of

December. The figures are that this was tried this

winter. It was by no means disastrous. The .. The

numhers of receivables did go up, but we are in dif-
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ferent and difficult economic times. I present to you

also khat this is a mere one year statute. It does not

go beyond that. Ik applies only to the next winter .

It is a... It is a concept which is being used in

other states. It is one that we have used by our

Commerce Commission this yèar and I would recommend

it to your approval and ask for an 'aye' vote on House

Bill 842.''
j %peaker Redmohd: 'Representative Conti.''

Conti: ''We1l Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of thet

House, contrary to what the Sponsor says, they did

clean up some land's and ords' in the Amendment, but

this is Ktill a very bad Bill. I'd like the Momhership

to look at this Bill. It requires eledtric and gas

companies that provide services regardless of payment

of utility bills to all customers from December

first to April first, who use electric or gas only

in source of space heating. That means the biggest

energy using dustomer of the utility. Though the

Amendment appears to be to require the customer to

enter into a deferred payment agreement, the cût-off

moratorium has nokhing to do with any payments being

made. Gréiman's Amendment defines customer so broadly

that any household could easily qualify for free winter

services. After this year's cut-off moratorium every

Illinois utility has large amounts of uncollectable

receivables for energies provided to those who can

afford their pay... to pay their bills. Last year:

47 million dollars were provided to Illinois to pay

utilities of the poer and elderly by the Federal Govern-

ment. In addition: the House Revenue Committee recom-

meded a 'Do pass' on House Bill 3204, which contains

Representative Sharp's proposal for state payments to

senior citizens for their utiliky expenses. This year's

cut-off ordered by the Commerce Ccmmission in response
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to a House Resolution still needs to be studied . See

its actuall cost to all the rate payers. This data

will not be available for at least another month and

the results may be guestionable because of the mild

winter. The Conuission is prepared to. . . is to prepare

a report for the General Assembly and until we receive

khat report, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, I ask

you to take a good look at this Bill md defeat itv
''

peaker Redmond : ''Representative Flinn.''

. linn: RWe1l, Mr. Speaker, I very rarely get up and speak

against a Momher's Bill unless I think it is a bad

Bill. This not dnly is a bad Bill, it got worse with

khe Amendment. I don't think we've got any business

forcing upon the people of this state such legislation

as this. It does not do anything for the poor people

as is suggested. It does the same thing for a1l the

people. 1:11 guarantee you, theyfll be one hell of a

lot of peopke that won't pay their bills .even though

they're able to pa'y them if the Bill passes into law .

And I would ask. urge everyone to vote 'no', or

at least not vote green.''

peaker Redmond: nRepresentative Anderson.''

nderson: ''Will the Sponsor yield for a question?''

reiman: ''Yup.''

derson: ''Is this exactly the same 'as what we experimented

with this year? Is there'any change at all?''

reiman: ''Yes, as a matter of fack, it's more restrictive than

ihë Commerce Commission's experiments. Cause it doesn't

have in it the temperature so that it's restrictive.

We have used it this past year. The utilities are still

in business. They're still available. The 47 million

dollars is still available whether this is used or not.

And it doesn't make any difference. It doesn't change

it at all. ''

derso'n:'''lt's then, in fact, the exact same thing that we
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experimented with this year?''

Greiman: ''It would be... Well, there are differenceso.''

derson: ''We1l, can you enumerate.m .
s'

reiman: ''Differences that as my recollection is
y therels

no... there is no absolute prohibition based on

temperature in the Bill. There was an absolute pro-

hibition on .. in the Commerce Commissionîs dxpertmenc

that whën the temperature was at a certain level, you
couldn't .go below that. So there is that difference

.

Actually this is more beneficial and easier for the

utilities to handle than that Was because they claimed

that they were running back and forth on temperature.

This Bill doesn't have that. So in that sense, this

is more restrictive and easier for the utility companies

ko live with than the experimental pragram of the

utili.. of the Commerce Commissioa ''

nderson: f'Well, as I remomher, the program that's in force

this year, if you went in and signed up for a level

payment plan, you were allowed to continue. However,

if the temperature went up above 32 or something. o
''

reiman: ''Right...'' t

nderson: ''They could shut you off. Now can they still shut

you off if the temperature goes above 32?''

reiman: ''Absolutely, or even under as a matter of fact
. . . g

derson: ''Alright..o''

reiman: ''.. . that's not on there... m ''

derson: ''S/ you must sign up for the level paymenk program
.
''

reiman: f'Oh, absolutely. It's tied up to a deferred payment

program. You must... In order to avail yourself of

this, #ou must tie in to a deferred payment program.
It is an absolute must.''

derson: ''Well, I think this sounds like a good Bill and

I'm going to support it.''

reiman: ''Thank you very much. ''

lpeaker Reamond: ''Representative Huzé. ''
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uff: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

peaker Redmond: ''He will.f'

reiman: '#I will.''

uff: '#Well, Mr. Greiman, what's the effect of the Vinson

Amendment on this Bil1?>

Greiman: 'tWell, thatçs an effort to provide the Commission

with certain rights and provide people who are appearing

before the Commission certain rights. For example,

to use the normal Civil Practice Act, rules of discovery

so thai one has access to the files and the records

and what not of parties who are before the Commiséinn.

It also provides for some intervention rules. That's

basically whàt it does. But Mr. Vinson is, of course,

better able to explain it than 1.'.

uff: f'Okay. Thank you./

peaker Redmond: ''Anything further? Representative Vinson.
''

inson: ''Mr. Speaker, I was just signaling to get your attention

to close on it. If other people want to talk on it

first, why don't you permit that?'l

peaker Redmond: l'Representative Bradley .
''

radleyz ''Yes, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

I assume that Amendment 45 is still on this legislation.

Amendment 45 is the Vinson legislation which.o''

relman: oYes, it is still on.''

radley: f'Well, I'd like to call the attention of the House

to what Amendment #5 does and I hate to be opposing my

colleague from the 44th Diskrict, but Amendment #5

creates a quasi-judicial Body known as the 'Illinois

Commerce Commissionl which we already have but on page

two, the annual salary of each Commissionlx Wil1. be
$35,200 which is a... Then it goes up to 37,300 in

'80 and 39,000 thereafter and then the Chairman receives

an additional 8500 per year for chairing it and there

are nany changes in there. On pagp six, I think is

the guts of the Amendment thaE wefre giving the Commissio
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some additional privileges here. It says, they shall

adopt rules and regulations establishing standards which

a public utility shall follow inaresponding to a cuskomer

inquiry about service, instrumentality, equipment,

facilities, rates and charges of a public utility . In

no case shall a Commission impose rules and regulations

which unfairly disadvantage a public utility initiating

direct sales contact. It'â.. .lt's an Amendment that

I think was a.. actually a Bill that was defeated last

year, if I'm not.... If I1m not mistaken and I wonder

maybe if Representative Vinson might respond to the

question that if he would define what a quasi-judicial

body is as mentioned on page one, Seckion I of the

Amendment.''

peaker Redmond: ''Representative... Just a minute. Represent-

ative Polk, are you seeking recognition?'f

olk: ''Thank youz Mr. Spèaker. The Eighky-First General

Assembly is extremely fortunate today to have in their

gallery sitting up here on the right, from 'Hawthorn-

Irving School' in Rock Island, one of our outstanding

grade schools as represented here by Representative

Darrow, Representative Bell and myself. If my student

frien's would stand up; I'd appreciate it very much

if they can be recognized.''

peaker Redmond: ''Representative Vinson to respond to the

inquiryo/

kadley: hWéll, thank you very much, Ben we appreciate the

interruption but.. Sam, in...>

insonr l&Was it :polk or Taylor that introduced that group?''

radley: f'Also respond to what it is and hoW ik differs from

khat-weppreeently have./

inson: ''Yoq're speaking in terms of the quasi-judicial linguage

Representative?''

radley: ''Yes.''

Sinson: nWhat we have with thlt language and what I think the
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effect of it is, is ko emphasize the fact that we are

dealing with an agency for which judicial standards

are appropriake, that it's important because of the

fact that it is in dealing with adversary situations

and that it's adjudicating important rights to make

it and to treat it more like a judicial agency than an

administrative agency. And that's the purpose of

that particular language and the purpose of a numher of

the changes. It's to attach the judcial nature of the

proceedings ko the proceedingso''

radley: nWas this... one other question, Representative Vinson.

Was this at one time a Bill that you introduced and

was.. what happened to that Bill if it was a Bil1?''

inson: ''Well, twice I've introduced this as a Bill. In 1978

shortly after I was appointed to the Legislature, in

conjunction with Senator 'Bloom', I sponsored this
legislation and picked it up when it came. . . when he

passed it in the Senate and it was not approved by the

House Public Utility Committee. Again in 1979

I introduced it and it was never heard in the Public
; & '

Utility Committee in tEat.. in that ye:c.''

radley: *Well, in conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I think this is

something that we can do without and we don't need . I

hate... I'm sorry that it's a part of Representative

Greiman's Bill, who I might be able to support, but with

this Amendment attached to itz I1m going to oppose it

and urge the Mnmhers to take a good strong look at

Amendment /5 thatls on House Bill 842. Wedre passing

legislation that was defeated prior to today and now

it's coming back to us again in the form of an Amendment
.

I urge the defeat of House Bill 842 in its present

conditiong''

peaker Redmond: ''Representative Kent.''

! ent: ''Thank ycu, Mr. Speaker. I know all of yqu want to lower

the rades or have less cost for the utilities for every-
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one. But do you know thàt it is Bills such as this

that are not lowering the rates? They are going to raise

them. You cannot put peopleawhere they do hot have to

pay utility bills, yes, the payment plan and all of

this. But it does not help .a Someone has to pay for

the cost of the délay in payment for the money that
j '

is used. Last year $47 million dollars was provided

to Illinois to pay for those utilties of the poor and

khe. needy and the 'elderly .by the Federal Government.

And we also have a Bill that is passed this House

that is Representative Shirp's and it is also for state

payments on' tpp of êederal pâyments for the people

who are in need.. An#one can qualify in this situation.

It is wrong. It wili raise rates.. It will not lower

them. You are just penalizing again the people that

pay their bills and this will be more costly to them .

I urge you to vote 'no' on 842..'

peaker Redmond: ''Any further discusésion? Répresentative

Greiman to close.''

reiman : ''Well, I had suggested that M r . Vinson would close,

but I would just.. because the subjects are somewhat

disjointed, I'd like to just make a comment and then
turn it over to Mr. Vinson if I might. Some of the

comments have been that this will raise the rates.

That is not trae. If the 47 hillion dollars and the

Sharp Bill are availablee then wedll use them and werll

use them to pay the utilities so that there will be

no loss of income. On the other hand, if they are

not avàilable, if the money is not forthcoming from

those two eources, then people will find themselves

in mid-winter without heat. We have some overriding

eoncerng, some overriding considerations that I think

we must... we must think about and we must touch . And

we must resolve. As far as the whether... the Vinson

Amendment is appropriate on this Bill or not, it's on
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there. I accept it with the will of this House and I

dccept the will of this House and so I proceeded this

morning with that on. Obviously the Bill is not

going to be signed into law later on this afternoon
.

If it passes, àtbll have to go through the Senate and

I suspect the vetd process of khe Governor so there's

plenty of time to take off my end of it or Mr . Vinson's

end of it. I would ask, therefore, that... pass this

Bill out so that wihter shut-offs are kept alive and

fight the otéer battles in the Senate when.. at the

appropriate time. But pass. . . I would now yield to

Mr. Vinson.> ''

peaker Redmond: NRepresentatiye Vinson.
'f

inson: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, M-mhers of the House
. I will

not address the winter shut-off portion of the Bill .

Representakive Greiman has done that. I will address

Amendmenk #5 and the general question of utility regula-

tion which it deals with. What we do when we create the

Illinois Commerce Commission and what we do when we

deal Fith regulaiory lawz is to regulate monopoly. We
l

grant them and accord them a monopôly , an exemption fyom

the normnl competitive business péocess. Itfs appropriat

when we do that thak we have reasonable and fair regula-

tion ko insu/e that the monopoly does not take advantage

of its position in order to inflict unfair disadvan-

tage onto the consumer. What the Amendmeht. . What

Amendment #5 does is to make a series of important and

I would argue comprehensive éhanges in the Public Utility

Act which will assure that in fact we do have fair and

. . . fair and regulation of utilities and protection for

consumers. I think Mnmhers of this House know from my

past record that I am not an anti-utility Legislator.

I have not cast votes in the past on a nnmher of things

that have been regarded as pro-consumer or anti-utility
.

And I don't think I do that in this instance. I think I
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cast'a..a vote. I think I offer an Amendment that is a fair

and balanced Amendment on b0th sides. What does that

Amendment do? It applies ethic standards to the bearing

examiners who in fact make most of the decisions on rate

cases. Is that improper? Should they not be subjected

to ethic standards? I submit they should be. It applies

civil practice rules on intervention and discovery
.

N in fact those particular rule's will operate to theOW, p 
.

advantage of the regulated utilities. They will give

them a slightly better situation on intervention and

discovery than they now have under Commission rules
.

TheyIll give them precisely the same situation you would

have in a Circuit Court in the State of Illinâis and I

think that's fair. We require the Commission to adopt

consumer service standards on customer inquires. Now I

think itrs fair that consumers of public utilities

services in this state should know that there are standar s:

specified standards, the utilities have to adhere to

in respodding to consumer complaints. We give that

utility a monopoly and we' simply say here are a set of

reasonable standards resultins after public hearingé and

afker thùrough investigakion by the Commn'ssion which the

utility has to respond to. What else do we do? We

provide that the Commerce Commission can make an order

asking for a management audit of a poorly run utility.

We all khnw that there's good utilities and there's

bad utilities. And when we have a bad utility, khatls

overchu ging or under. serving the consumer , ought we not

to be able to hage a management audit that looks at

that utility and before we give them a rate increase,

says how can we improve their perfom nnce? I khink we

should . Now, much will be made of a provision in this

M endment which deals wikh advertising . One thing this

Amendment does not do is prohibit any advertising .

One thing it does do is to say to the Co= erce Com ission

..---
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thak you can't authorize a utility to engage in adver-

tising which is not in the intere' st of the consumer and

to charge the consumer for it. They' can still do it

but they have' to charge it to stockholder funds, not to

the consumer. Why 'should the consumer have to pay

in fact for advertising when he derives no benefit frop

it? I think that provision's fair . Finally, it abolishis

the :ecretary of the Commission and I think that if you

look at the history of the Illinois Commerce Commission,

you know there's no' justification for having a secretary.

Itls a patronage plum. The secretary in the best of

yeaxs simply gets in fights with the Chairman about

who's supposed to run the Commission . Wedre trying to

gave the taxpayers a little money here: provide for a

more efficient operation of these Commissions and to

abolish another patronage plum . I think that 'this Bill

is a balanced Bill. It's designed to help the rate

payer but not to hurt the utility. I think it puts

both on a fair footing and I think it's an appropriate

response tp a situation where you grant a big business

operation a monopdly and when theydre excluded from

having to cod'pete wikh other people in the business

process. I wnikd urge'you to vote laye', not to vote

for utilities, not' ko vote against utilities, but to

vote for fàir and open utility reguYation. Thank you .''

peaker Redmond: ''The question is, 'Shall this Bill pass?f

Those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Have a1l

voted kho wish? Have all voted who wish? Representative

Darrow.',

arrow: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the .

House, some of you may not realize that oftentimes

legi:lation such 'as this can be considered as labor

legislation. We just went through a long strike of

Inkernational Harvester four months, and during thét

strike the local power company could not terminate
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the utilities of the fellows who were out on strike.

As soon as the April 1st deadline passed their utilities

began to be shut-off. As long as we can use means such

as this and such as food stappsy the unions can go

out on strike and stay ouk longer. So those Who have an

interest kn o<ganized labor I'm sure would be supporting
this Bill and of courser those who are opposed to such

things would be against the Bill. It's obvious that this

Bill's n<t going anywhere today and I'm sure that the

speaker will reintroduce it again next year .
f'

peaker Redmond: nHave al1 voted who wish? Clerk will take the

record. On this question there's 47 l'aye's and 72 îno'.

The Bill, having failed to receive the Constitukional

Majority, is hereby declared lost. 971. Greimang''

lerk O'Brien: RHouse Bill 971, a Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Condominium Property Act. Third Reading

of the Bill.*

peaker Redmond: ''Representative Greiman.''

reiman: ''Well, We'll try... That may be the wqy to do it,

' cut off my mic. 97l is an Amendment to the Condominium

Propetty Act. At the present time the Condominium Act '

requires that a converter 'from an apartment leasing

arrangement to a condominium arrangement when the con-

version takes place, the converter must give all of the

documents efdthe systems and al1 of the bytlwe: the

declaration, the projected budget, the floor plan, and

all of the other things that khe tenant is supposed

to have to make up his or her mind as to vheth4r they

want to purchase. But it doesn't provide access to the

building's physical plànt, access to the system. House

Bill 971' allows the tenants who are being given the

opportunity to purchase and in essence, who are being

told, purchase or lease, the opportunity to have access

to inspect the building and its systems and the documents

that would pertain to those systems that the owner had.
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It's a reasonable request and I would ask that we give

meaning to the other requirements because if we say

that'you have to give a lot of papers but don't allow

anyone to go behind the papers to actually look at .the

physical plant, wefre really giving an empty right. It

i 't ut in to.. for. stall or to delay condominiumsn p

conversion necessarily. Ik merely gives people who are

faced with the obligation to buy their apartment the

right to make an informed judgment and I would ask for

your approval of House Bill 971.19

peaker Redmond: nAny discussion? The question is, 'Shall

this Bill pass?' Those in favor vote 'ayël; opposed

vote lno' Representative Ebbesen laye'. Have all

voted who wish? Clerk will take the recerd. On this

question there'q lQ5 'aye' and.. ten 'no' and the Bill,

having received the Constitutional Majority, is here-

by dedlaxed passed. 2104, Schneider . It's on page ten.''

chneider: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Momhers of the House.

2104 develops language which conforms pretty much to what

that ''ISSC' had which gives students all the privileges

of that Mmmhership of the Board of Higher Education.

What it intends to do, of course, is to try to have some

imput that is significant and meaningful and with this

single Momher, what youlll discover of course is that

it will be essentially that. The make-up of the Board

is substantial enough it does not dilute the Board at

all, but rather continues an ongoing experience and

tradition that has been very Valid, allowing students

to participate on the Board of Higher Education. I would

solict an 'qye' vote for it.''

peaker Redmond: ''Any discussion?/

lerk Leone: ''House Bill 2104, a Bill fcr an Act to amend

khe Public Communiiy College Act and other related

Acts. Third Reading of the Bil1.''

peaker Redmond: nAll those in favor of this Bill vote 'aye'.
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Represenkative Ralph Dunn.''

unn: KThank you, Mr. Speaker. I wonder if the Spnnsor would

Xield?''

peaker Redmond: *He wi1l.''

unn: '% .. He is a voting Mnmher on the Board of Higher.uw -''

chneider: ''Yes, that's right.''

unn: ''This Bill went through Higher Education Committee and. . .
''

Ichneider: lYes, it did.''
unn: ''And passed out I suppose.f'

chneider: ''That's correct.''

unn: ''How many Memhers are there on the Board?''

chneider: ''The Board has 16 M-mhers.l

unnl ''And ane of these would be a college student?''

chneider: ''Thatîs righk.''

unn: HOne of them would be a faculty Momher?''

chneider: ''Appointed by the Governor of the State of Illinois .
'

unn: ''Would any of them require to be a faculty Memher?''

'' ff 't-.Momhers have pngoing partnership andchneider: Ha .

participation in the program. They have a special

interest that relates more to finances and not so

much t: the program.''

unn: ''Would khis not be a forerunner? Maybe we pass a Bill

saying that other people would have to have besides

just the studento...o
chneider: *We1l, that would be a decision I would not support.

Maybe you coudd dffer that, Ralphv''

unn: nI would not support it either and I don't really support

this. I think this is a bad precedent, one that I've

been before several times I think. It seems like this

year up to now welve only had Bills that have been

defeated before pretty nearband theylre back again

as the Bill, two or three wefve had bhis morning. I

would urge we look at this Bill considerable before we

vote for it and I would urge its defeat. Thank ycu. ''

peaker Redmond: ''Represnntative Borcherso''
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orchers: 1'Mr. Speaker and fellow Momhers of the House, a1l I

have to say is it's putting the Second Lieutenant in

charge of the Thikd Army. Itîs ridiculous.
''

peaker Redmond: ''Representakive Polk.''

olk: ''Well, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen, maybevsometimes

it's better to have the Second Lieutenant in charge
. I've

met a few of them that knew what the hell they were

doing. Apparently somebody didn't know what was

happening last night in a foreign country . It appears

th t ith the circumstances that we had yesterday thata w

it concerns me even more in relation to which way this

country is going . I think in tem s thak khe Congress

today is still talking about the appropriations for the

draf t. It:lls apparent to me that my 19 year old son

will be registering real soon and my daughter who was

down here two days ago says she ' s not opposed to register

ing either. She said if her brother should go , she

sees no reason she shouldn 't . They ' à:e both . . . My son

is in the University of Nebraska . My daughter ' s

prepared to go to school next year . I think she ' s as

competent as many people sitting on this ' Board to

make some decisions in regard to her f uture . There are

16 people going to sem e on that Board and I dan ' t think

that her . . hèr attitude would water down that decision

at al1 and I think with the situation in this country

today , it ' s time we continue to give some of these young

people an opportunity to participate and I 'm certainly

going to support it . ''

peaker Redmond : ''Have all voted . . .? œ ps . Any further dis-

cussionz Representative Ropp . ''

Ropp : ''Mr . Speaker, M-mhers of the House # may I ask a question?

Does the Governor right now have the opportunity to

appoint on this Board Members who are attending univer-

sities now?''

schneider: ''No, they just have that proceduze for... well, it
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varies from the State, #ou knowy.. Illinois elect. as

you know, the Universiky of Illihois and then the procedu e

is different for the other regionso . . .
''

opp: ''You mean he can'k appoint them right now if he wants ko,

someone who is...''

chneider: ''There is a procedure. I'm not familiar with thât,

ko be candid with you, on other Momhers of the Board

of Trustees for example. IIm not sure of that. All

we're saying at this point is that student organization

various types that now do it for the 'ISSC', could do

it for this Board with the Gove<nor's approval. ''

peaker Redmond: ''Representative Walsh.''

alsh: ''Will the Gentleman yield?''

peaker Redmond: ''He will./

alsh: HDoes this Bill with all of its Amendments still pro-

vide that there shall be one Member who is a President

of a private college?'î

chneider: nNo, it does not.'lt provides for V.put from that
' group, or the students, againp with the Governor's

aPPrOVal.''

alsh: ''It provides for what? For ipput fromw- ''

chneider: ''That.orgànization is the Eederation of Independent

Illinois Colleges has a say in the appointment.''

alsh: ''0f the student? In what sense do they have a say in

the appointmente../

chneider: ''In the Amendment if you... Amendment 4, Representm

ative, that was adopted yesterdayo''

alsh: ''And that Amendment simply.... Is that Amendment the

Bill? I haven't .. I havehlïtlseen that AMendment. And

the Amendment is that And if there is an additional

Mmmher on the Board and that that Member is a student?l'

Schneider: ''That's right.''

Wazsh: ''Wel1, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen o'f the House,

this Bill has had indeed a checkered career. The most

significant thing it did along the line was provide that
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ïoard of Higher Education shall have among its Members

the President of a private college and I think thatls

entirely reasonable. There is entirely too much control

it seems to me of the Board by the state universities.

NoW I suggest to you what the Bill wound up doing is

absolutely ridiculous and itfs about time we took a close

look at this. For a student ko be a Member of'a policy

making 3oard that makes policy with respect to education

if we think about it, is absurd and as someone mentioned

a little earlier, it's cextainly putting the fox in

charge of the hen house. I would urge, Mr. Speaker,

that we take a long look at this and we think of, those

of us who are running for reèlection, we think of our

impending reeleckion and think of what our opponents

might do if they ever got wind of the fact that we

voted for anything as ridiculous as this-''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative McGrew.''

cGrew: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentle-

men of the House. A# one might suspect, th1 previous

speaker doesn't think that anyone has intelligence to

make decisions until he's age at least 50. And he has

been able to make his'own decisions for many years now .

What we are actually doing is allowing the students to

have total ïn'put. When we are trying to decided how

much we're goi'ng to raise tuition, who knows better how

that will affect their respective budgets than Momhers

of that student body that would have to pay it? The

student body would only have one representàtive on each

of the Boards. I submit to you that that's certainly

a long way from controlling the entire direction of

each and every one of these bodies. Itls a problem.

It's been somethlng that we've been moving towards for

a long time. I suggest to you that we do provide some

em.ancipation for the college students and solicit an

'aye' vote on House Bill 2104.''
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peaker Redmond : ''Any further discussion? Representative
' 

S hneider to close . Wait a minute . Representative Wille ,c

pardon me.''

iller : ''Yeah, thank you, Mr. Speaker. The Gentleman from

Cook County who compared to this to the likes of putting

the fox in charge of the chicken coop always baffled me

in his attitude koward young people. I don't know if

it's in spite of or because he's had quite a few him-

self. To say that oneqperson out of 16 is going to

control anything is ridiculous. I hope everybody

listened to Representative Polk's speech. It was by

far the best speech weîve had about this particular

Bill and I think he's absolutely right. I htàrtily

support the concept.''

peaker Redmond: ORepresentative Birkinbine.R

irkinbine: 'lThank you, Mr. Speaker . Will the Sponsor yield

for a question?'l

peaker Redmondz ''He.#i1l.''

irkinbine: ''Mr. Schneider, am I tighE that the Boards of these

universities would nok have about 10 or 11 people on

them?''

Schneider: ''This is only the Board of Hlgher Education. Al1 tbat

other ... All the other references in your synopsis have

been deleted. The only thin: that rmmnins is that

a student will become a Member of the Board of Higher

Education by appointment of the Governor o
''

irkinbine: ''Okay. How many are on that Board?''

chneider: lsixteen is the numhere''

irkinbine: ''Sixteen, so this would raise it to seventeen.
''

chneider: 'fNo, that would be 16.''

irkinbine: ''Sixteen anyway. Okay, and so you'd have one out

of 16 would be a student.'' .

chneider: ''That's right.''

irkinbine: /Well# now if we were to exfrapolate that and say,
we, here in the Illinois Legislature, are making decision
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qffecting the financial well-being of schools and

the way some of these schools are going to be run
,

why not have students appointed by the Governor ko sit

in as full voting Members of the Legislature? ''

chneider: ''We11, we don't extrapolate.it that way...''

irkinbine: ''No,...''

chneider: ''Because, I mean, you can extrapolate that the

Governor shoildn't appoint ahd elkminate the Board of

Higher Ed. Now if you want to do that, again, that's

another kind of an argument thàt operates in aJi
.vacuum .

You know that the process in many ways is diverse. 
'

You have cumulative voting. You have single Momher

districks. You have the election of a President and a

Governor. Those are arMuments that are offered in

a vacu%m and either you add a Member to the House or

you eliminate the House. Ybu either add a Member to the

Board or you eliminat'e the Board with that kind of

extrapolation. So I dohlt operate from the same

premise. I operate from the notion that those are

functioning Board's'. Skudents are functioning in the

school system. This is their interest that's at stake
,

that is, education. They don't have any ipput thatls

significant. This does not dilute the Board. What it

does is to give them a chance to express their interest .

I don't see that a: threatening unless you fear so much

for the Democratic process on the Board of Higher Edu-

cation that one student is going to be so dramntically

persuasive as to turn the vote around. What's the

argument?n

irkinbine: ''I don't fear the Democratic process by any means.

But I woufd contend that saying adding a voice such as

that to the Board would be the equivalent of adding

ten such voices or 11 such voices here in the Illinois

Legislature because just as that Board would be affecting

the interests of the college studentsy hopefully, what
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we are doing here is also affecting their interestv And

I think the kind of thinking that says the Board is

going to benefit and the students will benefit by having

one voice added, khat of a student, to their Board is

just as silly as saying the state and the students will

benefit if we stick 10 or 11 of them here because.. .
''

11 Schneider: ''Thatls the kind of logic that turns around a dark

corner and runsustraighk into a wall. If you argue from

the premise, live with it'. But I can't believe you offer

that kind of premise... Looking for a defensive argument

it would seem to me you've got to say that the person

represents a threat to the process or to the proiram or
. to education. I would argue differently. Youlve'got to

have a position from which a studenk says, these are

the kinds of things that are of interest to us. I want

to bring it forward to you. I think you can deal with it

because you are mature, understanding, educational

pepple who have an interest and will listen to m:. It's

not a threat. Theylre not putting #hem up against a

wall. Youp.are not saying do this or else. The person

is like you or 1, that is, we offer ideas, up or down.''

Birkinbine: *Mr. Speaker, if I could speak to the Bill, I

disagree with the proponent of the Bill. The same way

that students may indeed now be left off that Board, so

are their parents and since they're usually two parents

for every student, why don't we now add two parents

as well as one student to the Board so the parents'

interests can be heard? I would suggest to you that

what we need on this Board are people who have background

people who have some degree of experience and intelligenc .

And the college student does not necessarily have that.

The reason the co.llege student is in college is to gain

such learning, to gain such experience. I think the idea

is fodlish and I recommend that everybody send it where

it should go and that is down.''
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Speaker Reamnnd: ''The question is, 'Shall this Bill pass?'

Those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. Represent-

akive Prestoneo

Preston: t'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen. In

responselito one of the previous speakers, I can think of

no group of people that has greater experience on what it

is like to be college student than indeed does a college

student. I can think of no group of people that have
' greater experience in knowing whak programs are most

needed at the college level than indeed do students at

the college level. I can think of no group of people

that know khat programs currently offered are no longer

needed, are out-dited, out-moded or not e ffectively

presented than do the recipients of khose programs,
the college student. More so than peoplètdn the General

Assmmhly do we need on these college boards at least one

representative from the group that is to benefit from

all these many programs and that is the students them-

selves. And I verv avidly urge an 'ayef vote
.
''

SpeakertReamnnd: ''Have all voted who wish? Representative

Catania.''

Catania: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I just wanted to make two

points. First, someone said that you have to keep in

mind what people are going to think of you when they

voke in the fall, I think everybody knows that lots more

students are registering these days and they might be

very interested in how we vote on this Bill. But I

also wanted to comment on what seems to be a pervading

notion that college students are young and inexperienced
.

As I think many of you will recall if you stop and think

about it, the average age of college and university

students is rising and many, many people who are in

college now-a-days are older than many of us here and

have more experience than many of us here, if it's

possible: perhaps even older than the distinguished

Gentleman from Decatur who spoke in opposition.
''
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Speaker Redmond : ''Representitive Ebbesen.''

Ebbesen: l'Yes, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. In supporting the final legislative proposal

I would just like to indicate you know that at the federa

level al1 over Ahi' s çountry at thé age of 18 you know

we have.... legally allow 18 year olds, not just
necessarily students, but l8, yeàr olds to vote and

enker into contracts, get married and so forth'and in

some states, at the age of. 18 they can make a decision

as to whether they want to take a drink or not and we

used tö allow 19 year olds to drink and what's wrong

with letting a student :have a voice on a Board in which

it's going to affect his education and the very future

of his livelihood ? And I think itfs a step in the

right direction and I khink that this should be tzué

in every institution of higher learning. . . we should have

this type of representation. I would encourage everyone

to... those who are on red to get over on the green

side and give this the necessary votes to send it over

to the Senate.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Have all voted who wish? Representative

Katz.''

Katz: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

I believe that this Bill will be a pioneering Bill in

bringing about something that has needed to be done

for a long time. We have a wonderful system of private

education in Illinois. We have lots of excellent private

schools and they have really not had the opportunity

to participate in the deliberation of the State of Illinozs,

the opportunity that they should have had. And Amendment

#3 to House Bill 2104, the Bill we're now on, provides
. *

that the Governor Tshall appoint to the Board of Higher

Education a President of an Illinois private college or

university. That will be an historic step. So that not

only do we have the question of young people who are
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participating in school who we urge to take steps to

partiài/ate.t and this is what this Bill permits them to

do# we also have an historic opportunity to 1et the

private colleges in Illinois participate in :he impor-

tant decisions relatinq t'o public higher education and

I do urge khat this excellent Bill with that fine

Amendment be adoptdd.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Deuster.
''

Deuster: '#Well, Mr. Speaker, 'as I remomher whàt the prior

speaker said, he suggested it was something else in this

Bill. There's only one thing that this Bill does and

that's to add a student. It is only because I believe

that this Bill is so unnecessary and so ridiculous

that I would like to be recogniked to request a verifi-

cakion after the vote i? taken .
''

Speaker Redmond: nRepresentative Walsh. ''

Walsh: ''We11z yes, to elaborate on the point that Representativ

Deuster made. Representative Katz is incorrect. If

you' I.1 recall..o''

Speaker Redmond: f'Representative McGrew?
.. Representative

McGrew objects. He said that you spoke in debate.

Is that correct, Mr. Walsh?''

McGrew: nHave order, Speaker. That is accurate, Mr. Speakero''

Speaker Redmond: ''He spoke in debate.l'

Walsh: S'Yeah, I'm raising a pointgnlMr . Speaker.''

Speaker Reamnnd: ''What's the point?''

Wâlsh: ''Well, khe point is that ..
''

Speaker Redmond: ''You've been mentioned in debate?'#''

Walsh: ''Well, that's.. that's something that happened also

on a couple of occasions, yes. But I won't address

myself to that just now. What happenedz.Mr. Speaker,
was that Mr. Katz understood that Amendment 43 and the

pravisions therein remain in the Bill. They do not.

Those provisions, I agree With him, were good that a prim

vate college...''
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Speaker Redmond: NRepresentative McGrew, for what purpose

do you arise?''

McGrew: ''I submit again, the Gentlomnn spoke in debate. He

is debating the Bill. He has not addressed any point

of order. ''

Speaker Reamnnd: ''I guess you're right..o''

Walsh: 'lWould you suggest that Mr. McGrew get back to his

card game, Mr. Speàker, and we get on with our business?''

Speaker Redmond: ''He does aèk a pertinent question.''

Wâlsh: ''Are we ready, Mr. Speaker?''

Speaker Redmond: l'Yeah. Youtve got about one minute to. .

address a point of order.''

Walsh: ''Yeah, the point is that Mr. Katz very eloquently

explained what the Bill did not do. And if it did that,

it would certainly be a far better Bill, but the fact

of a student being a Momher of the Board and determining

tuitions, determining other policy matters is abéoldiely ,

wrong. And I reiterate that this Bill, as it stands now

and welre voting on it, has nothing to do with placing

a pr'ivate college President on the Board of Higher Educa-

tionv''

Speaker Redhond: pHave a11 voted Who wish? Clerk will take the

record. On this question there's 98 laye' and 62 'no'.

Representative Deuster has requested a'verification of

the Affirmative Roll Call. Mr. Schneider has requested

a poll of the absentees. Poll the absentees please.

Representative Katz.''

Katz: ''Mr. Speaker, my name was mentioned in debate and I just

want to say that I discovered which I did not know that

a subseqheu Amendment was added, Amendment #4, that did

delete my Amendment #3. I regret that I was not aware

of that and it is correct. Mr. Walsh was correct thak

that excellent Amendment #3 for reasons unknown to me

was deleted from the Bill and theydre not now in khe Bill ''

Speakdr Redmond: nLet the record show that Representative
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Walsh was correct. Representative McGrew objects.

Poll the absentees. I would just like to mention that

itls now 11:50 on the last day to consider Spring

Calendar Bills. >

Clerk Leone: ''Poll of the absentees; Abramson. Ewell.

Hanahan. Hoffman. Hudson. Johnson. Emil Jones.

Klosak. McBroom. Robbins. Schlickman. Stearney.

E.G. Steele. Winchester. And, J .J. Wolf . ''

Speaker Redmond: NPo1l the Affirmative Roll Call
.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Poll of the Affivmntive; Alexander . Anderson.

Balanoff. Beatty. Birchler. Bowman. Bradley. Braun.

Breslin. Bullock. Capuzi. Catania. Chapman. Christen en.

Cullerton. Currie. Dawson . Diprima. Domico.

Donovan. Doyle. John Dunn. Dyer. Ebbesen . Epton.

Farley. Plinn. Gaines. Garmisa . Getty. Giorgi.

Goodwin. Greiman. Griesheimer. Grossi. Hannig.

Harris. Henry. Huff. Jaffe. Dave Jones. Kane.

Ka Y Z * * . 3: '

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Katz. . for what purpqse

do you arisea''

Katz: ncause I want to be recorded as 'present', Mr. Speakere''

Speaker Reamnnd: ''Record the Gentleman as 'presentd. ''

Clerk Leone: ''Keane. Kelly. Kosinàki. Kuals. Laurino.

Lechowicz. Leon. Leverenz. Macdonald. Madigan.

Mahar. Marovitz. Matijevich. Mautino. Mcclain.

McGrew. Mcpike. Molloy. Mugaiian. Mulcahey. Murphy.

Oblinger. O'Brien. Patrick. Pechous. Peters.

Pierce. Polk. Pouncey. Preston. Rea. Reed.

Richmond. Ronan. Sandquist. Schisler. Schneider.

Sharp. Slape. Stanley. Steczo. Stuffle. Taylor.

Telcser. Vitek. VonBoeckman. Watson. White.

Willer. Williams. Williamson. Sam Wolf. Younge.

Yourell. And, Mr. Speeker.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any questions? Representative Hudson, for

what purpose do you arise?''
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Hudson: nHow am I recorded, Mr. Speaker?''

Speàker Redmond: ''How is Representative Hudson recorded?''

Clerk Leone: f'The Gentleman is not recorded as votiné.''

Hudson: llWould you please vote me as 'nos?''

Speaker Redmond: ''Record the Gentleman as 'no'. Any questions

of khe Affirmative Roll Call, Mr . Deuster?''

Deuster: ''Oh, one or two or threez I guess. Alexander. Balanoff

Speaker Redmond: ''Here. Balanoff?f'

Deuster: ''Balanoff.''

Speàker RedmondrqKe's in the aisle next to Giorgi.
''

Déuster: ''Beatty.i'oh, there hektis.
''

Speaker Reamnnd: ''Beakty? He's the Gentleman is in. .
''

Deuster: DYes..''

Speaker Redmond: ''... .. Coat.lJRepresentative Schneider
a
''

Deuster: ''Braun. Braun.''

Schneider: 'fHold on, would you please? What did you do with

Alexander?''

Speaker Redmond: ''Shels there.''

Schneider: *Oh, she's thezez right? Okay . I thought you were

just going so rapidly that theylwere being knocked off.

I can't kèep track. What was the count, Tony?''

Speaker Redmond: H97 laye'.''

Schneider: ''Alright. Thank youofl

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Hanahan, 'aye'. Representativ

Peters desires to be verified, is that alright. Mr. . .?''

Deuster: 'Yes, Sir.n
'; .

Speaker Redmond: ''Proceed.n

Deuster: ''Braun.ltarol Mo'sley Braun.
'l

Speaker Redmond: nlnquiry, Representative Deuster?''

Deuster: ''Yesz Sir. Mrs. Carol Mosley Bxauno/

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Braun on the floor?

How is she recorded?''

Clerk Leonez ''The Lady is recorded as voting 'ayed.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Remove hér.''

Deuster: ''Mrs. Breslin.''

. 
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Speaker'Redmond: ''She's here.f''l

Deuster: ''Oh, I see. Mr. Bullock.''

Speaker Roamond: 'fMr. Bullock? He's in the back with Represent

ative Keane.''

Deuster: ''Mrs. Chapman.''

Speaker Redmond: @Represenkative Chapman? How is she recorded?

' Wait a minute. She's there, standing up . Near Mugalian.

Deuster: ''kr. Dawson.n

Speàher Redmond: ''Representative Dawson, how is he recorded?''

Clerk Leone: ''The Gentleman is recorded as voting 'ayed.''

Speaker Redmond: 'lRemove him. (sic).''

Deuster: ''Mr. Domico.n

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Domico? How is he recorded?''

Clerk Leone: HThe Genkleman is recorded as voting 'aye'.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Remove him.n

Deuster: 'fDoyleo/

Speaker Redmond: ''Hels in his seat. He's always in his seat
m
''

Deusterz ''John Dunn.l

Speaker Redmond: ''John Dunn? Representative John Dunn? How

is he recorded?''

Clerk Leone: pThe Gentleman is recorded as voting îaye'.'f

Speaker Redmond: t'Remove him.'s

Deuster: ''Bruce Farley. Oh, 1..*

pSpeaker Redmond: 'fHe's in the aisle./

Deuster: ''.. See him. Monroe Flinno''

Speaker ReaRnnd: ''Representative Flinn. How is he recorded?''

Clerk Leone: ''The Gentleman is recorded as voking 'ayel.''

Speaker Redmond: 'fRemove himo''

Deuster: '%Mr. Michael Getty.''

Speaker Redmond: 'fHow is Getty recorded?p Representative

Braun has returned to the chamber. Put her back an

the Roll Call.'' Representative Getty, how is he

recorded?H

Clerk Leone: ''The Genkleman is recorded as voking 'ayel.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Remove him.''
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Déuster: ''Mr. Henry.l

Speaker Redmond: ''Henry? Hels down here.
'' .

Deuster: ''Oh yes. Mr. Kane.p#'

Speaker Redmond: ''Keane or Kanea''

Deuster: ''Kaneo''Kca-n-e .
''

Speaker Redmond: ''He's back there in .. . what is it- Mulcahey's

seat? Mulcahey's in Dunn's seat.''

Deuster: 1'Mr Kulas./''

Speaker Redmond: *Who?''

Deuster: NKulas.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Kulas./

Deusterz ''Kulas. K-u-l-a-s.''

Speaker Redmond: fRepres...''

Deuster: ''Kulas. Kulas./

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Kulas here? Representative

Kulas? How is he recorded?''

Clerk Leone: ''The Genkleman is recorded as voting Tayep.''

Speaker Redmond: NRemove him.''

Deuster: ''Representative Leonel

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Leon here? How is he

recorded?''

Clerk lLeone: nThe Gentleman is recorded as voting 'ayel.''

Speaker Reamnnd : ''Remove himo''

Deuster: ''Representative Leverenz.N

Speaker Redmondz ''Leverenz here? He's here. Joseph's coat.
n

Deuster: DRepresentative Marovitz.p

Speaker Redmond: ''Is he recorded? How is he recorded?''

Clerk Leone: ''The Gentleman is recorded as voting Iayep.l'

Speaker Redmond: ''Remove him.''

Deusterr ''Representative Mautino.''

Speaker Redmond: ''He's khe man talking with Represehtative

Leverenz.'l

Deuster: lêoh I see him. Representative Mcpike.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Mcpike here? How is he recorded?''

ClerkqLeone: NThe Gentleman is recorded as voting fayep.''
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Speaker Redmond: ''Remove him .'!

Deuster: ''Representative Mugaliana''

Speaker Redaond: ''He's here someplace . Oh, there he is..''

Deuster; ''Oh, I see him. Representative Murphy .
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Leon has returned to the

chnmher. Put him back on the Roll Call. Leon. ''

Deuster: ''Representative Murphy. Well, there he ise''

Speaker Redmond: '' He's here.''

Deuster: ''Representakive O'Brien.''

Speaker Redmond: ''He's right in the aisle there .
''

Deuster: HRepresentative Patrick.''

Speaker Redmond) NRepresentative Patrick? Hels always here.

That's not Patrick is it? Representativ Birch.. Yeah,

he's here.'l

Deuster: HRepresentative Piercev''

Speaker Redmond: f'How is Pierce recorded?''

Clerk Leone: ''The Gentleman is recorded as voking 'ayel.''

Speaker Redmondz ''R-mnve him.''

Deuster: ''Representative Ronan.'î

Speaker Rkdmond: ''He's here.?

Deuster: ''Representative Sandquistpl'

Speàker Rddmond: pHe's right back here.''

Deuster: pRepresentative Schisler.''

Speaker Redmond: l'Schisler? ''

Deuster: f'Schisleron

Speaker Reamnnd: ''He's back there.''

Deuster: ''Way in the back. Representative Sharp.r

Speaker Redmond: ''He's here.''

Deuster: ''Representative Steczo.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative.steczo, hels down here.
''

Deuster: nRepresentative Taylorgn

Speaker Redmond: HTaylor here? How is he recordeda''

Clerk Leone: ''The Gentleman is recorded as voting 'ayel.'f

Speaker Redmond: ''Remove him.''

Deuster: ''Representative VonBoeckman.''
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Speaker Redmond: ''VonBoeckman here? How is he recorded?''

Clerk Leone: t'The Gentleman is recorded as voting 'aye'.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Remo ve him.''

Deuster: nRepresentative White.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Jesse White?''

Deuster: HYes, Sir.''

Speaker Roamnnd: ''How is he recorded? He's here. Step in

so he can see you. There he is. Any further questionsa''

Deusterz ''Representative Bullock.''

Speaker Reaannd: ''We took him off once.n

Deuster: Ooh, well I thought we could take him off again.- ''

Speaker Redmond: ''We can't take him off twice, unless you 1et

him put him on twice. Wait a minute. Representative

Bullock is in back there.''

Deuster: ''I see. Rep...'?

Speaker Redmond: ''Put Representative Bullock back on.''

Deuster: nWas Representative Beatty verified?''

Speaker Redmond: ''Who?''

Deuster: NBeatty. Beatty. Beatty.''

Speaker Redmond: NRepresentative Beatty here? How is he

recorded?''

Clerk Leoner' ''The Gentleman is recorded as voting 'ayedo''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Schneider, for what purpose

do you arisea''

Schneider: lThe challengers have gone through the list. Now

they?re going to go through another Roll Call. I think

that's dilàtory and comes at a bad time. They can

do that some other time when wefze not up against a

deadline. But, it's a procedure that wedve found

unacceptable and I think you ought to remark on that

and allow us to get the Roll Call and go on with the

busimess of the House.''

Deuster: ''That was about our last question...''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Skinner for what purpose!

do you arise?''
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Skinner: f'Mr. Speaker, please change my voke to îyesd.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Change Representative Skinner to 'yes'.

VonBoeckman has returned to the chnmhez. Put him back

on the Roll Call as 'yes'. Representative Schraeder

is 'yes'. Anything further? Representative Bradley.
''

Bradley: ''Mr. Speaker, I believe Mr. Beatty was verified and

he wanted to... If he was taken off, I think he was one

of the first ones verified.''

Speaker Redmond: 'eI don't recall. Did we verify Beatty? I

think we did. Didn't I make a reference to Josephîs

coat? ''

Bradley: ''Cause he said, ' Well, now I can go outside. I've

been verifieddi''

peaker Reamnnd: lYeah, but in fairness to Representative

Beatty... I believe he was verified. Does he have a

checkered coat on today? Ahd I referred to Joseph's

coat, if my memory... So he was verified . Representative

Keane, I think... I don't think they disturbed you.

Representative Keane?''

eane: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker, you did ver... you did refer to

Representative Beam 's coat being somewhat garish when

you verified him.n

Speaker Redmond: ''That's what I thought. Now what's the total?

No further questions, I take it. Whatls the total?

90 'aye's? 90 'aye's and 63 'no' and the Bill, having

received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. 1136. Skinner. Page eight.

''

CleHk Leone: ''House Bill 1136, a Bill er an Act to amend the

Revenue Act. Third Reading of the Bil1.'' '

SpeaRer Reamnnd: ''Representative Skinner.''

Skinner: ''Mr. Speaker, Mnmhers of the General Assomhly, this

Bill is jointly sponsored by RepresentaEive Schraeder

and myself. It is the least controversial of my asses-

sment reform Bills. Iks main purpose is to impose

performnnce standards on supervisors of assessments
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starting in 1984. There will be three performance

standards which will be imposed four years hence on

Deco=her 1st. The first will be that the assessor

must assess statùtory level. The second of which is

that the.. this is the supervisor of assessments I'm

talking about when I say, 'assessor'... The éecond' of

which is the deadline when the stakutes must be met.

We give them four years to get their cycles in order

so tax bills won't go out late. The third performance

standard is that the.margin of error more technically

known as the coefficienk of dispersione musk be no

worse than 50% on homes and lots. Now that is the most

importank perfauv nne standard in my opinion. Let me

tell ynu what that means. If I can draw a sales tax

analogy, if there were a five p:rcent sales tax: as

there may well be somewhere in the State of Illinois,

and the checker had a 50% margin of error, and three

people bought one hundred dollars worth of goods, the

first person would pay $2.50 in sales tax, the second

persony.sssoo sales tax and the third person $7.50 sales

tax. Now the state would not care because the state

would skill have received $15.00 sales tax or five

percent of the $300.000 sale. But I would suggest that

the person assesae correctly at $5.00 sales tax and

the person assessed at $7.50 sales tax would go through

the roof. especially if they knew that one-third of

the people going through that line were going to get

away with a $2.50 sales tax. What I am suggesting is

thak if the assessments are worse than that, that khe

supervisor of assessments will not have met the per-

formance standard, the minimum performance standard,

that this law would set. What happens if the perfor-

mance standards aren't met in... after 19847 Numher

one, there will be a puslic hearing by the Department

of Revenue 60 days before the County Board votes on the

...v''r''x.' 
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reappointment of the supervisor of assessments. If the

supervisor of assessments is found by the Department of

Revenue not to have met the minimum standards, the

County Board may still reappoint that supervisor of

assessmenks, but it's gaing to take a two-khirds vote.

If the Department of Revenue finds that the supervisor

of assessments has met the performance standards, then

it would take a two-thirds vote to fire the good super-

visor df assessments. The Bill does some other things

which aten't as important. It does raise. . . It does

eliminate salary limits which have been a real problem

x'Ain one df my smaller counties, Boonycounty. They can-

not pay enough to a supervisor of assessments to get

a qualified person. It also raises minimum salaries

to some extent and there is some state liability there

because the state pays 5Q% of the salary of the super-

visor of assessment'z In addition, it gives supervisors

of assessments more flexibility to adjust assessments '

within townships. This was done by the supervisor of

asessments in Lake County a couple of years ago, right

after Pat Morris was elected township assessor in

Waukegan township and was found to be illegal . This

clears up that legal point. It also allows the Board

. of Review the option of having the supervisor of asses-

sments as Clerk or not having the supervisor of asses-
' 

ments as Clerk. At the present time it is mandatory

that the supervisor of assessments be a Clerk of the

Board of Review and since the Board of Review is a

check and balance on7tthe supervisor of assessments,

there's a possibility of a conflict of interest. I

would leave that up to the Board of Review. In addition,

this mandates the supervisor of assessments to issue

township multipliers and at the present time that man-

date goes to the Board of Review. In the process

township assessors would be... would be involved for the

...v-7--.
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?

f irst time and z would stress since supervison o f ''/
assessments do not exist in Cook County , this Bill ob-

viously does not af f ect Cook County . The Board of

Review is still mandated to equal. . . to equalize asses-

sments if the supervisor of assessments refuses.

Finally, there are several Bills that are coming out

of the eastern part of the state with regard to sales

ratio studies and the apparent incompetance of the

Departmenk of Revenue to get the information out on

a timely basis. This Bill does not go td the timely

basis, but it does go to the .. to the full dissèmination

of the information once it is available. This requires

that sales ratio studies which tell the average asses-

ment level and tell the margin of error to go to all

local assessors. In th e past, these ratio studies have

gone only ko supervisors of assessment and if the

supervisors of assessments wish to sit uppn them, they

' end up being sat on. This requires that the Dppartment

sends directl# to every local assessor and multi-town-

ship assessor as well as ea'ch Mnmher of the Board of

Review. It also does something that the Board... that

the Revenue Department doesn't often do. It requires

the Department to send some interpretative data so

that an ordinary human being can figure out what these

sales ratio studieé mean. If there any questionsz I'd

be happy to answer them. Representative Schraeder may

wish to add to the.. to the argument. I'm willing to

take any questions people have nok, Mr. Speakera''

peàker Reamnnd: ''Any questians? Any discussion? The question

is, 'Shall this Bill pass?' Those in favor vote 'aye';

opposed vote rnof. Representative Van Duyne?''

an Duyne: ''Wel1, I was just going to ask the net difference

between the Board of Review's authority... I presume

that yourre mandating that they .. for out of township

multiplier... I always thought that they had that
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Prerogative right nGw if they chose.
''

;

'

kinner: ''That is correct. They do have that prerogative righk '

now and therein lies the problem. I can bring home to

my home town of Woodstock ... I live in 'Door' township

and about a third of the town is in lGreenwood' township
.

This year apparently because my township assessor did

a better job than the township assessor in the northern

part of the towny I am going to have to pay ten percent

higher taxes than the other people in my
. . in my home

municipality. That is just unfair. The Board of

Review seems unwilling to do anything . The supervisor

of assessments doesn ' t have the authority to do anything .

We ' re paying supervisors 'of assessments good salaries .

I think we ought to puk . . . we ought to put khe resm n-

sibilies with the people khat are . . . that are . . . well :

the people that are paid to do the job . ''

Van Duyne : ''Okay . But my . . my specif ic question was o does this

a . . .man ate that they put township multiplters or are they s t 'l1

discretionary?''

kinner: ''No, it mandates that they do it.
''

I
peaker Redmond: ''Representative Schraeder?''

chraeder: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker, Mnmhers of the House, I'd like

to point out that this Bill is one of a series that has

been promoted over the last few years by the Joint

House-senate Revenue Committee consisting of both the

parties dn a ïipartisan basis. Numerous hearings were

held throughout the state. In these. .. This particular

Bill addresses some of the critical problems that exist '

in this part of government. I think it's a very central

type of thing. It will see that we have competent' in

assessing procedures and compeient assessors and super-
visors of assessments. And I think itls extremely

important that we pass this Bill out today, that we

get it over to the Senate so they can take a look ak

it,and follow up with a11 the hearings that were
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held throughout the state. Those of you may remnmher

and particularly those who served on the Committee that

went to îouthern Illinois and the problems they had with

the supervisor of assessment and really, it says this,

if a supervisor is doing a good job, he should continue.

But if he doesn't meet minimum standards, then he

should not be granted that privilege of serving the

public .... and it's a very important piece of legisla-

tion. I would certainly urge both Mmmhers, 'from both '

sides of the aisle, to support this and give the necessar

89 votese''

peàker Redmond: ''Representative Keane.
''

eane: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. In explanation of my vote

there's just a couple of things 2'd like to pdint out

on this Bill. It moves the sales ratio to the most

recent year. t'At the present time, we have difficulty

with sales ratios. The assessors are alway; complaining

that they have to have their books in on June l and

they donlt get the sales ratios studies from the

Department of Local Governmental Affairs sometimes until

as late as the next Septomh'ur or October. There is a

Bill coming from, I believe itdéiibeen reported out of

Revenue... It has been reported out of Revenue.. which

makes the sales ratio the one that's established is

definltely established. It moves it back one year which

will increase the s:iepce... make the sales ratio study

figures a lot more meaningful. In kerms of letting every

body know what sales ratio studies are and various '

other information, the Depaztment of Local Governmental

Affairs, now the Department of Revenue, has been... does

publish a book that's available to anyone that wants

to take the time to read it and order it. Thank you.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Have all voted who wish? Represehtative

Robbins.''

Robbins: ''Mr. Speaker, in ' my' 'no' vote, Cal comes up
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with some real good Bills and I like to support him most''

of the time, but on this Bill I cannot for this reason
,

I was aàked the other day to assess a piece of property
.

The property haR decreased in value in the last two

or three years. In supervisors of assessment in other

counties where they have gone to the township thing
, it

has created a great deal of trouble and several law suits

in our area. So think that this Bikl is a bad'Eill and the

Department of Ldcal Government Affairs already tells the

county how much they can.k. how much they have to pay

in regards to how its assessed anyway. ''

peaker Redmond: ''Representative Sumner.
''

umner: ''Thank you, Mr. speakerz Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I was going to ask a question. I hàd my light

on, but since that time has gone by I guess 1111 have

to put 'it in the form of a statement. As I'm looking

over this Amendment khat now became the Bill, seems to

me where I see less... a county with less than 200,000

the pay will go from 11,500 to 23,000 and that's quite

a jump. Tiis is a mandate on my local government from

the state and I don't believe it's a fair Bill. Therefor

I'm Voting 'noî ''

peaker Redmond: 'fHave a11 voted who wish? Clerk will take

the record. On this question there's 109 laye' and 17

Ino'. The Bill, having received the Constitutional

Majoriky, is hereby declared passed. 677. Nope.

2222 . ''

lerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2222, a Bill for an Act to amend

an Act to license and regulate grain dealers. Third

Reading of the Bil1.''

peaker Redmond: HRepresentative Skinner.''

kinner: ''Mr. SpeaRer, it has been suggested that some of my

Bill's are before their time. This may be one of those

Bills, but if it is, I want somebody in the General

Assomhly to remomher the next time we have a wave of
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grain elevator banlmbp#ciqsuehlt c a Bill does exist or

. did exist in this Session.and go back and pull it out

and to take a look at it, make whatever minor improve-

ments you want to and enact it. What this Bill does

is attempt to take the burden off our backs if grain

elevators start going bankrupt again in the Statè

of Illinois as they have about every five to seven years
.

The last wave of grain elevator bankruptcies was about

khree years ago. It started in my district with a.

'Grin' elevator which is on the Kane County, DeKalb

County border. It caught extremely well informed farmers

including the President of the Farm Bureau in DeKalb

County.i'qn addition there was another small elevator

in my district that went under. Shcrtly? thereafter,

the record breaking grain elevator went under down in

Junction in Representative Winchëster and Harris' and

Rea's district. That wave of grain elevator bankruptcies

came about seven to eight years after the series of

grain elevator bankruptcies khat occured in the early

f70's. Now, the question I think we àhould ask our-

selves ià, fWhat are we trying to accomplish with '

' regar; to érain elevators?' I'm not really trying to

accomplish anything with regard to grain elevators. I

am trying to accomplish s.omething with legard to farmers. We

license gfain elevators. But nothing we have done in

this General Assembly can guarantee that a farmer will

not lose a large part of his livelihood if a grain

elevator #oes bankrupt. There is nothing we have passed

in this General Assmmhky including the Bills that

were paased as a result of this last grain elevator

bankruptcies that will protect the farmer once he sells

his grain in good faith to a grain elevator and accepts

a little chip.. There's nothing to protect him, to Muaran
tee that he will be paid off. Now I would make the

parallel with financial institutions. On the federal
..v7Nx.
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level we have the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

and we have SLIC and there's a similar insurance

corporation for credit unions and what those... what

those insurance schemes do, they're public insurance

programs which every financial institution has to con-

tribute to. What I'm attempting to do is set up a

grain revolving fund which would provide limited

prokection to farmers who put. put grain into grain

elevators with the.. well, with the expectàtion that it

will not go under. There is very.... It is not

super protection. Werre suggesting a $20,000 upper

limit per farmer and a million dollar limit per grain

elevator. After about five years of operation under

khe .o.under this Bill we think welll have about a

$20 million fund assuming that theve:i.are no major

bankruptcies. Of course: if there are major bankruptcies
the amount of money wil1... well, itsll take lönger to

reach 20 million. Alright, now this is a permissive

Bill. I am... Thàs is unlike the corn check-off Bill

and it's unlike the soy bean check-off Bill. We are

not even mandating that the farmers have a referendum

on this. What wedre saying is, if enough farmers

get concerned around the state, they can... they can

pass a petition and initiate a referendum. Then, if

they pass the referendum, this.. well, .this Bill kicks

into being. There is a check-off which will occur

at the grain elevator. Itls one-tenth of one percent

of the price of the grain sold that goes down as the...

that perdentage goes down ko nothing when the fund

reaches 20 million dollars. It is less than the cost

of hail insurance... I''fl'n8 by calling my local County

Companies... the local one in Springfield, the local

agent. Alright, now what I'm suggesting here is that

we approve this Bill which mandates nothing but does

protect our rear ends as Legislators. The next time
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.gkainl,elevator,hbankruptcies, if you represent athere

.a:re

farm area or if you#re concerned about farm areas
, what

youdll be able to say is, we met that problem in 1980
.

The Bill is on the books. You, Mr. Farmer, or Mr.

Farmers, are responsible for not having put it into

operation. You could have protected yourself if you

had' wanted to, but if you.. if they have not by then,

it's goingkto be their own fault. That is the type

df 3ill I lày before you and I ask. . . I respectfùlly
ask for your supportmf'

tlspeaker Redmond: *Is there any discussion? The question. . .

Representative Schislero''

Schisler: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

I rise in support of the Gentleman's Bill. Legislation

of this type is long overdue. I advocated this legisla-

tion an the federàl level 15 years ago and it was

before its time. I hope it's not before its time in

tbe Illinois General Ass-mhly. I would say that represent

ing farmers that this has been the numher one problem

thàt farmers have had since I'ue been in elected

office. You can find farmers putting their grain in

elevators, trusting their elevator operator, going to

church with him, playing bridge with him, only to

find out that he's been gnmhling, playing the Chicago

Board of Trade with their money. And they wake up too

late and that good old boy is gone to Africa or Hawaii

with their money. So I'd like to see the passage of

this Bill. Thank youo''

Speaker Redmondz >Any further discussion? The question is...

Representative Brummer./

Brummerr ''Yield?''

Speaker Redmond: ''Proceedo''

Brummer: ''Representative Skinner, you indicated there was

currently no protection. There's currently bonding

available. Is there not?''
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sktnner: ''It'l1 very minimal. 0ne hundred thousand dollars

maximum.''

Brummer: ''We11. that depends on t*e size of the elevator
.
'f

Sktnner: ''But tHe maximum is one hundred thousand dollars
.
''

Brummer: ''Regardless of the size?''

Skinner: ''Yes.''

Brummer: ''Well that's ...''#

Skinner: ''The minimum is much lower than that.
''

Brummer: ''I don't have the statute tn front of me
. 1...1

thought tt was considerably higher than that. What. .

Do the various farm organizations such as the Illino s

Farmers Union and the Illinois Farm Bureau aad so

forth have any posftion with regard to this legtslat on?''

Skinner: HThe Illinois Farmers Union is in favor of the Bill
.

The Illinois Farm Bureau apparently can't make up

tts mind. It is on their list of Bills to be

considered and I asked their lobbyist. . one of their
lobbyists this morning whether they had nade up thei
mfpd at this...well extremely long meeting that they

had over this week and he did not knov
. So I cannot

I cannot tel.l you where the Farm Bureau stands.
''

Brumcer: f'ln any event there's a one thousand dollar deductab e

and a $20.000 maxamum recovery with regard to any

individual seller?''

Skinnerl ''dhat is correct and that's the limit ltability of

the fund because, well, there may be another rash of

baakruptcies and this... the .amount of money wefre

pouring into the fund or farmers would pour into the

fund might not be enough to cover everything.
''

Brummer: ''This is optional legislation? I think you said
.

There's a lot of noise back here and 1 can't hear
. .

''

Skinner: ''This is so optional, Representative, that we don't

even mandate a referendum by farmers. The farmers h ve

to initiate the referendum .
''

Brummer: ''Okay. Thank you.
't
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Speaker Redmond: 'fAre you ready for the question? Representati e

Slapee''

Slape: l'Would the Sponsor' yield?'f

Skinner: ''Yes, Sir.p

Slape: ''Cal, is there a provision in here that if an elevator

does go under and they have to go to recovery fund,

does he lose his iicense? Or is that...''
Skinner: ''If an elevator owner goes under and the fund has to 

.

be touched, that Gentleman or Lady cannot ever get

into the grain elevator business aqain unless he repays

the fund everytiing which was lost, which was paid to

the farmers. And I think that's an adequate protection.
''

Slape: ''Alright. It is fair.''

Speaker Redmond: lReady for the question? The question is,

lshall thiso- ..' Representative Skinner? Oh, Represent-

ative Ropp, so small I didnlt see him .
n

Ropp: ''Mr. Speàker, Members of the House, just a question,
Cal. And I haven't read it completely, but, after the

referendum has passed who administers this fund that

is alreàdy set'up then?''

kinner; ''That's on page six of the Bill which has not

been amended. And it is a... It's a Board consisting

of six Members who are producers with no financial

interest in any grain dealers business or holdings and

three M-mhers who are grain dealers of which one shall

be a trucker dealer. So we're giving a two to one

majority to farmers with no interest in grain elevators,

but wedre putting elevator owners on the Board so that

the expertise will bè there.''

opp: .Is the fund then and is the Board statewide or is it

by market producing area, elevator area? If you...''

kinner: ''They would be appointed by the Director and so it

would be to the discretion of the Director.''

opp: pWell, I mean is this something then that the entire state

would have to vote on at one time? Or if there is a large
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elevator that is in a shaky position and those farmers

who deliver to it say, 'We'd better have a referendum . .
f''

kinner: ''No, I understand your question. This would have to

work. You cannot do it on a county by county basis. It

would have to plss a statewide referendum . Within your

question is the answer. It would. . . This will. be

an extremely difficult fund to get aff the graund . I mea

it wil1... There will have to be an extrenely serious

sikuation because, obviously. I mean, I don't even think

the people in McHenry County care about the people who

lost money at the 'Grarinlsî bankrupkcy. Wedre setting

up an extremely high burden of passage if you will dn

the part of the farm communities. The farm comnunity

is really going to have to want this to get it.''

opp: ''Okay. May I speak for... on behalf of the Bill?

Actually I don't see anything totally wrong with the

Bill. It is a permissive Bill and as hard as ik was to

get the corn check-off Bill passed, I doubt if this

Bill would ever become a reality other than this does

provide the machinery for that permission to go into

effect. The thing will probably have.. will actually

happen, wè!.ll have a numher of elevators that will con-

tinue to go broke and then finally their farmers will

want that passed, this referendum. Unfourtunately, we. .

this Bill does not provide any protection prior to any

elevators going broke. Wedre going to have to have more

go broke before people will really implement this lawof'

peaker Redmond: ''Representative Schnueman.''

chunomnn: louestion of the Sponsor, Mr. Speaker.''

peaker Redmo nd: ''Proceed.''

chuneman: ''Cal, does this Bill touch in any way the present

requirements for certified public accounting or bonding

that's in aur present grain Warehousing law?''

kinner: ''No, aà you can see from the Bill, all of it is new

language. I$m repealing nothing that exists there at
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the present timeo''

chuneman: 'eokay. One of your previous drafts, I think, did

touch present system of CPA audits and bonding and I

just wanted to make sure that that's not in this Bill.''

kinner: ''Not at all.>
1 .
Schuneman: ''Okay. Thank you very much .

''

peaker Redmond: ''Representative Friedrich .
''

Friedrich: ''Would the Sponsor yield?''

kinner: ''Yes, Sir.''

riedrich: ''Out of these people that lost their money in

Representati De Winchester's district and yours, how many

of them were in there on a price' layer contract trying

to avoid paying storage and take a free ride on the

elevator operator?''

kinner: ''Well, Representative, I'm sure the testimonyi/ that

has been... that'welve had before numerous Committees

would be âble to answer khat question The answe: is

some of them certainly were. But if youdre trying to

suggest that the farmers who lost money were all ir-

responsible, I would have to disagree with you . I don't

think that one could call the President of the rarm

Bureau in DeKalb County irresponsible.''

riedrich: ''Well, Mr. Speakerz just briefly, I would say this,

that the reason most people get k#'pped by an elevat:r goi g/' .

broke is because they took a free ride. They brought

their grain in. They weren't willing to pay storage and

take a warehouse receipt. They took a price layer con-

tract and the elevator operator sold his grain and

played the future market and went broke. But in the

meantime, the farmer was do ing it this way because

ie wasn't willing to pay storage like everyone else

did, get a: warehouse receipt from a bonded warehouse. ''

peaker Reamnnd: ''Anything further? Ready for the question. .
''

kinner: ''... Ask for a favorable Roll Ca1l.
''

. peaker Reamnnd: ''Skinner, to close. The question is# 'Shall
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this Bill pass?' Thase in favor vote 'aye'; opposed

vote 'no'. We'll be having a break very shortly so

those who are contemplating sending out for lunch, you
might recognize that. Representative Brummer.''

rummer: ''Yes, I wonder if the Speaker could be so kind as

to give us an expected sdhedule for the rest of the daya''

peaker Redmond: ''We1l, depends on the attendance
. 1111 stay

here aà long as we have enough people to pass some

' Bills. By judging on the numher we have on the Calendar

and the slow progress so far, theoretiéally we could be

here till midnight. Now, what wedre going to do

is there will be a break very shortly for lunch and then

we'll see what happens. Proh'mhly n4 :.reak for dinner

though. You know what hpppens on get-away days as well

as I do. Representative Bradley .'r

Bradley: ''Mr. Speaker, I'm wondering if the intent of the Chair1
is to take up Constitukional Amendments today

g
''

peaker Redmond: .11. don't know what I'm going to do yet . Depend

on what... Representative Skinner.''

kinner: ':I know you haven't announced the vote totals
, but

I would like to express my appreciation and to express

my opinion that those who are voting for this Bill

may have absolutely clean conyciences if a grain elevator

goes bankrupt in their area.''

peaker Redmond: DHave all voted who wish? The Clerkviwill take

the record. On this question there's l38 'ayefs, and

five 'no'. The Bill, having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. 821, Representative .
' 

Representative Younge. Now this is a Bill that we took

out of the record before. Wedve had a1l the full

discussion and Representative Piel had asked whàt

vote was necessary. The Parliamentarian consulted the

statute, advises me that it takes 89 votes. NoW the

question is, 'Shall...' You got 821 on there? Wefve had

the full discussion. That was the only inquiry. ''
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lerk O'Brien: nHouse Bill 821, a Bill for an Act relating to

industkial parks. Third Reading of the Bill
.
''

pungex 'tTd reviek the subject matter, the Bill as presently

amended would give the Illindis Industkial Development

Authority the power to build industrial parks. An

industrial park is an area of land in which several

manufacturing or industrial plants are located. The Bill

as presently drafted has nothing to do with bonding and

it only is in grant of authority to the Illinois Industri l

Development Authority to build induskrial parks. And I

ask for your approval of this matter .
'î

peaker Redmond: NRepresentative... The queàtion is, 'Shall

this Bill pass?' Those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed

vote Ino'. Have all voted kho wish? Representative

Walsh? No. Have a1l voted who wish? Representative

Henry? Representative Younge?''

Younge: ''May I explain my vote? One of the situations we have

in the East St. Louis area is the fact that lHùnter'

Packing Company has taken two options on land in

Missouri. It is the largest industrial plant left in

East St. Louis, Illinois. This Bill does not only

apply to East St. Louis, but I just bring that up as

an exam/le-of a situation which if there is development

by the Illinois Industial Development Authority, in-

dustrial areas that se-t asilè land for... for plants and

manufacturing establishments, we will be able to retain

industry rather than losing it to surroundingustates .

The Illindis Industrial Development Authority vants this

grant of power. And it needs it to free it fzom its

present limiked jurisdictirn which is it has to have a

loan application by a particular business for a particula

building to be put on a particular site. And the simple '

issue here is to give it a grant of autharity to develop

industrial districts which is what we need. In Illinois

at the present time the Industrial Developmenk Authority
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has only developed 2500 jobs. The state of New Hampshire

which hàs such authority to build industrial parks has

built 21 of them and has developed :5,000 jobs. And I

ask you for this grant of power to the Illinois Indus-

trial Development Authority for those purposes. ''

' peaker Redmond: ''Have all voted who wish? The Clerk will take

the record. On this question therè's 93 'aye' and b0

fno'. The Bill, having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Repreeentative

Mahar, for what purpose do you arise?''

. ahar: ''Thank you, Mr. Speàker. I'd like to ask for a

Republican conference in room ll8 for about 40 minutes.

Republican conferencem''

peaker Reamnnd: ''House will stand in recess untill 1:30,

purpose of Republican conference. Representative

Telcseron

Telcser: ''Mr. Speaker, before we leave Ild like to take a

moment to introduce in the Speaker's gallery, the

Flannigan Swing Choir from the Flannigan High School,

represented by Representative Ewing, Hoxsey and Breslin.
f'

peaker aedmond: l'One thirty.l.Wedre on recess for a minute.

Resolutions. One thirty.''

lerk OeBrien: ''House Resolution...''

peaker Redmond: ''That long enoughaf'

lerk O'Brien: ''House Resolution 730, Dave Jones. Whereas,

the highly esteemed colleague in the House of Represent-

atives, the Honerable Josephine K. Oblinger, and her

accomplished husband, Walter, will celebrate their

40th wedding anniversary, April 27, 1980, and Whereas,

this attractiv e couple was married April 27, 194û at the

'Bethany Union Church', Chicago, Illindis has spent

40 blissfull years triveling the path of life and

harmony with God and Man and each other, and Whereas,

at the time of their marriage Walter was employed by

the FBI and Josephine was a school teacher, the church
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was crnmmed with her students as they took kheir nuptual

vows, and Whereas the son, Carle was born as the fruit

of this happy union and now there are two grandèhildren,

Eric and Jennifer, and Whereas, Representative Oblinger

and her husband are both prominent lawyers and Mbs
.

Oblinger has been active in Springfield as a teacher of

history and lawy Sangamon County Clerk, and Capital

Township Clerk and Assessor, Assistant Director and

Director of important departments of State Government
,

was named Springfield Woman of the Year in government,

was chosen by American women for Interrael'nnnl lM8ors*nnl' ing

for Women to Women Contact Mission to Greece, Turkey,

and Iran in 1975, and was elected to the General Assembly

in 1978, Therefore be it Resolved by the House of

Repreaentatives of the Eighty-Eirst General Ass-mhly

of the State of Illinois that we heartily congratulate

our distinguished colleage, the Honorable Joseph (sic)

K. Oblinger, and her accomplished husband, Walter, on

their 40th wedding anniversary, April 27, 1980: and that

we extend to them our best wishes for many more happy

wedding anniversaries and be it further Resolved that

a suitable copy of this Preamhle and Resolutian be

presented to Representative Josephine K,. and Mr. Walter

Oblinger.''

peaker Redmond: ''Representative J. David Jones.''

ones: ''Ild like to move the adoption of this Resolution and

a salute t9 my seatmate and colleague and she may have

a few words to say and her husband Wally is in the

gallery. So it's very appropriate that we do it at

this timea''

peaker Redmond: ''The questionls on the Gentleman's motion

for the adoption of the Resolution. Those in favor

say 'aye', 'aye'; opposed 'no'. The 'aye's have it.

The motion carried. And the Resolution's adopted .

Representative Oblinger.''
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Oblinger: ''On behalf of Wally and me I want to thank all of

you. I would never have been able to do al1 of thé

things I have done if I didnlt have his helpo''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Kosinski wants to know

if the fiscal note has been filed with that Resolution .
''

Speaker Bradley: ''House will be in order. Introduction and

Pirst Reading.''

Clerk OfBrien :''''House Bill 3609, Campbell, a Bill for an

Act to amend Sections of the Revenue Act. First

Reading of the Bill. House Bill 3610, Deusterz a Bill

for an Act relating to vacancies in the Office of Judge

of Circuit Court: of Cook County. First Reading of the

khe Bill.''

Speaker Bradley: ''Representative Kornowicz? You have four

Bills. Do you want those called? You usually don't

have any controversial legislation. Representative

Skinner? Representative Watson in the chamber? He's

had a Bill that he wanted called. 7572 House Bill 1030.'

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 1030, this Bill has been read a

third time previously.''

Speaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Keane.''

Keane: ''Thank you, Mr. President (sic). This Bill has been

referred to as the llnsurance Red Lining.fBill' that

affects Cook County Hospital. As you know it was heard

before. It's on Postponed Consideration. And briefly

what the Bill does, it applies to automobile and fire

extended coverage insurance in Cook County only and

it prohibits the insurance companies from using one

factor of classification and that's geograghic location.

All other factors including age of building or age of

driver ot that are still available to the companies.

The Bill has one Amendment on it and the Amendment says

that if a company, an insurance company, cancels or non-

renews or refuses to issue a fire and extended coverage

policy, the appliaant has .. is entitled to access
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to the company's files. The Amendment also says that

the applicant has khe right to correct any erroneous

information on the file . The statute... The Amendment

would also allow the Director to receive. . He would

receive informntion from the companies regarding the

fire and automobile insurance policies issued by zip

code area. I'd be happy to answer any questions. I ask

for a favorable consideration .
''

Speaker Bradley: ''The Gentl-mnn from Cook, Mr. Grossi.lf

Grossi: ''Wil1 the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Bradley: ''He indicates he willm''

Grossi: ''Representative Keane, does this establish one insuranc

rate for the County of Cook?N

Keane: ''No, it does it. It... All of the.. . There are a numher

of rating factors that are used by insurance companies

in setting rates. This isk. mho location of the risk

is one of khose factors. A1l it would do in Cook

County would say that you cannot use geographical loca-

tion as a factor. one of those factors, in either

fire and extended coverage or in automobile.
''

rossi: ''Isn't it possible to have in the same zip code

area different classifications under your Bill?'1

eane: ''What... My Bill was entered. The reason for the Bill

was that söme insurance companies were using zip code.

They were using zip code locations which had no

rhyme or reason for insurance purposes. The purpose

of zip codes is to assist the Postaoffice in delivering

maik and they were usually based on the location of

a postal substation. The fact' that the companies used

a postal .. the zip codes for insurance rating purposes

has created a tremendous nnmher of inequities. There

are also other geographic loca... geogra#hic factors

khich companies use which are just as inequitablè. My

Bill would prohibit them from using the geographic loca-

tion. A1l of Cook County would be one location.''
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rossi: ''A1l of Cook County will be one quotation (sic)?1#

eane: ''Yeah.. In terms of the factor of loca
. . .ln terms of the

factor that khey use for setting the rates, you know,

there are a number of factors. One of khem is location

of risk. In terms of that factor, Cook County, anything

in Cook Countyr would have the same. . would be treated

the same.''

rossi: ''Will this cause an increase in the insurance rate of

the suburbanite versus a city dweller?''

Keane: *In some cases, it would and in some cases it wouldn't.

Ik dppends. There are... There are some zip codes that

in the suburban areas that would . . it would occur and

there are some that it would not occuro
'And you have to..

You have tok.. Rep'oesentakire' qyossi, you have to
look attthe different companies because different

companies use different geographic sareas in setting their

rates. So there's no... there's no similarity.
''

peaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Mahar.
''

ihar: I'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield 'for

a question?''

peaker Bradley: ''He indicates he will.''

ahar: ''Representative Keane, does this deal with fire insurance did

YOu say?''

eane: ''Fire and fire and automobile.''

aharz '9How does the ratings in suburbia for example, you have

different fire ratings. How would thak be affected by

this'Bill?''

eane: ''It's my understanding that thes/chicago fire rating is

the best in 'statee''

ahar: ''They don't have %t' anymore.'f

eane: ''Well, itls rated as one. I mean, it's. . The whole

ïcity' is rated as one.''

ahar: ''No... I beg to differ with you. Over their cldss now

there is no rating for that classm
n

eane: ''You ïean with... Youlre talking about how insurance
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companies...''

ahar: ''About firyo.''
eane: ''Alright. I tbought you mgant the ratings of the éfficie cy of

the Fire Department. The.. It would affect the ratings

by suburban... by insurance companies if they have

different insurance rates.. or rates that differentiake

between suburn .. in suburban Cook County. It would..

by locationr only the rating factor of the loeation, it

would nullify those.''

ahar: ''Well how... One more question. How would this affect...

How would this Bill affect say, two towns, one town

that has a class 5 rating and one that has a class 7?

Would there be any affect on it?''

eane: ''ror the location rating, if youdre talking about a

rating by location, and that's the factor, not the

Fire Department rating, if there was a difference in

the ratings of the efficiencies of the fire service:

it would not affect that.''

ahar: ''Okay. Thank youof'

peaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman from Whiteside, Mr. Schuneman?f'

chuneman: ''Yes, thank yoû, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen o

the House: I think we should pay particular attenkion

to this Bill regardless of where we live in Illinöis.

What this Bill says is that an insurance company cannot

use a geographical rating system within, in this case,

the County of Cook. I think that youbre answer, Repre-

sentative, to Represehkative Mahar was incorrect in one

sense in that if you happen to have within Cook County

two different towns with different fire rating classifi-

cakion, what your Bill says is that you... that an

insuzance company cannot recognize those two cl'assifica-

tions. And, to the M-mhers of the House; if you live

in Cook County, outside the city of Chicago, you'Bhould

be voting against this Bill because for a1l practical

purposesr it's going to raise ycur automobile insurance

...'e7N  .' 
. 
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rates. For those of us who live downstate, we should!

be against the Bill because this could be the beginning

of a statewide rating syskem that would take away from

our constituents the rights that they presently enjoy.

They have lower insurance premiums and the premiums

would tend ko be leveled from... throughout the staty.

The same rates would apply in Chicago as apply down-

state. And I don't think we should start that precedent

khich is started by this Bill. I think the Bill was

defeated by the House when it was voted upon last year.

It should get that same fate again today. Geographical

rating for insurance purposes is a sound, actuarial

method of determining an insurance rate and we should

not depart from that.''

Speaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman from Winnebago, Mr. Mulcahey?''

' ulcahey: ''Move the previous question, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Bradley: ''Mr. Mulcahey? The Gentleman moves the

previous question. All in favor of the Gentleman's

motion signify by saying 'aye', opposed 'no'. The

layè's have it. And Mr. Keane to close the debate.
f'

Keane: ''Representative... Thank you. Representative Sdhuneman

has provided probably the major opposition.. the reasons

for the'opposition to the Bill. I khink howeler, that

khere's really little likelihpod that the whole of

Illinois will become by location... location will not

become a factor. The Bill that is provided allows for...

allows insurance compan... It will stop insurance

companies from using arbitrary ratings within cook

County. The arbi... It's so arbitrary that different

companies... Allstate uses khe zip codes, ùther com-

panies.. Travelers and other companies use different

factors. Some of them have taken all of Cook County

and divided into four areas. So there is no rhyme or

reason. I would ber very happy if the insurance com-

ies could get together or' the Department of Insurancepan
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could come together and justify reasonable areas. They

have not done this. This causes a great injustice a'oD

the people in Cook County and I see it morè as an injus-

tice, a present injusticez of the peoplœ tof Cook

County as versus the possibility of a problem for the

whole state later. And I'd ask for your favora ble

consideration.''

peaker Bradley: f'The question is, lshall this Bill pass?' All

in favor signify by voting 'aye'; those opposed by

voting 'no '. Have all voted who wish? Have all voted

who wish? Mr... Mr. Darrow, would #ou come to the

podium please? Have all voted who wish? The Clerk

will take the record. Mr. Bullock? For what purpose do

.l'you arise?''

ullock: ''Mr. Speaker, I'd like to explain my vote on this

Bi1l.''

peaker Bradley: ''Proceed.''!
iullock: ''Mr. Speaker, I think that this Bill goes a lon: way

to insuring that there's equity in the State of Illinois.

Many states have considered similar proposals before

and I think the Sponsor has very eloquently indicated

khat the Bill is not as restrictive as some of the

opponents would have us to believe: that companies for

basing automobile body liability rates, that the city of

Chicago in effect would be the only city involved and

affected and that the insurance pool or the risk would

in fact allow broader coverage to the residents of that

arealz And I think the issue addressed by this Bill is

how widely should the risk be spread and I think that

the Sponsor has indicated that the Bill would add that

discrimination to the definikion of unfair and deceptive

acts or practices. I would certainly urge my colleagues

to give the Gentleman consideration and hopefully give

us some additional g' reen lights on this measure.

Representative Keane, as you know, has worked very

closely with the state agencies and with the private

. % .
. wj ' t. . > 1v + - . x jra . . l ; 1.. a. - N et ju -.. . yJ', Cr .
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insurance to get concensus on this matter and I would

like to see a few additional green lights if possible.
''

peaker Bradley: ''We have a... Yeah, welre going to take a new

Roll Call. It's been called to my attention that the

switches were locked and we want to be fair so, all in '

favor of House Bill 1030 signify by voting 'aye'; op-

posed by voting 'noê. Have all voted who wish? Mr .

Darrow wishes to be recorded as voting 'nol. Have all

voted who wish? The Clerk will take the reccrd . On

this question theretare 54 'ayebs, 66 'nols, and this

Bill, having failed to. gainia Constitutional Majority,

is hereby declàred lost. House Bill 2165. Yes, for

what purpose does Mr. Mulcahey, the Gentlomnn from

Winnebago, arise?/

' ulcahey: '*Mr. Speaker: move we adjourn.''

peaker Bradley: ''We didnlt recognize you for that purpose.

Welll 1et you know. You?re ahead of yourself, Sir.

ZX * * C

lark Leone: ''House Bil1...H

peaker Bradley: ''Mr... Yes, read the Bi1l.1'

lerk Leone: ''House Bill 2165. a Bill for an Act to amend

the Illinois Insurance Code. Third Reading of the Bill .
''

peaker Bradleyz *The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Telcser.''

elcserz HMr. Speaker, Mmmhers of the House, House Bill 2165

deals with a'similar .subject matter as the prior Bill.

This Bill has nothing whatever to do with rating or

the question of rating. The Bill originally did and

that has been amended out by Amendment #3, I believe,

offered by Representative Wdlf. The basic concept of

Hoùse Bill 2165 now provides for this, it says that the

Insurance Department will set up minimum standards by

which a piece of property will be judged as to whether

or not it will receive insurance or have to go into the

'fair plan.l think every M-mher is aware of the prac-

tice of certain insurance companies of setting aside a
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certain neighborhood or area in which khey ascerkain that

property within this location will have to go into the

' f air plan ' , thereby raising insurance costs and not

providing as much insurance as the owner of the property

may wish to receive . Now, Mr . Speakerz Momhers of the

House , I think everyone is also aware of khe renaisance

in many parts of khe state whereby people are rehabili-

tating and rejuvenating old properta s . And when these '

properties have the work done to them they are clearly

1 cektainly eligible to be insured outside of thean 6

' f air plan 1 . However , if you f all into a certain geo-

graphi: neighborhood or area . you lose the opportunity to

be insured privately . Now, Mr . Speaker, Members of the
r-

House , let me again emphasiz e to you, this is not a ratin

Bill . It ' s a fair, honest piece of legislation which

will let each one of us, or each one of our constituents

have the opm rtunity if our properties meet the standardî

to have our 7 properties insured by a private insurance

f irm and thereby receive the type of insurance coverage

which we wish to have in our home,à . I .' d be delighted to

answer any questions, if possible, and would appre:iate

a favorable Roll Call.''

peaker Bradley: œDiscussion? The Gentleman from Cook, Mr.

Gaineso''

aines: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. There are many districts in the city of

Chicago where the insurance companies take a whole zip

code and declare a person 'non grata' or off-limits for

the quality type of insirance that pepple who have

qualiky property are usually entitled to.
- It's not

#e
because a particular house or home does not meet the standards

but because a large zip c6de area. Now there may well

be parts of that zip code that are properly defined

as uninsurable. But when you take a whole zip code, that

included 100,000 dollar properties as well as 15,000
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dollar.propertieâ, you are dotng a disservice to a11 the eopl

To have a limited qa/nunt of insurance can be catastrophic

To have no insurance means that mortgages came due
.

You are putting uhdue harm on khe pepple who are trying

to build thémselves a life that they can be proud of.

You are penalizing working peo/le who haVe worked all
their lives, go out, find a vacant lot

, build a homee

and then find they can't get insurance to cover the

value of thak home. Then, whatever insurance they get

they have to go to the so-called 'fair plan' which shoild

be called the 'unfair planz' because it puts undue limi-

tations on the home ownery even if he can show thak his

house has the latest safety features. His house is still

treated as though it were a drafty shack . So, in the

name of the home owners, who want to d: the right thing,
and who you condemn when they don't do the right thing,
please vote for this Bill. This is a Bill to help the

home owner who wants to do the right thing and to protect

his or her property. Thank you.''

peaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman from Whiteside , Mr. Schuneman.''I
chunnmnn: ''Thank you, Mr. Speàker. Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House, this is another of the Bills supported by

the Illinois Public Action Council which were designed

to do somethkng about the problem of red lining in the

city of Chicago. And, while I support the general

thrust of what they%re trying to doy I have to objeci

to the way theypre going about doing it . This Bill, as

amended, one of the things that it would do is precisely

what was included in House Bill 1030, which was just

defeated here. One of the things that this Bill says

is that the insurance Director cannot consider the geo-

graphic location in setting up the criteria for the

rating of insurance. And, I think that that's a step in

the wrong direction. Itls the same principle that was

involved in the last Bill and the House defeated that Bil
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and I think that we should defeat this Bill in spite of

the good Sponsor and others who have spoken in favor

of it.''

peaker Bradley: ''Mr. Telcser to close the debate.
/

elcser: ''We1l, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House, I think

over the years this House has been eminently'fair for

the pepple 6f Illinois. ind there's only one question
'to be answered this afternoon regarding this subject

matter. The question is, if you and I have a home or a

piece of property that meeks the minimum standards, we

ought to be entitled to buy insurance for it. That's

the question. That's the issue. Nothing else. We

ought not be here trying to defend this system that

arbitrarily prevents you and I from obtaining insurance.

Thatls what letve been talking about. Wesre not setting

up a rating system. And we're not asking for zones.

Welre only saying that my house has good electric

service and if my house is a brick home and if my house

is safe and sound and secure, I ought to be able to

buy insurance. Thàt's all wedre asking for. And that

seems fair. And, Mr. Speaker, Members of tbë Housey

I think the House of Repr'esentatives has always put the

people of Illinois first and has always put their

interests first and I know thàtievery Member of this

House wants to do the right thing for their constituents

and perhaps one dayy for themseives. I think the

renaisance in Illinois, in old neighborhoods and o1d

properties is good for Illinois. And yet, many people

who do that, who risk their capital an2 risk their time

are unable to properly insure their properties. With

House Bill 2165 under the supervision of the Department

of Insurance will be able to buy fair, equitable in-

surance policies and not be forced into the 'fair planf

when we don't deserve' to be. And, Mr. Speaker and

Momhers of the House, I'dnappreciate a favorabl: Roll
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Call on House Bill 2165.,'

peaker Bradley: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 12165

(sic) pass?' All in favor signify by voting 'aye';

opposed by voting 'no'. Have a1l voted who wish?

Have all voted who wish? The Gentleman from Cook,

Mr. Lechowiez.l'

echowicz: '1Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

thix is a very impoktant Bill. And I listened very

closely ko the ex/lanation of khe Sponsor and he's

absolutely correct . This is an area that has been dis-

cussed in this General Assmmhly for some time. But his

approach and the approach on House Bill 2165 is a rea-

sonable approach. What. we're addressing to and especiall

in areas primarily within the city of Chicago... and

1111 give you a specific example, my own Legislative

District. 'Logan Square' a few years back was an area
I of change. Withinitkhe last two years it's changed

again. Buildings that were four ot five years ago

selling for $30,000 are in excess of $90,000 presently.

That area is insured under the 'fair plan'. The area

that Representative Telcser was talking about is the

area that he 4epresents. That area has also experienced

some change. It went bad. It went good. But unfor-

tunately, under the present insurance rating in the

State of Illinoisz the buildings located within our

respective communities have to be insured under the

'fair plan.' ltThis is a very reasonable approach. Itls

an approach that we're asking... I maylknow it doesnlt

affect my friendstjfrom downstate Illinois. I know you

don't have that ty/e of problem. But it does affect us.

It affects the residents within our community adversely.

And for this reason, I'm asking the people who may have

not voted on this issue to seriously consider an 'aye'

vote on this Bill. Thank you.''

Speaker Bradley: ''Have a1l voted who wish? Have al1 voted who

.v'7'-x.
' 
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wish? Clerk will take the record. On this . Mr.

Telcser requests a poll of the absentees. Mr. Schuneman?'

chuneman: ''Mr. Speaker, if this Bill should require. . . should

get the requir? nu=her of votes, IRd likè to ask for

akverification of the Roll Ca'll.''

peaker Bradley: ''Fine. Call the absentees.
''

lerk Leone: ''Poll of the absentees; Abramson. Balanoff.

Beatty. Bell. Capuzi. Casey. Deuster. Ralph Dunn .

Ebbesen. Epton. Getty. Griesheimer. Hallstrom .

Harris. Jaffe. Johnson. Emil Jones. Klosak. Laurino.
.Marovitz. McBroom. McGrew. Meyer. Mugalian. O'Brien.

Pechous. Pierce. Schlickman. Schneider...''

peaker Bradley: ''OeBrien layel.''

lerk Leone: ''Slape. Stearney. E.G. Steele. C.M. Stiehl.

Taylor. Walsh. Waksono..''

'Speaker Bradley: ''Watson, 'no d.''
IClerk Leone: HWikoff...''
peaker Bradley: ''Wikoff 'no'.''

lerk Leone: ''Winchester. J.J. Wolf. And, Mr. Speaker.
''

peaker Bradley: ''On this question there are 8G îaye's,

54 'no's. And this Bill, having failed to receive the

Constitutional Majorityy is hereby declared lost.
House Bill 660.'9

lerk Leone: ''House Bill 660, a Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of an Act relating to alcoholic liquors.

Third Reading of the Bil1.''

Speaker Bradley: ''Representative Sandquist.''

Sandquist: ''Yes, thank you: Mr. Speaker and Ladies and

Gentl emen of the House. Yesterday was my day of con-

treversy. Today is my day of everybody agreeing, I

hope. This Bill is not the orièinal Bill as was intro- .

duced. Thanks for the whistles. It was amended, you pll

rgcall, last.week and this is really now.. has the sup-

port of all parts of the liquor industry, the Liquor

Control Commission, and actually one of my co-supporters,
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' Larry Diprima, had the Bill. He was introducing it new

'and I had this Vehicle that we could do it in this way.

Whak it does.... Al1 it does in its present form is

that .under our current Dram Shop Act, distributers of

beer can sell what they call 'keg at the dock' or sell

i't by the case. And what is happening in a numher of

areas, there have been sales this way. Theylve been

doing awqy with the retailer and this way the state has

been losing part of its tax. It does, as I say: have

the support of all of the industry and the Liquor Control

Commission and I would ask for your 'ayel vote.''

Speàker Baadley: ''Discussion? Discussion? Hearing none, the

question is, 'Shall this Bill pass?' All in favor

signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by voting 'no '. Have

all voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Clerk

will take the record. On this question there are l09

laye's, khree lnayls. This Bill, having received the

Constitutional Majority' , is he<eby declared passed. The

Làdy from Cook, Mrs. Willer, for what purpose do you

arise?,

Willer: ''Mr. Speaker, if it's appropriate, I don't know if

if is or not, I just wanted to briefly ask for suspensio

of the rules regarding posting of Bill so it could get

1;out of the way. Want to wait? Or do it now?

Speaker Bradley: ''You had until. noon today to post @or

next week. You didn't get that done?''

Willer: ''No, I did not. Because..''

Speaker Bradley: ''What's the number of the Bil1?''

Willer: ''The numhersaof the Bills, the package of Bills, are

House Bi1lu620, 21, 22 and 23 and itîs my fault and

I feel very badly. It was a misunderstanding with the

Sponsor. I was...''

Speàker Bradley: ''That your Committee?''

Willer: ''Human Resources Committee.''

Speaker Bradley: ''Would you give those numbers to us again slow r?'?
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iller: ''House Bill 620, 621, 622, and 623.7'And it was my

error and I feel very badly about it.s'

peaker Bradley: nHas that been cleared with the Leadership. . .
''

iller : ''Yes . ''

peaker Bradley : ''On the other . . . ''

iller : ''Oh. . '' .

peaker Bradley: ''Any objection? There are objections. You'd

better check with the Leadership on the okher side.

Alright.''

//
/
/
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Speaker Bradley: OMr. Giorgi, what purpose do you rise?

Housé 3i11 2955. The Geatleman wishes to cakl that back

to Second Reading for the purpose of an Amendment.

Is tbere leave: Eearing no objections, we'tl move

it back to Second Reading.î'

Giorgi: ''Mr. Speaker, there are two Amendments to be placed

on this Bill at this ttme. This is the so-called

Chrysler Bill. Mine is Amendment //17 and Skinner's

gding to have Amendment //18 that I have accepted.

This Bill, thik Amendment sort of takesuout the straight

jacket features that we had in the original Bill. Wedre

not using general obligation bonds. Werre allowing

the Director of the Budgqt and the Director of the

Bureau of the Budget and the Cpmmerce Director and the

Governor to constantly negotiate with Chrysler as to

how much money they really need and because the

Lottery..'Lhe tnstant... the daily Lottery is going

to realize more than 20 million dollars than was

antictpated..z'

Speaker Bradley: ''Mr. Giorgi, one minute please. What

purpose does Lhe Gentleman from Nill, Mr...Davis

arise?''

Davis: ''Speaker, I guess an inquiry . I dqn't really

understand whatfs gotng on. 2955 doesn't have any

deadlines and 1fm willing to sit' with Representative

Giorgi a'll next week and debate Amendments to the Bill.

But I thought we were on a deadline status for House

Bills on Third Reading. And what are we doing pn this

order of business? We al1 want to go home and if we're

through, let's go home.''

Speaker Bradley: GWe1l, ve were trying to, just a few minutes

ago as you well know, looking for somethtng to do.

We've been on postponed consideration Bills. . .
H

Davis: ''If we don't have anything to do, let's go home Gerry.t'

Sppaker Bradley: l7We're starting to fill up witb work ri'ght

now and this is aafederal deadline on thts Bil1.''
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Giorgi: HIf Davis had been here vhen we first calted tEe

House to order, the Members that were on the floor

of the House, there was a motion made to consider thetr

Bills with the highest priority because they were here

on time. Iêm here on time everyday, no slurring anyone

else. But anyway, the Bill: I spoke on it with 
. . .

, Members of the House. What it provides for is a

continual dialogue withi:the Governor and the Bureau of th

Budget and the Bureau ,of the Commerce and Development

d they are céhstantly speaking to Chrysler as to wbat thean

really need in the form of loans. Now because the

daily Lottery has taken off like a meteor and theyfre

gding to receive more tban 20 million dollars in

over anticipated revenues, ve feel we can crebate a

loan, guaranteed loan trust fund. Now, in the Bill
a' lso, it provides that the collateralization of the

Chrysler loan reach 1501 rather than 100Z, and ff the

Bureau of the Budget and the Goveraor aad the Director

of Commerce and Development feel they don't want to grant

Chrysler the loan, they have that authority
. I move

for the adoption of the Amendment.'r

Speaker Bradley: 'VDiscussion. Mr. Skinner on the Amendment. ''

Skianer: HMr. Speakebry I think the principte is rottentzhat

this Bill is based on but that doesn't mean G at we

shouldn't adopt Lhe Amendment and get the hell on vith

the wgrk of the House.''

Giorgt: ''I agree.''

Skinner: ''You agree itfs a rotten 3t1l?H

Speaker Bradley: ''Clerk will read thé Amendmentvî'

Clerk Leone: 'lAmendent //17, Giorgi. Amends House Bill

2955 as amended and so forth.
''

Giorgi: ''I move for the adoption of Amendment //17
.
.'

Speaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman from cook, Mr. Birkinbine.o

Birkinbine: ''Mr. Speaker, question of tbe Parliamentarian.

If this Bill is amended as Mr. Giorgi would like it tol

be, is this going to chan e the number of votes that it
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will need to.. for eventual passage from 107 down

. to 89 ?''

S p eaker Bilad l ey : '' Y es . ''

Giorgt: TNe :re not going to use general obligation boads
.

Webre just going to use tbe full faith and credit

of our State of Illinois but not generat obligation

# 'bonds. We re tying the state to guarantee them a loan
.

Not with 107 votes. It's going to take 89 votes.
l' '

Birkinbine: HThen if I c6u1d speak to the 3i1l?''

Speaker Bradley: HProceed.î'

Birkinbiae: 'Yadies and Gehtlemen, we defeated the efforts

to pass this Chrysler loah Bill the ether day. This

ié simply a move ou the part of the Sponsor to change

things around in such a way that he needs fewer votes

to get it passed. I urge al1 of you who opposed this

bad tdea the other day to oppose thts Aaeadmeat vhich

is simply a way to make it easier to éltde this slimy

thing through. Thank you.î'

Speaker Bradley: HThe Gentleman from. Cook, Mr. lotten.''

Totten: HThank you Mr. Speaker. Nill the Sponsor yield for

a question?'l .

Speaker Bradley: ''Ee indicates he will.
l'

T'otten: ''Is tt my understanding, Mr. Giorgi, that your

Amendment vould now earmark Lottery funds to bail

out the chancey situation of Chiysler?''

çlvrgi: ''Only, oaly after the Governor, the Director of the

Bureau of the Budget, and the new Director of Commerce

agree that the loan is tenable and that i'e's av good

risk.ul Only tben would we trigger in a loan and then

the Ceneral Assembly has to appropriate the funds.
î'

Totten: HWe vould then earmark money out of the Lottery

fund to Chrysler wheu we have rejected earmarking money

from the Lottery to education and other matters in the

Y S V * ' 1P

G i org i : ''Ne 11 le t ' s c lear the a i r on tha t . When we f i rs t

tr ied t o pass the Lo t ter y , I accep ted f our Amendmen ts .
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Twenty-five percent of the proceeds that go to education
,

25Z 'to cities and counties and townships: 25Z for

scholarships, and 25Z percent for elderly programsp

but the Senate, in their wisdom, stripped all four

of those Amendments off. And we were in a Special

Session in 1973, tbe House accepted the removal of

tbose. four Amendments r d tbat's vhere the fallacy

began that the Lottery funds were going to be used

for education. We dtd have Amendments for education,

but t%e Senatey in their wisdom, pulled them off.''

Totten: 'khat criteria would the tricot that you set

up to pgt this approval on, what criteria vould they

have to make the determination?''

Giorgt: ''The criteri'a that indeed the loan is 150Z

' collakeralize that tndeed Chrysler will'tzbe able

to pay the loan offl that indeed theyfre satisfied

that everything's beeh done to safeguard the money

ia the State of Illinots. That%s...''

Totten; ''Where does it say that?''

Giorgt: '11: the Amendment, if you have it in front of you.
''

Tottea: ''Where?'l

Giorgi: ''Amendment //17.,'

'Totten: ''I got it but whereabouts?''

Giorgi: ''0n 'page three, Section 1y 2. 3, 4. 5,11 SecEion 5.

The ftrst line on page four, second line, sixtb line,î

twelfth line, ' -''';E'kk' zlfne, .twenty-ftfth line, and( .. '' -

thirty-fifth lin'e. 'It repeats throughout the entire

3i11 tHe guarantee.''

Totten: ''Are they stmilar to what was ia the Bill as

originally introduced?''

ctorgi: ''Yes. There hasn't been any change except we

area't usiag generak obligation bonds. Att other

Amendments are included.''

Totten: 'lWbat happens :if as whatîs traditionally happenedLwit

Lotterfes after the tmmediate surge of revenues going in
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for a new game, the tottery revenues start to go down.

And then we dontt have the money.
''

Giorgi: ''Thank you for that question. I should have thought

of that myself.''

Totten: ''You're welcome.
''

Giorgt: ''What's hapeened is theyfve ancicipated about 40 billi n

dollars from the Lottery net this year. Because of the

daily game is doing such a fantastic job, they expect

by June 30 that thereftl be over 25 millton more than

they anticipated. So .we're going to take that 20

of tpa: 25 million that we dtdn't anticipate and create

this corporate loan fund. That's the only reason .

Therëfs a cap on it. Tbere's a limit to it.
'î

Tottea: HThose funds... one of the reasons that the daily

game was put in and agreed upon vas because the addition-

al revenue that it would generate into the GRF fund that

could be used for tax relief, could be used for schools,

could be used for any of the other nultiplicity of things

that we use the general fevenue fund for. Now you

. have determined arkicraril: that Qeere going to use

that money created by that daily game which may only

be Qemporary to earmark it in a specific fasbion.
''

qiorgi: ''We only need the money temporarily. Wefll .have

the 20 million, if this is appropriated by b0th Houses

of the General Assembly and signed by the Governor
,

we'll have the 20 million by June 30 and that's the

moaey that wasn 't anticipated. Can I ask you a respect-

ful question?''

Totten:. '11*11 yield.'î

Giorgiâ 'RDid you vote for the Lottery?''

Tottenc ''No 11

Giorgi: ''The answer was no.f'

Totten: HMr. Speaker, on the Amendment, I think that the

Amendment, of course, is an attempt to bail out a

bad bail-out Bitt aad make it slide through here in an

easier fashion. I don't thtnk the mechanics are uttin
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together the procedure aay better than the Bill as

in its first fashion, and, in fact, this is probably

more risky than the original Bi11. And I would recommend

a no vote on Amendment #17.i1

Speaker Bradley: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. .T,erzich.''

Terzich: 01 move the previous question .
'l

Sepaker Bradley: ''Gentleman moves the previous qaestion.

A1l in favor of the Gentleman's motion signify by saying

'aye'. Aye. opposed 'no' The ayes have tt. Gentlemangs

motioa prevails. Mr. Giorgi to close.''

Giorgt: ''Mr'. Speaker, I think the Amendment that we placed

on this Biïl makes ft tenable as it leaves the re-

sponsibility where it should be, the Governor, Bureau

of the Budget, and the Dfrectof of Commerce. There'à

no use in going into the Bill itself as to if this

corporation werq to go down in eight weeks of unemploy-

ment compensation they would reach the 20 million dollars

webre talking about. And inasmuch as the majority

of the people that oppose this Bill dongt feel that

the Lottery. dollars are/ that honorably received. It

might be a good idea to use the Lottery dollars to

helpla corporation that means se much to the economy

of the State of Illiaois. 1 urge support for this

Amendment.l'

Speaker Bradley: ''Question's on the adoption of the Amendment.

K11 in favor signify by saying 'aye', opposedfno'.

In the opinion of the Chair, the ayes have it. Amendment

//18. Roll Call has been requested. A11 in favor 'of the

Amendment signify by voting aye, opposed by voting no.

And Mr. Davis to explain his vote.'l

Davis: ''Wé11 Mr. Speaker, it's quite apparent that this

should be probably the vehicle of the Lottery because

it's going to be risky as hell and the odds are very

good that Chrysler will aot succeed and ultimately bave

to lose the money out of the general revenue fund.

Now the Sponsor is very slick. He told you now webll not
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go to bondinl.wtWg'll go to the general revenue fund

since that oaly takes 89 votes topass this fote
.--èn.final passage. %*e largest single quystion people

ask in the districts back home is ghere the bell's the

ktottery money that was supposed to go to the schools.

Well it's in ie general revenue fund
. We have a hard

enough time exptaining that to tbe general publtc because

they only get their proportionek re - share now. Now

we propose to take 20 million dollars out of the Lottery
fund and deny the schoo'ls that

. Why'are there 79

green votes: It's a mystery to me
. 

'Vote no.''

Speaker Bradley: HHave a1l. . . Have a1l voted who wish?

The Clerk will take the record. This question there are
*
85' ayes, 58 aays O d the Amendmeat's adopted.' Furtherl

Amendments.d'

Clerk Leone: ''Amendment //18, Skinner. Amends House Btll

2955 as amended as so forth.
''

Speaker Bradley: ''The Geatlemaa from McRenry, Mr. Skinner.
l'

y, 'Skinner: Mr.speakeri Members of the General Assekbly, on

Monday in t'he Wallstreet Journal a
rticle which indicated

that the Chrysler deal was unravelling the last part

of the article iadicated to me that Michigan had a

stronger. collateral deftnition than did the Illinois

Bi11. And so I requested that copies of th
e Mfchigan

Bills be procured. They have been
. Amendment //18 puts

the sace collateralo or a similar collateral provision

in tbe Illinois Bill tbat is in the Michigan Bi11
. Since

Michigan is risking 150 million dollars and we're only

being asked to gamble 20 œillion dollars
, I assume

thac the Michigaa Sponsors may have been a bit more

deligent in protecting Michigan's investment than perhaps

we ha#e been in Illinois. I would offer Amendment //18

in the hope that our collateralization would be better,

although I certainty do not guarantee that will be the

effect if lt's adopted.''

Speaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman from Winneba o, Mr. Gior i.'f
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Giorgi: HMr. Speaker, I am familiar with the Amendment'

.and

I accept the Amendment. I urge the adoption of the

Amendment.''

Speaker Bradley: 'fouestion's on ie adoption of Amendment

//18. A11 ta favor signify by saytng 'aye', opposedîno'

They ayes have it and the Amendment's adopted
.
îî

Skinner: HPerbaps we sbould have requested a nev Chrysler

for the Governor every year too. Further Amendments.''

Clerk Leone: 'lNo further Amendments.
''

Speaker Bradley: ''Third Reading on ibnsideration Post oned
.n
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peaker Bradley; ''And now, Mrs.xhWiller, have you wcrked thak

out on suspending the rules? Mr. Sandquist?''

andquist: ''Yes, I believe there's no objection. We've talked

to :0th sides now and that's to waive the posting rule

so the four Bills, 621, 622, and 623, 620, so they can

be heard in Glmani'Resources this week.f!

peakerêlBradley: 1' Does the Lady have leave? The Lady has

leave to suspend the posking rule on those faur Bills

so that they can be heard next week. Leave to use the

Attendance Roll Call? Leave. There's been q request for

a Fiscal Note on 2955. The Gentleman from Cook, Mr.

White, on House Bill 958, is it? 958. Read the Bill,

Clerk.''

lerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 958...''

peaker Baadley: ''What Order of the Calendar is that on? ''

lerk OlBrien: ''A Bill for an Act creating the Caunselor Registr -

tion and Licensure Act. Third Reading of the Bill.''

peaker Bradley: 'Vlt's on Third Reading. Page eight. Turn on

Mr. White, please.n

ite: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, this

Bill will establish requirement standards in our admini-

strative procedures for the counseling profession.

Yesterday. this Bill was heard in Sunset Committee. There

were some recommendations thatewere made. Al1 this

Bill does is it will require anyone who wishes to serve

as a counselor meet the educational requirements and

be registered with the Department of Registration; Edu-

cation.''

Speaker Bradlerz ''Discussion? The Gentleman from Willz Mr.

Leinenwebero''

Leinenweber: ''Yes. I would ask the Gentleman a question. Maybe

perhaps Representative Katz. Last year we adopted the

Sunset provision which I understand created some kind of

a Commission tha: wés supposed ko review these occupation

which are subject to be licensed. And I wonder whether
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or not khis Bill which was filed prior to the enactment

of the Sunset legislation is in :'lsynch' with the sunset

1, égislation. Perhaps Representative Katz could answer

the question.''

peaker Bradley: ''Mr. Katz?'l

atz: ''Yes. Senate Bill 495, thatls the Bill the Gentleman

from Joliet mentioned, dàes not contain any exemption

with regard to Bills that were pending. It became

effective upon the signature of the Governor and that

signature occured late last year so it was fully effecm

Eive. It did provide that licensing Bills were supposed

to go through a joint select Committee that was set up

under House Bill 1944.*

peaker Bradley: /Mr. Leinenweber.''

einenweber: /1 would ask the Sponsor then whether or not this

Bill has gone 'through that joint Comàittee set up under

the Representative. the Bill Representative Katz men-

tioned.''

ite: l'Yes, Representative. Ne met yesterday afternoon. ''

einenweber: ''And what was their recommendations?''

hite: ''They did have some recommendations and they said that

they'd get back to me later. If the Bill passes the

House, I will hold the Bill on Second Reading and await

their recoamendation.''

einenweber: ''Well, jùét so the Momhers know what we're doing
here, Illihoikupkobàbly licenses more professions than

any other .. any of the 50 states. Wefre adding a new

occupation here, licensed professional counselor. We're

voting on a Bill which probably will be maybe vastly

changed k;. or will be... mapy changes may be recommended

by the.. this particular select Committee. So, in a

certain respect we're being asked to buy a pig in the

poke and I personally plan to vote 'no'.''

Speaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Sandquist.''

Sandquist: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,
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on behalf of those of us who were on that regulatory

Committee, we did hear khi: Bill yesterday the same way

as we did.... Representative Jaffels Bill on the denkal

laboratories. We are consorting. We will have a

recommendation before the Bill would get to the Senate .

So that I did want you to know that we have'tconsidered

itw''

Speaker Bradley: ''Further discussion? Mr. White, tö close the

debateo''

White: ''Well I would ask for your favorable considerationk'l#

peaker Bradley: ''The question is, 'Shall this Bill pass?' Al1

in favor signify by voking 'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'.

Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

Have all voted who wish? Somebody push my green.'l lighk

back there . Danny O 'Brien? Have al1 voted who Wish?

The Clerk will take the record . On this question

there are 77 ' ay: fs and 40 ' nay ':s . This Bill , having

f ailed .:. . I lm sorry . Mrs . Dyer , the Lady f rom Dupage .

M s D er to explain her vote .' '#r . y ,

yer : ''Yes , Mr . Speaker . I would like to explain my ' yes f vote .

I think the Members àhould think twice before they

vote ' no ' on this Bill . In present day society fûll n..Q.Q

of its stresses and strains , many: many people go to

counselors . They seek counseling of all kinds whether

it ' s marriage counseling, f nmA' ly counsel , or counseling

f or alcoholism or drug addiction or many , many things

that af fect many, many f amiliès . Now it ' s a protection

to consumers if we sët up standards and criteria f or

education and background and if we can keep the f uzz out
h of the counseling business . There have been some quacks

and f rauds in this f ield . I think this is the greatest

assurance that there would be high standards of educa-

tional background and credentially. I would like to

see 12 more 'yes' votes up there. It's a good Bi1l.'$

Speaker Bradley: ''Have all voted who wish? The Gentleman from

k
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Cook, Mr. Huskey, to explain his vote.
''

uskey: ''Mr. Speaker, I just wanted to explain my 'yes' vote.

This Bill should be given a chance in the Senate
. This

Bill certainly has got a 1ot of mèrits to it
. And you

people that are voting... voting red up there, I think

you should reconsider. The ones that are voting fpresent

. . . that are not voting at all, you should reconsider

this. Give this Bill a chance and let them. .. let them

make it a real good Bill because 'it's. got so much vogd

mèbit, youlre doing an injustice not voting and giving

this Bill a 'yes' vote. ''

Spèaker Bradley: ''Mr. Conti, for what purpose do you arise,
Sir?''

Conti: ''Mr. Speaker, the last two speakers changed my mind
.

' 

Vote me layef ** 
.

Speaker Bradley: ''Alright. The Lady from Adams, Mrs. Kente-

'ayel. Wikoff 'aye'. Hanhig 'aye'. Okay. Balanoff

'aye'. What's the... Let's dump the Roll Call. And take

another vote. The question isz 'Shall 958 pass?' All

in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'.

Have al1 voted who wish? Alright. Everybpdy on there?

Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

Clerk will take the record. On this question there are

96 'aye's and 34 'no's. Mulcahey wishes to be recorded

'ayef. On this question there are 96 layefs and 34 'no's

And Mr, Simms wants a... requests a verificakion of the

Roll. Mr. Bluthardt, for what purpose do you arise?''

Bluthardt: flpurpose of an inquiry. If welre playing, you knowy

' best out of three, why this is still a tie. We've got

another Roll Call coming.''

Speàker Bradley: Nverification has been requested. The Lady

from St. Clair, Mrs, Stiehl, for what purmsse do you akis ?''

Stiehl: 'lvote me 'aye! please.d'

Speaker Bradley : ''Please record her as voting 'aye'. Mr.

White?/
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White: 'fRequest for a poll of the absentees.
''

Speaker Bradley: ''A request for the poll of the absentees .

Poll.. Poll the absentees.''

Clerk O'Bri'en: ''Pollt:of the absentees; Abramson
. Beatty.

Bell. Bullock. Capuzi.o.''

Speaker Bradley: ''Bullock 'aye'.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Casey. Darrow. Deuster. Ebbesen. Epton...''

Speaker Bradley: ''Dave Jones, 'qye'. .. Oh, Dave Jones wants

to be verified. That al<ight, Mr. Simms? Dave Johes?

Eine. Alright. Must be a... Mrs. Oblinger wishes to

be verified, Mr. Simms. Oblinger. Alright. Proceed

with the...''

Clerk O'Brien: nContinuing with the poll of the absent+es;

Flinn. Getty. Griesheimer. Jaffe . Johnson. Emil

Jones. Karpiel. Klosak. Laurino. Marovitz. McBroom .

Meyer. Molloy. Mugalian. Pechous. Peters. Pierce.

Robbins. Ryan. Satterthwaite. Schlickman. Schneider.
f'

Speaker Bradley: ''Darrow votes Inol. Darrowy Clarence Darrow .
/

Clerk O'Brien: f'Schoeberlein. Schuneman. Stearney. E.G. Steel

Taylor. Telcser. VonBoeckman. Walsh. Williams.

Winchester. And, J.J. Wolf.''

Speaker Bradley: ''Mr. Simms?''

Simms: 1'We want to proceed with Ehe verification, now. Would

it be alright if one of the Momhers maybe to expedite

things could come up there to your chairk' You know,

there's seven... if there's not 96 people that are Moting

for it... There's seveno.''

Speaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman..''

Simms: 'êMomhers in the back. Theyfre seats are empty .m .
'f

Speaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Lechowicz, for

Nhat purpose do you arisea''

Lechowicz: ''I accept this challenge. 2111 come up there.

What do we start with, Gerry?'f

Speaker Bradley: ''Pardon?''
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Lechowicz: ''Whàt's the count?''

Speaker Bradley: ''99 'aye'.''

Lechowicz: 'eThe Gentleman vithdraws his request for a verifica-

tion, right?/

S4'mms: ''No: I retain it.
''

Speaker Bradleyz ''You want the Affirmative called? We just

polled the absentees. You wanto . ''

S4'm=s: '%I want to proceed with the. . .'ê

Speaker Bradley: ''Alrighi. The Clerk will call the Affirma-

tive vote.p

Clerk O'Brien: ''Ackermnn. Alexander. Anderson. Balanoff.

Barnes. Bianco. Birchler. Bowman. Bradley . Braun.

Brummer. Bullock. Burnidge. Capparelli . Catanié.

Chapman. Christensen. Conti. Cullerton . Currie.

D. aniels. Davi/. Dawson. Diprima. Domico. Donovan.

Doyle. Ralph Dunn. Dyer.u Ewell. Farley. Virginia

Frederick. Gaines. Garmisa. Giorgi. Goodwin.

Greiman. Hallstrom. Hanahan. Hannig . Harris.

Henry. Hoffman. Huff. Huskey. Dave Jones. Keane.

Kelly. Keht. Kornowicz. Kosinski. Krska. Kulds.

Lechowicz. Leon. Leverenz. Macdonald. Madigan.

Mahar. Margrlas. Matijevich. Matula. Mautino.

Mcclain. McGrew. McMaster. Mcpike. Mulcahey. Murphy.

Oblinger. O'Brien. Patrick. Piel. Polk. Pouncey.

Preston. Rea. Reed. Richmond. Ronan. Sandquist.

Schisler. Sharp. Slape. Stedzo. C.M. Stiehl. Stuffle
Terzich. Van Duyne. Vinson. Vitek. White. Wikoff.

Willer. Williamson. Sam Wolf. Younge. Yourell.

Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Bradley: ''Schraeder wishes to be recorded as voting

'aye'. And Vinson wishes to go from 'ayel to 'no'. ''

Simms: ''What figure do we start out at, Mr. Speaker?''

Speaker Bradley: 1999 'aye'. Questions of the Affirmative Ro1l .
'

Simms: ''Representative Alexander?''

Speaker Bradley: ''Alexander? Shefs back there .
f'
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Simms: ''Representative Birchler?'f

Speaker Bradley: ''He's always there. ''

St'mms: ''Representative Bowman? Hels there. Representative

C r13Zm1 e r ? î'

Speaker Bradley: nHels thereo''

Simms: nRepresentative Dawsona''

Speaker Bradley: nHe:'ls thereol'

S A' mms : '' Representative Diprima? ''

Speaker Bradley: ''Diprima? He's not in his seat. How is the

Gentleman recorded?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''The Gentleman is recorded as voting faye'. ''

Speaker Bradley: ''Take him off the Ro1l.''

Simms: f'Representative Domico?''

Speaker Bradley: ''Domico? How is he recordeda''

Clerk O'Brien: RThe Gentleman is recorded as voting 'aye'.''

Speaker Bradley: ''Take him off the Eoll.
''

Simms: ''Representative Ewe1l?''

Speaker Bradley: ''Ewe11? How is Ewell recorded?''

Clerk OeBrien: ''The Gentleman is recorded as Voting 'aye'a ''

Speaker Bradley: nTàke him pff the Rol1.'1

Simms: ''Representative Farley?s'

Speaker Bradley: ''Representakive Farley? I don't see him in
' his chair. How's he recorded?l'

Clerk O'Brien: 'dThe Genkleman is recorded as voting 'ayedo ''

Speaker Bradley: NTake him off the Ro1l.N

Simms: nRepresentative Hanahan?''

Speaker Bradley: ''Hanahan? Could Representative Madigan be

verified? Standing right here?''

Simms: ''Yeahy. fine.''

'Speaker Bradley: ''Okay. Hanahan? How is he recorded?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''The Gentleman is recorded as voting 'ayeR. ''

Speaker Bràdley: ''Take him off the Roll.''

Simms: ''Representative Huff?''

Speaker Bradley: nRepresentative Huff? I don't see him back

there . How is he recorded?n

Clerk O'Brien: ''The Gentleman is recorded as voting 'ayed.''
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Speaker Bradley: ''Take him off the Ro1l.''

Sn'mms: ''Representative Kosinski?''

Speaker Bradley: ''Kosinskiz Hels not i: his chair . How

is k1...i.'Yes, he's over here.. There he is.
''

Simmsz ''Okay. Representative Kulas?''

Speaker Bradley: ''Kulas is ndt in his seat. How is he recorded?'

Clerk O'Brien: ''The Gentleman is recorded as voting 'ayel.''

Speaker Bradley: nTake him off the Ro1l.''

Sl'mms: ''Okay. Representative Matijevich?''

Speaker Bradley: ''Matijevich is not in his seat. How is he

recorded?''

Clerk O'Brien: fThe Gentleman is recorded as voting 'ayefo ''

S R'trnmà;r $ 'B Reprèspntative McGrew? ''

Speaker Bradley: llust a minute...''

Simms: ''Oh IIm sorryo''

Speaker Bradley: ''We'd better take him off there. And,

Mcluliffe? McAuliffe, did you want to go from Inoî to..

He wants to go from 'no' to 'ayel. ''

Sn'mms: f'Representative McGrew?''

Speaker Bradley: pRight here.''

Simms: ''l see Sam. Okay. Representative Mcpike?''

Speaker Bradley: ''Hels in his seat.''

Simms: ''Okay. Representative Patrick?/

Speaker Bradleyl ''Patrick? I don't see him. How is he

recorded?l

Clerk OlBrien: ''The Gentleman is recorded as voting 'ayedm''

Speaker Bradley: 'loh, khere he is in the back..''

Simms: 'Rokay.''

Speaker Bradley: fHetlrs here.''

Simms: ORepresentative Polk?''

Speaker Bradley: '#Polk?î'

simms: ''Yeaho/

Speaker Bradley: ''How is the Gentlem... Hels not in his

seat. How is he recorded?Jlpolk. Yes. How's he recorded?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''The Gentleman is recorded as voting 'ayel.''
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Speaker Eradley: ''Take him off the Ro1l .

''

Simms: ''Representative Preston?''

Speaker Bradley: ''Hels in his seat. Representative Kucharski,

for what purpose do you arise?''

Kucharski: ''Change me from 'no' to 'aye'.''

Speaker Bradley: ''Kucharski, 'ayel. ''

Sn'mms: ''Representative Rea?''

Speaker Bradley: ''He's in Hanahan's seat. Now Polk has

returned ,to the chamber. Puk him back on.''

Slmms : ''Okay . Representative Schisler . ''

Speaker Bradley: t'Schisler? Not in his seat . How is he

recorded?''

Clerk 0 IBrien: ''The Gentleman is recorded as voting ' aye ' . ''

Speaker Bradley : ''Take him of f the Ro11 . ''

Simms : NRepresentative Sharp? ''

Speaker Bradley : NRepresentative Sharp? Not in his chair .

How ' s he recorded? ''

Clerk O 'Brien: p'l'he Gentleman is recorded as voting 'aye ' . ''

Speaker Bradley : ''Take him of f the Ro11 . ''

Simms : ''Representative Slape? ''

Speaker Bradley : ''Representative Slape? Not in hi.s seat.

He 1 s down in the . . . Who f s that? Terzich ' s seat . He/ls

here . !'

Si= s : ''Representative Van Duyne? /

Speaker Bradley : ''Van Duyne is in hàs seat . ''

Simms : '' Representative J .J . Wolf ? ''

Speaker Bradley: ''Is not in his seat . Is he in the chnmhers?
u '

How ' s he recorded? ''

Clerk O 1 Brien : ''The Gentleman is recorded as not voting . ''

Sinm!s : / I 'm sorry . Representative Yourell . ''

Speaker Bradley: t'You want Wolf taken off? Alright. Yourell.

Yourell. He's not in his seat. Howls he recorded?''

Clerk O'Brienz ''The Gentleman is recorded as voting 'ayeQo''

Speaker Bradley: ''Tkke him off.''

Simms: ''R:presentative Doylea'f

Speaker Bradley: ''Representative Doyle is in Farley's seat in
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the rear of the chamher.''

Simms: ''Mr. Speaker? Is he still with us or is he 
.. .

''

Speaker Bradley: ''He's still here.
f'

Simms: ''Okay. That's alright. Representative Piel?''

Speaker Bradley: ''Piel is not in his seat . How is he

recorded?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''The Gentleman is recorded as voting 'ayed
o
''

Simms: ''Representative... Oh, I'm sorry.''

Speaker Bradley: lTake him off the Roll.
''

Simms: 'VRepresentativ e Jack Davis?'l

Speaker Bradley: ''Hels in his àeat. Further questions?''

S1'=ms: ''Representative Pechous?''

Speaker Bradley: npiel is down here . Put Piel back on.

Representative Pechous is not in his seat. How is he

recorded?''

Simmà: ''Heididn't vote. okay. ''

Clerk O'Brien: DThe Gentleman is recorded as not voting.
''

Sn'mmsz f'Did we take off Representative EWell?H

Speaker Bradley: ''Bwell has been taken off the Roll . And Mr.

VonBoeckman wishes to be recorded as voting layeî.

rurther questions?''

Simms: f'No further questions. f

Speaker Bradley: ''Mr. Schuneman, for what purpose . do you

akise?''

Schuneman: lWould you record me as 'no' please/ Mr. Speakera''

Speaker Bradley: l'Alright. What's the total? Mr. Jaffe wishes

to be recorded as .$.àye' Schneider 'aye'. On this

question there are 93 'aye's, 34 'noRs. This Bill. havin

received the Conslitùtional Majority, is hereby declared

passed. House 3ill 1404, Mr. McMastero''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 1404...a Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Enviornmental Protection Act. Third

Reading of the Bill.''

Speaker Bradley: ''The. Gentleman from Knox, Mr. McMaster.''

McMaster: DThank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of
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the House, House Bill 1404 is aimed at correcting an2
improving the judicial review of the Polltttion Contröl

Board order and rule making and various proceedings.

The Pollution Control Board is the only state agency

from which appeals go directly to the Appellate Court
.

These courts are accustomed to reviewing questions of

law and well developed factful records. Since khe

Appellate Coumt relies on the record to make a determina-

tion, more decisions whidh have no basis in fact have

been allowed to stand. House Bill 1404 would mandate

the Pollution Control Board to base its decisions on

evidence in the record.rather than on personal beliefs

and feelings . Eor that reasong I would urge passage

of khis Bill.'R

Speaker Bradley: ''Discussion? The Gentleman from Dupage
, Mr.

Schneider.''

Schneider: RWell, thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the

House. I don't know of any piece of legislation that

has ever been constructed to deal with the emotions

and feelings and attitudes of an aqency, much less the

Enviornmental Protection Agency or the Pollution Control

Board. What I feel that Tom is trying to do, as he's

been doing over the ten years wedve been together here ,

is to once again try to undercut the efforts by the

Pollution Control Board to justifiably try to deal

. with the probleps that are presented to them that deal

with the envièfnment. Unfortunately? he takes the at-

titude, I thinky that the Pollution Control Board does

not have the staff or the responsiveness to deal wikh

that. I do think they deal with the facts. I do think
they deal within conformiky of the law. And those of

us who support *he law find it probably hard to accept

an ocean, that what he's trying to do is to incisively

cut away some abstract notion that probably they are

reacting out of attitude and feelings. They are
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acting out of the law . They are acting out of the

evidence before them when they try to enforce the Enviorn-

mental Protection Agency's rulesy regulations: or

statutory authority. So I believe this is a bad proposi-

tion because it really doesn't deal with reality. It

deals with one's leanings and bias' and prejudice for the

EPA or toward the Pollution Control Board. I would sugges

that if he has a problem with the Pollukion Control

Board that he draft a Bill or language that is a little

bit more precise than the n'Yulous nest of his explana-

kion in the Bill that heês presented to us. So I think

it's a lousy Bill. It's another effort to undercut what

remains of the Pollution Control Board.'s authority to

deal with the crisis of pollution in America and L=

Illinois in particular. So I solicit from you a 'no'

vote on 1404.':

Speaker Bradley: .''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr . Terzich.''

Terzich: ''I move the previous question.
''

Speaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman moves the previous question
.

All in favor of the Gentlomnntpls motion signify by

saying 'aye'; opposed 'no'. The 'aye's. . . In the opinion

of the Chairz the 'ayels have it. And the Gentleman's

motion prevails. McMaster. Representative McMaster

to close the debateo''

KcMaster: ''Thank you, Mr. Speàker. This Bill seekkstövnamend

Section 41 of the Illinois Enviornmental Protection Act

by stating that any finài order or determination of

' the Board under this Act shall be based solely on the

evidence in the record of the pqrticular proceeding in-

volved. And any such final order o: dekermination shall

be invalid if itis against the'manifqst weight of the

evidence. And I think this is specific and in ccmplete

reverse of what Representative Schneider said. I do

think it is specific and I urge the passage of this Bill. C

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.''
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Speaker Bradley: ''The question is, 'Shall this Bill pass?'

All in favor will signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by

voting 'no'. The Gentleman from Sangamon, Mr. Kane, to

explain his vote.''

Kane: *1 wanted to ask the Sponsor a question as to whàt

specific action that the Pollution Control Board has

taken that this Bill would negate? I don't know of

ZRY * 11

Speaker Bradley: 'lMr. Borchers, the Gentleman from Macon, to

explain his vote.''

Borchers: ''Mr. Speaker and fellow Momhers of the House, ten

years ago there were two of us who voted against the

Enviornmental Protection Agency giving a1l. . . giving them

all the power. The fact is, they make a rule and it's

the 1aw under the power we gave them . We should be the

ones to decide what the law is, not them . But they do

it and you.. and the people that are at the head of the

Pollution Control Bcard and Enviornmental Protection

Agency are overwhelmingly on the side of what they think

not on the evidence/ of what they think is right from

kheir point of view. They give no one another opportunit

to have an opposing view. This is a very good Bill.

These people are very prejudice. They do not judge

things fairly. They cause people to have to go to

Appellate Court under a great deal of cost expense. What

we should do is make them be as a Judge would be, fair

in what they do in their dealings. But they think they

are the law. And theylre not. We should be the law.

The courts should be the law. And they do not hold

fairly as in a court of 1aw should be, on the evidence .

I have no time to tell you all .the stories I know about

these and actual facts and cases over the state. But

I've been very interested and watching for years

of what they're doing. ''

Speàker Bradley: NThe Gentleman from Adams, Mr. Mcclain: to
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explain his voteo''

Mcclainz ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House, House Bill 1404 I believe should

pass. It got a long hearing in the House Enviornmental,

Energy and Natural Resources Committee, passed out

11 to nothing. Now if you look in ypur Digests, it's

a simple matter thak the Pollution Control Board must

make decisions upon khe evidence and they are prohibited

from making decisions against the manifest wéight of the

evidence presented to the Pollution Control Board. Now,

how can the Momhership or anybody really be against that

kind of proceeding in the Pollution Control Board?

Al1 it basically is, is they have to make a decision upqn

the evidence and they cannot make a decision against the

manifest weight of the evidence. And I think .for those

two reasons, which is basically the Bill, I think

Thomas McMaster has a good Bill and ik passed out of

our Committee overwhelmingly and I'd ask you to support

it.''

Speaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman from Rock Island, Mr. Darrowy

to explain his voteap

Darrow: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I move the previous questidn.'

Speaker Bradley: ''Welve already done that. Welre on explana-

tion of votes. *he Lady from Cook, Mrs. .. Have all

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Now .. Mrs.

Currie to explain her vote.''

Currie: ''Representative Mcclain suggested a1l this is say the

Pollution Control Board has to follow the manifest

weighk of the evidence in making rules and regulations.

Already the Pollution Control Board operates under

tighter standards of evidence, tighter requirements for

explaining its rules and regulations than anyaother

state agency. Either this Bill is meaningless, either

it already says what the Pollution Control Board should

do what the Pollution Control Board already does, or
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this Bill opens a Pandora's Box in which a court may

well find that the Legislature must have intended to

gut the rule making powers of the Pollution Control

Board. Illinois has a strong enviornmental program. I

think this kind of legislation if it isn't altogether

without meaning, is one that will.. that will destroy

thepprogram that we alrea#y have and that we should be

proud of. Earth Day was this week...''

Speakex Bradley: nHave all voted who wish?''

Currie: n... For you to vote 'yesl on this Bill. Earth Day

ten years ago...''

Speaker Bradley: ''Have a1l voted who wish? The Clerk will take

therrecord. On this question there are 102 'ayels,

34 'nayîs. This Bill, having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. House Bill 2028.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2028...'1

Speaker Bradley: HRead khe Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk O'Brien; ''A Bill for an Act to amend Sections of the

Public Aid Code. Thitd Reading of the Bill.'l

Speaker Bradley:i''The Lady from Cook, Mrs. Braun o
''

Braun: 'tThank youy Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 2028 indexes Public Aid subsidies.

It provides for annual adjustments of Public Aid con-

sistent with the changes in the CPI, Consumer Price

Index. It is, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, a matte

of simple equity. It would assure that Public Aid assis-

tankx would receive the same kind of adjustments that

other components of the budget now enjoy. I would.

point out khat since 196...1974 when the flat grant

system went into place, the cost of living has increased

by 54% in this coun.. in this state. The amount of the

subsidies for Public Aid recipients however, has only

increased by l0% in that same period of time. Five

percent two years ago and five percent last year. The

effect, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, is that the
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people, the children, the aged, blind, and the elderly

who are now gekting public assistance in this state:

are in effect getting less money now, less abilfty to

survive now than we éave them in 1974. Now: each year

this Legislature goes through the trauma of debate on

raises for public assistance. This legislation if

passed would avoid that trauma and would set in place a

mechanisn for regular consideration of the issue by the

agency charged with enforcement of the Public Aid Code .

There is preceden#, Ladies and Geztlemen of the House,
in the Pùblic Aid Code for annual review of 

. and

adoption of the. and adjustments, rather, of the
level of public assistance. So far there has hot been

those regular adjustments even thous'h I would point out

that Section 12-4.1-11 of the Code does provide for

allowances adjusted annually by the finding of the

surveys conducked by the departmeht. Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House, I encourage your 'aye' vote

on this legislation to.. to put into place a mechanism

for such adjustmene that are already in the Code, I
believe, or already suggested by the Code and which is

so badly needed by the people in this skate that depend

on Public Aid as their only means of subsistence.''Thank

YOC * C

Speaker Bradley: NDiscussion? The Gentleman from Will, Mr.

Van Duyne./

Van Duyne: ''I would... Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of

the House. I don't even know if anybody's paying at-

tention or whether anybody really cares or notz but

I think khat they should at least from my point of view

be forewarned. Last year, and the year before when

Corneal Davis was here on the floor and we .were talking

about Public Aid recipients, we had one heck of a time

even trying to get them to five point five or the five

percent increase. If theydll read their Diéests and if
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their Digests are correct, this puts the Public Aid

recipients in the same category as anybody else as the

cost of living increase. The Fiscal Note says that.. .

Well, itls somewhere between eighk point four million

to ten million and etc. and then tthese percentage

increase will equate to 90 million dollars and 72
.6 milli n

for '79 and 1980 respectively. I thihk if you want to

vote for the Bill, that's fine. Everybody has their

own powers of persuasion and their own convictions, but

at least you shouldn't sit there in your chair and not

know what the hell is happening.
œ

Speaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Sandquist.''

Sandquist: ''Yes: Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, I rise in support of this Bill. What wepre doing

here is khe same thing that Congress has already done for

those who are on Social Security. I think itîs only

fair that we help the people in these type of 
. . . times

of inflation, that really need it and cannot help

themselves. This is a good Bill and if we can give away

that 70 million to the so-called middle income and rich

that we do in the inheritance tax last night, we certainl

can support the poor people and I urge an 'aye' vote-
''

Speaker Bradley: nThe Lady from Cook, Mrs. Pullen.''

Pullen: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, I

hope you will notice that what this Bill is asking for

is that there will be an automatic increase in monthly

Public Aid payments, indexing those payments according

to the Consumer Price Index. The fiscal impact on this

is staggering, in the hundreds of millions of dollars and

I hope you will take thak into account before you lock

this stake into this kind ofcompittment which we will not

be able to meet and then we will have to tell tho/e

people, wedre sorry, but we couldn't do what we said

we were going to do when we passed this Bill in 1980.

This is indexing o'f Public Aid paymenté Ladies and

Gentlemen. I urge you defeat this Bill.''
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Speaker Bradley: nThe Gentleman from Wille Mr. Leinenweber./

Leinenweber: '9I just had a couple of questions for .the Sponsor.

Speaker Bradley: ''She indicates shelll yield.
n

Leinenweber: ''Mrs. Braun, as I understand it, at least for the

first few months of 1980 the Carter administration has

announced that the Department of Labor under the Carter

administration has announced that our inflation rate

is approximately 18%. If khat keeps up for the balance

of this year, through the election, then this would

provide for an l8% increase. Is that correct?''

Braun: 'flt would require for adjustyen: to be made consistent
with khe Consumer Price Index. It would not.. . It would

not as I understand it, tie the Bill lock, stock and

barrel to those.. to the CPI.''

Leinenweber: ''The other... The other question I would have. .
''

Braun: ''I would point out also, Mr. Leinenwèber, that it's

an annual increase, not a.monthly increase as suggested.
''

Leinenweber: *1 understand. I said if it continued on the

basis that it has for the last few months, it would be

l8% if that was the case, then it would be 18%. Is that

correct7''

Braun: '9I'm sorry, Mr. Leinenweber.o.''

Leinenweber: *Well, it kept upf'at one and a half percent

for a month as it has.... And what would that fiscally

cost the state if that was the case, if it was 18%?''

Braun: /Well, I'd need a calculator, Mr. Leinenweber, to

figure that, but I would point out...''

Leinenweber: ''You have one big enough?''

Braun: ''I would say... I would say to you... I would say ko

you that.. that, you know, we a1l the bear the cost

of inflation. We have not yet found.,a maéic formula

in khis country to take it to... to cure that ill. How-

ever, the people who are repipients of Public Assistance

have the least ability to deal with the inflationary

effects in our economy, have to live on the least amount
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of money and all that this would do would be to put

them in a position..: similarly situatate them with other

segments of khe state economy sö they would be eligible

for increases that are routinely granted in other

parts of the Public Aid budget and other parts of the

state budget.''

Leinenweber: 'lThe other question I have; lskzyour Bil1.. . f'

Braun: ''Idve been offered two calculator, Mr. Leinenweber.''

Leinenweber: ''Does your Bill contemplate making any adjust-

ment in accord with the points the President has recehtly

raised that Consumer Price Index does not necessarily

accurately reflect the rate of inflation? For example,

one of the major components, as I understand it, for

the great increase in these first few months of 2980

has been interest on mortgages. Now, it woud seem to

me that most public Aid recipients would not be in a

position of taking out mortgaies while they're on
Public Aid. Consequently: that particular item in the

so-called market basket would not included. So it would

seem to me that they would be getting an increase exces-

sive of the actual rate of inflation for the items that

they continually buyo''

Braun: ''Mr. Leinenweber, I would... Representative Leinenweber,

I would respond by saying that that is a misconception

that wepre talking about raising the level of àssistance

by the amount of the CPI. What it says is thak there

should be adjustments made based upon those increases

so that if there Were an l8% increase, for example,

it would be within the discretion of the department to

determine what percentage should be given. But it

would turn it over to the Deparment and not make it

a matter that has to be taken up every time in this

chamher Where other kinds of considerations sometimes

occur. We all went through the trauma of the... of the

Public Aid Bill this last time. What this would do
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would be to put it into khe agency that's in charged with

administration of this.. of this Act and allow them to

make khe adjustments based on that. If the CPI went down,

Mr. ... Representative Leinenweber, if it were actually

to decrease, then it.. then it would be possible for

the departmenk ko decrease khe level of assistazce.
I think we would all welcome the day when the CPI went

down. But this Bill allows for the department to make

the adjustment one way or the other based upon, but not

tied to, the CPI.n

Leinenweber: %We11, based upon the present aaminiskration
,

I would not feel that that would ever come a4out. How-

ever, I do realize that there is an election coming

up and perhaps the next President of the United States

will see that it cames back down to where it was when

President Fordiwas there.''

Braun: '%Mr. Leinenweber? Representative Leinenweber, I've

lived under Republican and Democratic administrations.

I've never seen it go down in my lifetime.''

Speaker Bradley: HThe Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Conti.''

Conti: >Mr. Speaker, in order to save the time of the House
,

if this reaches 89 votes, IIm going to ask for a verifi-

cation of the Roll Cal1.''

Speaker Bradleyz ''Hearing no further discussion, Braun, to

close the debate./

Braun: lThank you, Mr. Speakerz Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. ThisoBill raises an issue of simple fairness .

I call for a favorable response for the many people all

across this state and I want to emphasize, there are

people a1l across the state who depend on Public Assis-

tance for their livelihood, for the children, the blindz
khe disabled, who can look to no one else but us for

their livelihood. This Bill allows the agency which is

charged with administering the Public Assistance program

in khis state to make the adjustments on a regular basis.

It#s.. That's all that it provides for, is that adjust-
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ments be made on a regular basis. It does not specify

the amount of that adjustment. It does not tie the

amount of that adjustment. I urge your favorable
VO Y Q . ''

Speaker Bradley: ''The question is, 'Shall this Bill passz'

All in favor signify by voting Sayes; opposed by

voting 'nodu The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Peters, to

explain his vote for one minute.
''

Peters: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House
,

the Representative from Chicago does bring to this

House a very serious subject which we will have to '
sooner or later comes to grips with and that is the manne

in which we deal with the payments that the state does

make tö those individuals that receive welfare from

the state of one kind or another. It is a very serious

problem. It is serious to the people receiving welfare .

It is serious to the taxpayers of the state who have to

foot the tab and it certainly is traumatic to the Momhers

of the General Assembly who eveu year are faced with that

subject. I am not certain, however, that.. and I know
at least in my mind, that the statute presented by

the Representative for our consideration today is the

right way to go! It locks in and fixes in' irrespective

of what the other fiscal needs and conditions of the état

might be and 1et mg just indicate, Representative Leinen-

weber indicated the cost. For everrone percent increase

in the Consumer Price Index, if this Bill should pass,

there would be a ten million dollar tab for the state.

So that in 1979. the added costs would have been ll2

million. In 1980, added costs of l32 million, in 1981

added costs of 1l2 million dollars. The Treasury regard-

less of vheher you.. whose figures you believe in terms

of sur/luses, this cannot stand that kind of built-in.

built-in activity in terms of taking money out of the

Treasury. Representative Braun is. absolutely correct in
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that we have to come to grips in what we do in this

area. But I respectfully suggest to you that alkheugh

her motivations are correct and I agree with the way she
is moving, I suggest to you that in terms of where

we are today, and whak we have to deal with today, we

cannot ..... we cannot allow khis to pass
. Thank you.e'

peaker Bradley: ''Have all voked who wish? Have all voted

who wish? The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Birkinbine, to
. explain his voteo''

irkinbine: pWell, it's not so much to explain as I had a questi n
of the Sponsor. When you were answering Representative

Leinenweberls comment, you said that they would not

be guided by khe CPI. They had flexibility?'' '

Speaker Bradley: ''Ilm sorry. We're pps: that time.'' .

irkinbine: ''Alright.u

peaker Bradley: ''Mr. Gaines, to explain his vote for one

minute.''
' aines: ''Thank you, Mr. Speakep, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I also want to allude to some of the things

. . one.of the questions thatrlhas been asked earlier about

. .. saying that the mortgage rate would not affect this.

Well, Ilve been both a landlord and a tenet in my life-

. time and whenever the cost of housing goes up it's

;' passed along to the tenets and the recipients are

certainly tenets. So anything tiat raises the index
based on housing costs is passed along to the récipients

even though they're not buying. They are renting .

And the Public Aid Department has to come up with the

money to pay for the rent. So therefore, if the biggest

portion is in housing, that portion will also be

passed on to the recipients./

peaker Bradley: ''Have all voted who wish? Clerk will take

the record. On this question there are 47 'ayets,

64 'nay's, 11 voting 'presentr. This Bill, having failed

to receive the Conskitutional Majority, is hereby declare

lost. On page l6, under Constitutional Amendments, Secon
.---k'''-w

, 
. 
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' 

Reading is HJR 46. Mr. Friedrich?''

lerk OlBrien: ''House Joint Resolution Constitutional Amendment

446, this Resolution has been read a second time pre-

viously. No Camàittee Amendments.''

peaker Bradley: NAmendments from the floor?''

lerk O'Brien: ''None.''

peaker Bradley: ''Third Reading. HJR 43./

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Joint Resolution Constitutional

Amendment 443, this Resolution has been read a second

time previously. No Committee Amendmentsw''

peaker Bradley: ''Any Amendments from the floor?''

lerk O'Brien:nFloor' Amendment #1, O'Brien, amends House Joint

Resolution Constitutional Amendment #43 on page three,

line 14 by changing 1601 to 1751 ''

peaker Bradley: Oo'Brien? Is the Gentlemnn on the floor?

The Gentleman's not on the floor. Mr. Vinson? Vinsonm''

inson: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. O'Brien spoke with me

about this Amena=nnt. I am in agreement with his pur-

pose and intent on this and told him that I woùld handle

it for him if he were not on .the floor at the appropriate

time and I would move the adoption of the Amendment.''

Speaker bradley: ''The Gentleman moves theqadoption of thu

Amendment. Mr. Kane, from Sangamon, on the Amendment.''

ane: ''Point of orderp Mr. Speaker. I don't believe that any-

body other than the Sponsor of the Amendment can

handle the Amendment. I think'the only thing we can

do is tabbe that Amendment.''

speaker Bradley: HAre you a Co-sponsor of the Amendmentz

Mr. Vinson?/

Vinson: ''I'm not a'Co-spdnsor, but he did ask me to handle it

if he was not here.''

K#nqk l!'l don't think that cuts the mustard, Mr. Speakerm''

Vinson: ''Mr. Speaker, I'd ask for leave to be a Co-sponsor.''

Kane; Nobjection.p

Speaker Bradley: ''Objections have been heardqg'
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' inson: ''I would move that I be added as a Co-sponsor, Mr.

Speaker.''

ane: 'II don't think that's a proper motion, Mr. Speaker e
''

peaker Bradley: ''H&hs defending the rightsaof the Momhers

on Amendments. Really our rules are not clear onltthat

particular issue, but the practice has been that the

Mmmher be here when the Amendment has been moved and

we will continue that practice, so the only solutian...

or option to Mr. Vinson is to move the suspension of that

rule and would take 89 votes. Well, if 89 Members

want to suspend that.. and permit him to become a Cor

Sponsor I don't know that we have anything that says

that can't be done. Mr. Kane.f'

ane ,f /Well, I think unless the Sponsor of the Amendment or

the Bill is here, we donlt know whether he wants... I

assume that hq may not even want the Amendment considered

if he's not here. I think the only motion that.. I think
q '

the only thin'.,you can do ià withdraw that Amendment.''

peake'r Bradley: ''The Chair's only alternative is to be aware

that Mr. Vinson is suggesting he has talked with the

Mmmher who has the Amendment and there's an agreement

with it and something's been worked out.''

ane: *Mr. Speaker? Mr. Speaker? We're a11 here. I think the

Momhers that are here are enkitled to the courtesy of

the House and it's been extended before. If the Member

is not here to offer his Amendmentz the only thing that

can happen is that it must be withdrawno''

peaker Bradley: %Mr. Kane, youlre absolutely correct. Welll

leave it on Second Reading,until Mr. O'Brien is here.

And we'll take it up Tuesday unless there are further

Amendments, why don't we just leave it on.. You want to
go with the other Amendments. If theyfre not in

conflict then wefll go... Further Amendmentsa''

lerknodBrien: RFloor Amendment #2, Telcser, amends House Joint

Resolution Constitùkional Amendment 43 on page one, line
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31 and 32 and so forth .
''

Speaker Bradley: ''Representative Telcser .
''

elcser: ''Mr. Speakerp'iMembers of the House, Amendment 42
ui. rp yskm, p1y provides that the M-Rhers of the House are elected

in the same fashion they are now and I would appreciate

a favorable Roll Cal1.'1

peaker Bradley: ''Mr. Brummer, question on the Amendment
.
''

Bmlmmer: pYes, I have.. First of all, have these Amendments

been distributed?''

peaker Bradley: t'Yesz: they have been.''

rummer: ''Okay. Secondly, can you amend a Resolution. . a

Constitutional Resolution in light of. . . I think Consti-

tukional provisions that require that it be read in its

entirety some three times? Having read this into the

record yesterday and now we amend it, does it need to

be read again in its entirety as amended ..a''

Speaker Bradley: *It would have to be read three times. again

as amended.''

rummer: feThank you.n

peaker Bradley: ''Purther discussion on the Amendment? Mr.

Hannig? Mr. Hannigo*

annig: ''Will the Sponsor yield for a questiân?''

peaker Bradley: ''He indicate: he willo
s'

annig: ''Yes, reading my copy of the Amendment, it says, !in
lz.t
#tpresentatike elections, including those for nomination,

the elector may cast three votes for one candidate or

distribute them equally among two or three candidates
.
'

The way I interpret that, that would mean that in a

primary election, you could actually vote for three

eandidates. Is that correct?''

l l'R resentative, you coùld do tha' t now if youdree cser: ep

legislative Committee wants to nominate three.''

annig: ''But in a case where a Committee would only nominate

two.. wéuld...H

elcser: ''Then you could only distribute it equally among the
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two. You can give three to one candidate or one and

a half to two as we do now.''

annig: ''So, this Amendment would not change the present system

of nomination?''

elcser: ''Correct.lrannig: ''Okay. Thank you.f'

peaker Bradley: ''Turther discussion? Yesp Mr. Kane v
''

ane: ''Question of the Sponsor of the Amendmenk. If this makes

nokchange, Art, why are we doing it?''

elcser: ''So thak there's no question, Representative, as to

how the M-mhers of the House would be elected w
''

Kane: 'lHas there a question been raised in the list ten years?''

elcser: ''The question is always raised.''

Kane: f'Not on this particular question, is there?''I
elcser: f'Pardona''

ane: ''Not on this particular issueq''

Telcser: ''I'm not quite sure of your question, Dougo''

ane: lHas anybody ever raised the question under the 1970

Constitution that we can't have cumù-iative voting?''

peaker Bradley: '#Mr... For what purpose does the Gentleman from

Cooke Mr. Contiy ariée?''

onti: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

I think I can answer.the Gentlemanls question With

perfectiono''

peàker Bradley: *Mr. Telcser, do you yield to Mr. Conti?''

elcser: ''Yeah, I yield to Mr. Conti.''

ohti: NLast ten years I had to file a sûit... ànd the last

four years I had to file a suit where I was the only

candidate and one of those famous rulings of Stanley

Cusper says the fact that I was the only candidate, I

on&y got a vote and a half. So all ke's doing is '

clarifying it, what vote you should get. Well, all

khe other three candidates at the same election got

ut a cum-ûlative vote of three. And I ended up with one

and a half.''
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peaker Bradley : ''Furkher questions? Hearing none
, Mr. Telcsero'

elcser:''Th.ere may be a problem in the form of the Amendment.

We'd better hold I.... f'

peaker Bradley: oRepresentative Telcser . There's some

serious problems kith that Amendment
. Representative

Vinsony I think. As long as welre going ko hold it

for O'Brien, let's just hold the whole thing until they

get it straightened out. Alright. Take that one out

of the record. House Bill 331, Mr. Kornowicz.''

lerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 331, a Bill for an Act to enact

the Illinois Pull Tabs and Jar. Games Act. Third Reading

of the Bil1.1'

peaker Bradley: 'gThe Gentleman.e. l'

ornowicz: ''Mr. Speaker?''

peaker Bradley: nThe Gentleman fron Cook, Mr. Kornowicz.''

ornowicz: ''Mr. Speaker, Mmmhers of the Hobuse, House Bill 33l

creates an Illinois Pull Tabs and Jar Game Act. The

Deparkment of Revenue to issue the license of certain

non-profit organizations, conducting the pull tabs and

jar games. This is a part-time game for khe senior

citizens. Let's make it legal . The organizations opera-

ting raffles are, àt khe present time, in violation.

The annual fee is $50.00. Five percent of the net

proceeds are to go the the common school fund
. Ten dolla s

for a special permit and single pull tabs and jar games.

You must be a bonified organization existing at least

for two years. It should be a civic, religious or

charitable, social and scouting labor and fraternal

or... education or veteran organization . To be excluded

are the professional gnmhlers or gambling promoters.

A license fee shall be paid in general revenue funds
.

I ask for a favorable voteo''

peaker Bradley: ''Discussion? Hearing none, the question is. . .

Mr. Sx'mms, from Winnebago.''

imms: ''We11, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House
,
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I rise in oppo:ition against this Bill. Very frankly,

all we're doing is conkinuing the spread of legalized

gnmhling within the State of Illindis and no matter how

you illcstrate it, this legislation enters into that
.

I think the majority of citizens of IlliAois have

had enough of the proposed gnmhling limitations and

legalized gnmhling only causes a deterioriation and it

causes the lessening of the moral fiber of our society .

And for these reasons, House Bill 33l should be over-

whelmingly defeateda''

peaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman from Livingston, Mr. Hwing.''

ing: ''Mr. Speaker, I wonder if the. Sponsor would #ield for

a question?''

ornowicz: *Yes.''r
Ewing: ''How much Hevenue do you anticipate this will raise?''
Iornowicz : ''This will raise at least three and a half to four

million dollars and it won?tt cost the state anything

because the same inspectors, revenue inspectors, that

inspect bingo will inspect the raffles and chances. This

was told by... to me by the revenue..''

wing: HAnd where does this money go that we...
''

ornowicz: ''The fivez' percent goes to the common school fund

and the $50.00 éoes to the general revenueen

wing: nWould you be willing to take this back for an Amend-

ment so we could allocate Ehat to the Chrysler Bill?'

Would you, Mr. Sponsor, would you be willing to take

this back so we could put it on Chfysler?''

ornowiczz ''No.''

wing: ''Well, I didn 't hear the answer.''

ornowicz: ''No.''

ingr 'nThank you.'f

peaker Bradley: nNo further discussion? The Gentleman... The

question is, 'Shall this Bill pass?' Al1 in favor

signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'. The
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Gentleman from Cookp Mr. Terzich, to explain his votev
''

erzich: ''Yes, Mr. Spëaker, wè all know that in bingo games

in dhurches and school areas that have these bingo games
,

they also have kaffles and chances. These are the

pull jar games and what have you. They are participated

by many Mnmhers of the community who attend these bingo

sessions. A11 wedre doing is we're trying to legalize

the practice that is already going on, putting some

money into the general revenue fund, in khe common

schôol fund witiout costing the state any additioaal

money. We have had success on a bingo program . It

has been controlled. It has been gcverned, legalized

and what have you and this is only an extension of that

and I know that Ralph Dunn is quivering over there with

anticipation tu vote for this particular Bill. It will

' be definitely controlled by the state. It will be

participating and we will be legalizing something that

has been tolerated and let go all of these years and

I would urge your support. We need 19 gpod men to vote

'yes' on this.''

peaker Bradley : ''Hâve all voted who wish?..''

erzich: ''And women. I'm sorry about that..''

peaker Bradley: ''Have all voted who wish? Have a11 voted

who wish? Clerk will take the record. On this question

there are 77 'aye's and 41 'nofs. And the Gentleman

requestsrla poll of the absentees. The Gentleman requests

that it be put on.. placed on Postponed Considerakion.

We'll place it on Postponed .consideration. House Bill

2710 . ''
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Clerk O'Brien: f'House Bill 2710. a Bill for an Act concerning

the regulàtion of orthopedic and prosthetic Practiqe,

Third Reading of the Bill .
1'

Speaker Bradley: f'The Gentleman from Cook
s Mr. Garmisa.''

Garmisa: ''YesN Mr . Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I can't understand the antipathy of this General

Assembly for any further licensing of any professions or o

any occupations, hovever, ve do have one profession that

ceruK/inly is in tebrtYle neeâ of regulation and o6'

licensiné. The fields of prosthetics anâ orthotics. . .

deals vith the design , the fabrication, anâ the fitting of

all types of braces that pertain to the human anatomy
.

and the ability of the human anatomy to function . And

welve got to be sble to properly assist' these patients vi h

the proper brace or the prosthesis that is #roperly design â

for...specifically for their needy vhether it be for

polios muscular distrophyy multiple sclerosis, an# of thes

diseases that voulâ cripple a human Qeingy...fracturesy

traumatic ialuries, birth defects, or even the loss of any

limb. In the State of Illinois there are approximately

1,500,000 that are. .there are about 1,500,000 that are t
>.

affected by o'ne or .more of these conditions that T've name .

Nov these people put their truat into their physictan

and the team lhat the physician involves himself vith to
handle their treatment. Unrortunately though: there are

many individuals involveâ tn the handling of orthopedic

aad iucapacitated patients vho have not had mroper back-

ground and training to enable them to perform a high level

funetion in this particuiar field. The service that's

delivered to the patient in a1l too many cases is substand

arâ, and this causes a great bardship on the patient and

makes for a far longer rehabilitation process than is

really neceqsary to say nothing of the amount of suffering

that the patient must endure because of ihadequacies on th

part of those delivering these services to the patient
.
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NoV the Stake of Illinoisy through its services it provide

to the public aid patients anâ to the Medicare Supplement

Program: unfortunately is spending several hundred

. .u ki,aus ogthousand dollars a year for.èehabilttating t ese pa
fntmady cases, the tax payers are getting the short end of

the stick, and cert'aiàl: the patients are
. At this point:

there is no regulatory agency in this state or anyvhere
in the nation that has any control or regulatory effect

on thepeople Vho are involved in the delivery of the heaith

care system of orthotics and prosthetics. Nov it's not

our purpose, but House Bill 2710 to elirinate people vhè

are aiready gainfully employeâ in the field of orthdtics

' and prosthetics it is our purpose to educate these people

by making it mandatory they attend training seminars and

teaching programs to update their education on a yearly

basis It is the yurpose of this Bill to sët up an

examining Committee designated by the Governor and this

sfouid incluâe memxers of the ïeâical professiony physieian ,
consumersy patients, and the members oc the office of

Education and Regulàtion so that ve can maintain high

stanâarâs for the people vho are involveâ ln delivering th s
tyge of health eare system . We feel that you as Legiàlato s

ean do a great serviee for the handieapyed of the State

of Illinois by instituting legiàl ation that Yill bring

about a l'icens c e Act fcr orthotics and prosthetics. Not

only vill you be serving the present generation
, but also

that of future generations to come. You'd Ye doing them

.a great service by enacting this zegislation 
.to protect(

their velfare and their ability to be rehabilitated and mak
a living and not become dependent upon the tax doïlars

and the velfare benefits for the *axpayers of this state .
I urge a green light on this very important legislation.'l

peaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman from Cook
, Mr. Katz.'î

atz: HMr. Speakery tadies and Gentlemen of the House , t'hê n

distinguished Gentleaan from Cook has Just indicated that h
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c annot unâerst @nd xhy there 52 s a dia'tznllt o f l 1: een si'.rtg ' '

in this Oeneral Asse=blyy at least the dtlt rust that used o

extst in this General Aseemblyu Today ve s'ee= to he

passing these things very rapidly: and I thopgh.t maybe 1* v uld

enlighten the Gentleman on =hy there is a distrusk of

lieensing since he asked the question. Th.e intereeting th'cs

is that the orthopedic patients or the handicapped h.ave

not come to the General Assembly. They neve'r come tothe

General Assembly. The onee that come to the Qenerll

Assembly are the dealers, the business people in thi&

ftelds and they are the one...the onee vho rome kere and1

they vant to set up a licensing systemq No= khe reaeon

that they like to set up the licensing sy.stem is thak it

enables them to ltmit entry into the partkcular fteld.

And if you limit entrz 'into a particuia'r fteld it is on1

a matter of ttme until yrices rise. No= one thing that

was very interesting in vhat the Gentleman sasd. he told

us about the terrible things thàt go on in thia field1

but the next thipg. that. he added vas, h.e said that

a1l oT thdse people vho are already gainrully employeb in ...

the fielâ vill continue to be gainfully e=ployed. In othe

vords, the grandfather ic .eyeryone vho is already therey

and a2l of those dreadful people he vas telling us ako.ut

that Justi/ies'this kind of legislation. vill continue to

be doing that same sort of thing'k only they vtll nov have

the imprixaturzof the State ot Illinois, I-assumey since

they 8re a licensed persony and thereforey vel've put sore

kind ot blessing. But there is an additional thlng that

they vould have nov limiting entry into the fteld they wk l

soon be able to ratse prices for those poor handicappeâ

people about vhom the Gentleman seemed so concerned.

Nov the Gentleman spo'ke about the fact that handicayped

people eould trust their physician, and indeedv they

can trust their physieianx àhd there''s a very simyle vay t

solve this kind o'f problem. Namely not to setntpplith.e

licensurestructure unto vhbch you are going ko limik entry
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into the field and give the control of thts field to the

people vho practice in the field, but all the handicapped

person has to âo is ask his orthopeâie snr.geon, or ask

his physician: and I'm very sure that his physician vtll

Me able to recommend to him good people in the fiàld
. The

fact of the matter is that the federal government about

vhom the Gentleman said they vere having problems with

vith unltcensed practitioners is oppo/ed to licensure
.

they have llvays Yeen very skeptical of licensureç anâ the

oniy people vho are very much in favor of licensure are

the people vho run to the General Assembly
, namely, they'a e

the people in this business and they Yant ùs to give

them a monopoly. We are the only ones vho can do that
.

If tQey try to âo ià themselves: they vill be in violation

of the Federal Anti-Trust Act. But by getting the

tegislature...tegislators to come in and to aet for them , hey

ean legally have a monopoly in the United States xithout

being in violation of'the Anti-Trust Act . And so if you

vant to do a great service to the consumers of Illinois
,:

then let the free enterprise system vork for the consumers

in Illinois. Let people vho vant a good orthotist Eo to

their orthopedic man vho is treatin' g them and recommend

them. And do not sèt up a structure in Illinois that vill

enable the people in this business to be able to establish

a monopoly and increase prices vhich they.inevitably vill

once other people cannot enter the fi*ld in the %ay that

would normally be the case. And I vould urge that this

fine Bill be âefeated. and you vould do a great service

to'the people of the state.
''

Speaker Bradley: 'îThe Lady from Cook
, Mrs. Hallstrom.î'

Hallstrom: HThank you very much , Mr. Speaker and Ladies and

Gehtlemen of the House. First o.I all: I vould like to

respectfully âisagree vith my cèlleague from the lst

District vhen he says the handicapped don't come to the

Legislature. I am here to prove that I did come to the

tegislature and the reason I c e '
. v ' N w 
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qualified orthotist vho made :the kidd of brace that made

it possible for me to valk. I Yas tolâ I vould have

been in a wheelchair the rest of my life by doctors. And

I vant to tell you, a podiatrist that I met in California

told me the best thing I could âo vas to get in touch

vhen I got home vith a good orthotist . Please...you know,

I can unâerstand all the legal rhetoric that goes on

arounâ here. In facty I guess I can say T donlt understan

it, but please for once look at the needs of people. Ther

are so many people out there vho nov have had strokes vho

used to stay at home. They' thought that they shomld

be fitted for the rest of their lives. I vant to tell youN

this profession has made so many people be able to valk.

And I'm one of them, and I vould so appreciate your 'yesf

vote. Thank you.''

Speaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman from Cook ,. . .Mr. Garmisa to

close the debatez'

Garmisa: @'Wel1 Mr..speaker and Ladies anâ Gentlemen of the>

House. the speaker that spoke in opposition to House

Bill 2Tl0 eviâently abhors the licensure of any profession.

Would he suggest that lavyers should'not be licensed? Tha

yhysicians should not be licensed? That the pepple that

operate on a human being should'mot be licensed? The

people that make artificial limbs unâer the present system

could be Just a carpenter vith a sav anG a h ammer aïâ

vorking in a shop under conditions that are absolutely in-

tolerable. And 1et me further state that vhen he says

that there's no one in this General Assembly that comes

to the General Assembly asking them for the licensure

of these people is absolutely a false statement Nov

the <ay I got into this Licensure Act is through an

oblique manner because one of our former colleagues had

the loss of a limY about ten years ago. That vas

' Eepresentative Bill IBarrl. I have been through nine

operations vith Bill all over the state, in every state
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ing vhere there vas nokody that actually would knov

hov to eit properly a limb or an attachment to a human

body. Nov ve in Illinois, ve license ho'rseshoey.
. We

license Ylacksmiths anâ theybre attaching a supplement to

an animal. But what ve have to talk about putting

on something belonging to a human being. . .that licensure t en

is out of order according to the iast opponent to this

Bill. There is a great' nééd förutbe people in this state

to have a properly licensed prothesist vhen he goes to

get fit for a linb for any part of his body for

a braee xû,'w sorely in need of, anâ Dolly Hallstrom can

testify to thaty and every Member of this General Assembly

should certafnly give an 'ay#l vote to this very much need d

legislation.r'

Speaker Brqdley: ''The question is 'Shall this Bill pass?l
. Ai

in favor signify by voting 'ayel opposed by voting 'no'

Have all voted vho Vish? The Gentleman from Will Mr
.

Leinenveber to explain his vote.
''

Leinenveber: NYeah: there's one thing that I don't knov if it
. ' .$- .

vas pointed outs that -%-k=Y' this a doubly baâ Bill,a ee

and that is although it appears to provide that a

group appointed by the Department of Registration vili

actuàily control entry into this fieldm. Tf you look

on page five of the Bills a requirement to get into this

field ûnder paragraph Cy a successful eommletion of Yhe Am

erican Boarâ for @ certification examination in orthoEics

and prosthetics, vhich means that total control over

admission in this field or total veto is in the hands

of a private outfit controlled 100% by the people that

are already making money in khis fielâ. I think it is a

bad Bill. It is a terrible approach. We...maybe you

shouldn't alvays listen to Representative Katz: but hels

absolutely right on Tthis one.
''

Speaker Bradley: ''Have all voted vho vish: Have all voted vho

vish? The Gentleman from Perry, Mr. Dunn to explain his

Y Q 15 6 * 1 î
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Dunn: ''Thank yous Mr. Chair...Mr. Speaker and Members of the

House. I vant to kind of echo Dolly Hallstrom's sentiment 
,

too. My vife had a stroke about three .and a balf years

ago, and due to the fact that ve found a good brace

man, orthotic man was able to help her after taking her

to California anâ three o.r Cour Other places. She's

valking, doing a pretty good Job. I sat in the Sunset

Committee yesterâay and heard former Representative Bill

'Barr' testify as to the problems that he haâ after he

lost his 1eg in an automobile explosion...bomb explosion i

his automobile, hov that he had to try six or seven

artificial limbs beiore he finally found someone. He

is one of those that advocate as I do, and as Mrs.s. Eepre

sentative Hallstrom does, aàd Sparky , that these people

have a chance to keep this Bill alive at least so that

ve can decide...sunset Committee going to decide vhethe

it is a good Bill or not, or xhether theylre going to

recommenâ it ob not. They will do that in the next Veek

or tvo. We vent to them yesterday: had quite a bit of

kestimonys and ve heard from other people vho thought that

they had Yeen...had bad braces because the fielâfs not

reeulated. If you look in'the Springfield paper, a
w . -' ' 

telephone directory, yellov pagess ff you wanSpringfiAld 
x

an artificial hand, or an artificial leg, ot an artificial

l1=b, Just look in the y'ellov pages and you can go

buy one from a ehain store lust like you'd buyç'a pair of

gloves or a pair of shoes. If you think that doesn't

need xai olatidg' Vhy certainly differ vith ygu. I think
that this is something impoltant, and vhile there's not

many here nov, I certainly urge that you help us by keepin

the Bill alive so ve can send over to the Senate. And

if the Sunset Committee deeides if is not needed , I1m sure

it vill not get out of Rules , or out of the Sen'àte.''

Speaker Bradley: uHave a11 voied Vho Vish? Vave all Voted
vho vish? The Lady from Cook, Mrs. Braun to explain her

vote for one minute and velre...welll...try to keep

.=v,ww k - a 5 - 8 o'' a '
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vithin a minute or I1n going to have to start using the

timer.îl

Braun: ''Thank youy Mr. Speaker: Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I wonft go on at length. I normally support

Sunset concepts. I have supported it consistently .

However, my mother Just recently in the last year underven

a stroke. She had to find a good brace person. We vere

fortunate that she âid finâ someone. She has not done

as vell as Dolly Hallstrom'jt but I can certainly support th

statement made by Sparky Garmisasnahd Dolly Hallstromïflin

this regard and urge your 'aye' vote.''

Speaker Bradley: HHave a1l voted vho vish? Have all voted

vho xish? Mr. Garmisa to explain his vote. Mr. Hobbins,
'what purpose do you risee'î

Robbins: '#I vish to explain my vote. . .
î'

Speaker Braâley: DWell..S'

Robbins: 'Q ..Because I feel that this is ..I Uan't?'î

Speaker Bradley: ''Mr. Skinner said you couldn't. Mr. darmisa.'
:Mr. Garmisa do you vant to yteldell

Garmisa: '11'11 yielâ.to Mr. Hobbins.î'

Speaker Braâley : ''Alright : Mr . Robbtns. Mr. Garmisa says you

11can .

Robbins: HYou mean...you mean you can't explain your vote

moreîl'any

Speaker Bradley: ''Yes you can explain your vote Yess Sir.''5

Robbins: lll'm voting for this Bill because of the people that

I have met that are handicapped. We spend al1 kinds

of money on different kinds of handicaps in the state.

Let's see to il that tke...they have a vay to cure

some of their problems, and let's vote this Bill on

out. Put another green light or tvo on there anâ give

us a chance to see vhet'her ve can make this vork or not.

If it don't vork: vhy ve can alvays do avg'ay vith'lithe license.
'f

Speaker Bradley: ''kk-gozr all voteâ vho vish? Thq Laây from

Cook, Mrs. Maciouald to explain her vote.'f L
' ' 

@

' 

I I . g
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House. I couldn't have been more eloquent than Dolly

Eailstrom ahd certàinly Representative Garmisa has

explained this Bill very vell y and as my good frienâ,

Bemny Epton, vho isn't here this afternoon vould alvays sa 
y

yossibly there is a conflict of interest. But my husband

happens to have an artificial limb and I will tell you th t

ve have spent over'the years of our marriage some very

important dollars in vh4n ve vere trying to educate our

children, on prosthesis that were not fit properlyw and th s

is indeed a very very important Bill economically to the
. $ . j

people vho are handieapped and need the protection of a

Bill of this kind. And I urge you to think vhat you:qre

doing to the hanâicapped by âenying them the right

to have qualified people vho are serving them. Thank

you.

Speaker Bradley: OMr. Piel y the Gentleman frœm Cook to

explain his vote.''

Piel : ''Thank you , Mr. Speaker, Ladies anâ Gentlemen of the

Eouse. I'm voting for this because I have a sister vho ha

a brace on, anâ I vas very surprised you knovy vhen she

got her brace, the time that they have to spenâ tn the

doctor's office: getting the brace fit. . .fitted, getting

the shoes fitted: and one thiag or another. lt is not

something that you Just slap a brace on and hope the

person valks right. There is a lot of harâ vork that goes

into the Job of fitting a person's brace and shoe to go

along vith it. I dontt think this -type of a Job should

Xe given to somebody vith sort of a 'schloch' reputation, nd

I vould ask for more green votes . Thank you.''

Speaker Bradley: HHave al1 voted vho vish? Have a1l voted

vho vish? Mr. Bullock to exylain his vote.
''

Bullock : ''Thank you s Mr. Speaker. I rise in support of this

Bill b0th out of respect foè the Sponsor and certain

great admiration for one of the Co-sponsors. I am glad

to see the sentiment in this House on the issue of

hum n e '
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of those persons vho need devices that have been '

enunciated and there are some of them vho need govern-

mental subsidy in form of mublic aid and medical assistanc ,

' and this is an issue of great human need, and welre

sharing our support by casting the vote for that. And

there are other issues of equal human neeâ that have come

before this Body: and I hope that some of the persons

voulâ shov the same type of empathy for those individuals

vho might not be physically incapacitated but are

socially incapacitated as a resuit of their stations in

li f e . '' '

speaker Bradley: ''Have all voted vho vish? The Gentleman '

from cook, Mr. Vitek to explain his vote.''

Vitek: ''Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the House. Look

at that Boarâ up there. 72 people not vùting. Does that

indicate that vé have a quorim in this House? I'm going

to nake a movement after this that ve aâlourn.''

Speaker Bradley: nHave all voted vho wish? The Clerk vill ta e

the record. The'.'Gdntlemanufrom Cpok, Mr. Stanley , vhat

purpose do you rise? Mr. Ryan ...is recorded as voting fa e#.

on this question then there are 92 'ayesî, 18 'nays', thi

Bill having received the Constitutional Malority is

hereby declared passed. House Bill 1823.t9
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lerk O'Bri.en; ''House Bill 1823: a Bill for an Act to.uamend

Sections of the Public Aid Code. Third Reading of the

Bill.''

peaker Bradley: ''The Genkleman from Macon, Mr. Donovan.''r
onovan: ''Thank you, Mr. Speàker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 1823 revises the current requirement

for Public Aid recipients to report changes of status

with respect to needs, available income, family

composition, that pight -affect eligibility for assis-

tance, requiring monthly reporting rather than annual

reporting. The thrust of this Bill is to reduce the high

rate of ineligibility error and to improve the manage-

ment performance of quality control of the program
.

Failure to comply with the ûpdated monthly reporting

would result in a denial or termination of fin#ncial

aid untii information is received. And: at that #oint,
youystill have a ten day notice and a 60 day appeal

process to go khrough if you care to. Other states have

found this to be very favorable in reducing errors in

eligibility and the Federal Government now is promoting

such a program with incentives up to 50% cost sharing

!

' 

'

if you will reduce youl errorinjelgibility below four
percent. At this point... at this point in time, as

recent as 1979. ineligible and over payments in this

state rose as high as l2% and eli#ible but over' pay-

ment is still at 6%. Certainly there are segments of

this... Certainly there are segments that are stable

and 'their circumstances don't change that often and

in Amendment 1 I made provisions for that in allowing

the department themselves to waive the monthly require-

ment. And that would deal mostly with shuxni/ the

aged, the blind, the deaf and people like that. But,

more only targets... or brings into close scrutiny the

areas where there is a 1ot of rhange and with this, we

find that inheritantly and other states have found anyhow,
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that the grants can be increased to most of the people

that are indeed eligible for these . . .for these grants.

So, at.. plus, keeping tab on the changes on a more

timely basis. The Department of Public Aid in its

human services data report part one, reported this last

year, that it is a good concept and ikfs found to be

very effective. In 1979, fiscal 1979, in a pilot pro-

ject, they claim that they had found a two million dolla

savings. So I would ask that you give favorable considera

tion for this' Bill because it is a good, progressive and

cost effective Bill. ''

peaker Bradley: nDiscussion? The Lady from Cook, Mrs. Pullen?''

ullen: ''I'd like to ask the Sponsor some questions please?''

onovan: ''Yes.''

peaker Bradley: ''He'll yield.''

Pullen: ''Was Senake Amendment adopted on this Bi1l?''

lonovan: ''yes, there was. Just last week, I believe-''
ullen: ''The Billz às it came out of Committee, said that all

Public Aid recipients would have to report monthly

instead of annually to the local Public Aid Office to

verify their eligibility. And some of us have some

concerns about that in terms of the elderly and disabled

whose status really does not change and I wonder whether

you could tell us how the Amendment affects that?''

lonovan: ''Wel1, it allows the Department by really.. . really by

rules to determine the areas and that's particularly the

shutiis and the blind and the deaf to waive that require

ment. That was a concern of theirs and I yielded to that

concern o''

ullen: *Is the Department now in support of this Bill?''

onovan: ''Theypre nok against ike I should say that. I don't

know if they giue m. an unqualified support for it. This

was kheir main concern. So I.. I concurred with them .
''

ullen: ''How many personnel do you think the Department would
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have to add to copply with this Bill?''

onovan: Hl'm notk... There has been a question of that. I don't

know specifically. They tell me that they were omharking

on a computer assistance program. I feel thàt... And I've

been kold thak it would be a very minimnl increase

with this... coupled with this computer assistance

program which HEW i: promoting and helping finance if

finur percent level
. I'm not.. I don'twe can get to this

know the exact numher that youdre speaking of. But

with this computer assistance program they feel that

they can get the job done and add vevy little people
to it . ''

ulllen: .'1: the purpose of your Bill to save money by avoiding

abuse?''

onovan: ''To cut down on errors and ineligibility is really

the primary purpose of the Bill. That would . . It could

included abuse./

ullen: ''Thank you.l

peaker Bradley: ''Further discussion? Hearing none. . . You wish

to poll... Who asked the question? Mr. White?''

hite: ''Yes. Representative Donovan, a few years ago the

Illinois Public Aid 'Depaitment decided to use the card

syàtem whereby they would send out a card, many times

khe card would get lost in the mail, and my question to

you right now, is, lWhat system would you use in order

to determine 'elôMibilitydw: to verify elgibility monthly?

onovan: ''Yeah, they.. They still intend to use the mail

system, possibly with tëaring off your check and mailing

it back. That's the one that's been most... proposed

to me dost of the time by the department.o''

ite: llYeah. Well: I have a pboblem with this Bill because

many times a màil system isntE very reliable and then

youdre also asking individuals who have problems with.

reading and writing to fill out a form and submit it back

to the Illinois Public Aid Department. So, for that
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reason and more, I'm opposed to the Bill.
''

peaker Bradley: ''Further discussion? Mrs. Braun, y6u hàve

a questiona''

raun: ''No: Sir, Mr. Speaker. I'd like to just make a com-
, ment and I've kind of been talking more than I wanted

to today. But, Representative, I'm going to have to

oppose this Bill. It seems to me that it seks up a system

that allows for arbitary attacks on people who. . who rely

on Public Aid. The Department can make the decision on

who it is the# want to single out for this treatment.

I ask the question, 'What are they g6ing to report on?'

You know, send in a post card. Ilfm.:skill here. I'm

still poor and I still need the money . ' The fact of the

matker is thak we have already an elaborate syskem in

Public Aid for verifying elgibility on a regular basis.

That system needsiito be... it needs to be used . There

is no question but that is can be improved. But this

legislation, what I think, set up a mechanism for at-

tacking poor people and for. and for adding just another
burden to their lives and I respeckfully encourage a 'no'

VO YC * H

peaker Bradley: >Mr. Donovan to close.
''

onovan: ''Just.. I would Just ask for your favorable vote on

this good, cost effective Bill.''

peaker Bradley: ''The question is, 'Shall this Bill passs?' Al1

in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by voting 'nof.

Have al1 voted who Wish? Have al1 voted who wish?

Clerk will take the record. On this question there are

43 'aye's, 47 'nobs. This Bill, haging failed to re-

ceive the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared

lost. House Bill 5.. 1566.'9

lerk OlBrien: ''House Bill 1566, a Bill for an Act to amend

the Chicago Policemenîs Retirement Fund Article of the

Pension Code. Third Reading of the Bil1.''

peaker Bradley : ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Terzich.''
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erzich: ''Yes? Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

I have three Bills, 1566, 1567, and 1570 which deals

with the Chicago Retirement Systems. House Bill 1566

provides for an increment to three percent as of January

1,1981. Presently there's only tko retirement systems

which provide an automatic cost of living increase at

one and a half percent. Al1 other systems are either

at two or three percent. Last year, the General Ass-mhly

passed and the Governor signed House Bill 1803 and

subsequently the Bill for the General Assnmhly increasing

the gost retirement benefit to three percent, those

currently covered at three percent include the Chicago

teachersz downstate teachers, state universities, state

employees, Rark Districtsemployees, Chicago Park District

employees, downstate police. and fire, the General

Assembly and also the legislative'. This is extending the

same benefik to the Members of the Chicago policemen's

retirement fund and I would urge your support of House

Bill 1566.*

peaker Bradley: ''Discussion? Hearing none, the question is#

'Shall this Bill passg' All in favor signify by voting

Aaye'; opposed by voting ho'. Have a1l voked who

wish? Have all voted who wish? Mr. T'erzicha''

erzich: ''Oh yes, Mr. Speaker, I would appreciate some votes

on this Bill. As 1. mentioned there are three Bills

requiring the post retirement benefit. Now all of the

systems have this particular benefit that we supported

at no additional contkibution. This particular system

pays the majority higher cost of any system outside the

General Assomhly and also the Judges' retirement system

towards their pension benefit. They are at the lowest

end which is at one and a half percent. A1l other

systems in the entire state exceed that, yet theyfre

contributians are in excess of that. And now we are

faced with inflation. They have monies in théir funds
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and it's only applicable to the Chicago system and I

would urge your support on this Bill.''

peaker Bradley: *Have a1l voted whofswish? The Clerk will

take the record. On this question there are 73 'aye's

and 26 'ncbs. Mr. Terzich.'f

erzich: ''I would like a poll of the absentees.
''

peaker Bradley: >Mr. Bullock, vote 'aye'. Mr. Leverenz votes

'no '. We'll poll the absentees. Mr. Ledhowicz? ''

lerk O'Brien: ''Poll of thë absentees; Abramson. Beatty.

Bell. Bluthardt. ..''

peaker Bradley: pcullerton, 'ayed.''

Clerk O'Brien: *conkinuing the poll of the absentees; Bowman .

Campbell. Capuzi. Casey. Collins. Conti. Davis.

Deuster. Diprima. Ralph Dunn. Ebbesen. Epton. Ewing.

Flinn. Dwight Friedrich. Getty. Greiman. Griesheimer.

Hoffman. Hoxsey. Johnson. Emil Jones. Katz...''

Speaker Bradley: 'fMr. Friedrich? 'Proceed.''

lerk O'Brien: ''Klosak. Kosinski. Kulas. Leinenweber.

. Marovitz. Mautino. McBroom. McGrew. McMaster.

Meyer. Pechous. Peters.../

peaker Bradley: ''Petersy 'aye'u''

lerk O'Brien: lpierce. Polk. Preston. Reed. Ryan. Sandquist

Satterthwaite. Schlickman. Schoeberlein. schraeder.

Slape. Stearney. E.G. Steele. C.M. Stiehl. Stuffle.

Taylor. Totten. Tuerk. Vinson. VonBoeckmnn. Walsh.

Wikoff. Willer. Williams. Winchester. Jake Wolf.

Woodyard. And, Yourell.''

peaker Bradley: opiel from 'no' to 'ayel. 77 'aye's. 26 'nayfs.

This Bill failinguto.. failing to receive the Constitu-

tional Majority, is hereby declared lost. 1567.''

Clerk O'Bràen: œHouse Bill 1567, a Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Illindis Pension Code. Thizd Reading

of the Bill ..'b

Speaker Bradley: 'fThe Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Terzich.''

Terzich: ''Well, again, Mr. Speaker, this fix œ the Chicago
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Labors' Retirement System and it increases the post

retirement increment from two to three percent. This

system is currently funded at 87.29 percent. They

haven't had any adjustment in their program since I've

been in the General Ass-mhly and all this does is bring

them up to the three percent, as all of the other

systems. It's ad a minimal cost Theydre properly

funded. And I would urge your support on this parti-

cular Bill, showing your consideration frr the retirees

and the pensioneers with inflation at 18%. I would like

the same courtesy extended to these people that you

extended to yourself when you voted for your pension

benefit.''

peaker Bradley: ''Discussion? The question is, 'Shall this

Bill passze'All in favor signify by voting 'aye';

opposed by voting 'no'. Have all voted who wish? HaveI
all voted who wish? Mr. Lechowicz, the Gentleman from

COOk . ''

echowicz:'.Well, Mr. Speàkere I think I took a head count.

Thdre's 92 people on this floor and I strongly recom-

mend thàt we adjourn and get out of here. Or else I
) T..L:etwill have a verification on any other Bill after this

series is called because these aren't going anywhere ei ' .
N

peaker Bradley: lHave all voted kho wish? Take the record.

On this question there are 72 laye's, 24 'no's, and this

Bill, failing ta get the Constitutional Majority, is
'F  ' 

hereby declared lost. You want to try 1670 (ëic)?''l '-'-
' Terzich: ''Oh yes.. I'm going to get a Roll Call on thesef . . j .I ' - '' .

things anyhoo-i'l
Speaker Bradley: ff1670 (sic).''

Terzich: ''Right. Again, this is a...N

Clerk O'Brienl NHöuse Bill 16.. 1570? ''

Terzich: '11570.''

Speaker Bradley: ''Ifm sorryw..''

Clerk O'Brien: *1570, a Bill for an Act to amend Sections of
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the Illinois Pension Code . Third Reading of the Bi1l.''

erzich: ''Again, this applies to the Chicago municipal employees

who are at 50% funded. Put on your same Roll Call
. We

kncw where you stand on it.''

peaker Bradley: ''Discussion? Hearing none, the question is,

'Shall this Bill passz' A1l in favor signify by

voting eayet; opposed by voting fnog. Mr. Terâich-r'.

erzichz ''Well, 1'11 tell you one thing, that I do take pride

in the job that I've done in the pension areailfor the

last nine years and I've stood up for what was right

under the pension system. And it's sort of despicable

to see that the system that hasn't had any adjustTrui's

over the last nine or ken years because of political

problems. They couldn't even come to the General Assmmhl

and ask that their benefits be adjusted to meet their

needs even if they wanted to pay the cost for it them-

selves and for us to continuouslyz you know, support

other systems that have ik and igndre these poor people
.

I will certainly take that into consideration when I see

faces before me in the futureot''

peaker Bradley: ''Have all voted who wish? The Clerk will take

the record. On this question there are 74 'ayefs, 20

'no ds . This Bill, having failed to receive the Constitu-

tional Majority, is hereby declared lost. House Bill

282. Mr. Borchers, for what purpose do you arise?''

orchers: ''On a personal privilege, I just would like the

Chair to remind Representative Pullen that when she

comes down that pass, that speed, if I am ever in the

way, 1111 never be able to make it out of the way.
''

'ezkRodBràêù:ypHöuse Bill 282, a Bill for an Act creating the

Metro-East Depressed Area Land Use and Community Develop-

ment Authoràky. Third Reading of the Bill.''

peaker Bradley: ''For what purpose does the Gentleman from

Sangamon, Mr. Jones, arise?''

ones: ''Mr. Speakerr I'd like to move that we adopt the proper
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rule if we're going to adjourn so that Bills that have

been on the list or that were supposed to die today would

be carried over until Monday.''

peaker Bradley: ''House Bill 282, Mrs. Younge.d'

ounge: nMr. Speaker?''

peaker Bradley: ''Mrs. Younge?''

ounge: ''yes, very quickly, this Bill revises the origknal Bill

that was vedoed creating the Metro-East Depressed

Areas Land Use Authority and would create a public

developer that would help develop in the metro-east

area and I move for the approval df Ehis Bill.''

peaker Bradley: ''The question is, 'Shall this Bill passz' All

in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'.

Ralph, vote me 'aye', would you please? Have a1l

voted who' wish? Eave all voted who wish? Clerk will

take the record. On this question there are 57 'aye's,

33 'nayls. The Bill, having failed to receive the Con,

stitutional Majority, is hereby declared lost. Let's

read the adjournment Resolution.''
lerk O'Brien: ''Message from the Senate by Mr. Wright, Qecretary

Mr. Speaker, I'm directed to inform the House of

Rèpresentativps, the Senate has adopted the following

A*- œ  Joint Resolution, and the ado#tion of which I'm

' instructed to ask concurrence of the House of Represent-

akives; ko wkli: Senate Joint Resolution 997, resolved

by the Senate of the Eighty-First General Assnmhly of

the Stake of Illinois, the House of Represen*atives

concurring herein, that when the Senate adjourns on

Fridayr April 25, 1980, it stands adjourned until

Monday, April 28th, 1980 at 12 olclock noon. When the

House of Representatives adjourns on Friday, April 25,198

it stands adjourned until Tuesday, April 29, 1980 at

12 o'clock noon.''

' peaker Bradley: ''Alright. Mr. Lechowicz moves khe adopkion

of the adjournment Resolution. All in favor signify
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by saying 'aye'; opposed ''no'. The 'aye's have it.

Now, House Bill 2272.:'

Clerk O'Brien: l'House Bill ...nI
peaker Bradley: %Mr. Lechowicz, the Gentleman from Cook.

''

' echowicz: ''Before we get into them, Mr . Speaker, IId like

to suspend the posting rul+s for House Bill 1839 and

3369 to be heard in the Insurance Committee on Tuesday,

April 29th at 4:00 pa'm. I believe this matter has

been discussed with the Minority Leader a
''

peaker Bradley: ''What's the nl4mhers?''

echowicz: ':1839 and 3369. Mike, I guess. 'f

peaker Bradley: ''Does the Gentleman have leave on thâse

two postings? Hearing no objection...''

echowicz: ',1839 and 3369.1

peaker Bradley: ''While, he's checking welve got Representative

Breslin to table a Bill. Representative Breslinw
''

reslin: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I1d like to table House Bill

2826 pfease.''

peaker Bradley: ''2826?%

reslin: ''Please.''

peaker Bradley: nyou the Sponsor of this?n

reslin: I'I am Sir.''#'

peaker Bradley: 'lThe Lady have leave to table? Hearing no

objection, the Bill is tabled. Now we have some

requests for a vote change we'd like to..''

lerk O'Brien: ''Representative Balanoff requests to Vote 'aye'

on Amondment 17 to House Bill 2955.'9

peaker Bradley: ''Is there leave? Hearing no objection....''

lerkt O'Brien: nRepresentative Sumner...''

peaker Bradley: pThere is leave.''

Clerk O'Brien: lRequekts to voteldno' on House Bill 2710.''

peaker Bradley : lLeave? Hearing no objection, leave is granted $'

Clerk O'Brien: ''Represehtative Swamstrom requests to vote 'aye'

on Senate Bill 1239.''

Speaker Bradley: ''Leave? Hearing no objections, leaveo''
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leHk OlBrienl ''Representative Kent requests ko vote 'aye '

on House Bill 447.''

peaker Bradley: ''Leave? Leave. ''

lerk O'Brien: ''Representative Sumner and Laurino request to

vote Sumner vote 'no' Laurino vote lay.e ' on House#

Bill 2222.:'

peaker Bradley: lLeave. Hearing no objections, leave is
granted.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Representative Stanley requests to vote 'ayet

on House Bill 842. And Representakive Hudson requests

to vote 'aye' on House Bill l952 .and 'no' on House

Bill 971.1'

peaker Bradley: nIs there leave? Hearing no objection...''
lerk O'Brien: ''...2. Representative Sandquisk requests to

vote 'aye' on House Bill 971.,'

Speaker Bradley: ''Any objection? Hearing noney it is so

moved.''

lerk O'Brien: NRepresentative Domico requests to vote laye'

on House Bill 1387.0

peaker Bradley: NAny objection? Hearing none, lèave.l'

lerk O'Brien: ''And Representative Swa'nstrom requests to vote

'ayel on House Bill 447.'1

peaker Bradley: nAny objections? Hearing none, it is so

recorded. Alrighk. Now... While we're waiting for the

Minority Leadek, Mr, Kane on 2272. ''

ane: NMr. Speaker: Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, itfs

a very.simple Bill. Al1 it does is say that multiple

daily Sessions will be counted only for a two year

period. It takes care of a problem and I would urge the

nanptum' of House Bill 2272.''

lerk O'Btien: V'House Bill 2272, a Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the School Code. Third Reading of the Bill. ''

peaker saadley: I'Any discussion? If not, the question is,
'5ha11 this Bill pass?' All in favor signify by voting

laye'; opposed by voting 'no'. Have all voted who wish?
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Have all voted who wish? Clerk will take the record .

On this question there are 57 'aye's, no 'nols, and this

Bill, having failed to receive the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared lost. Now, back to Mr.

Lechowiczon

echowicz; Hl'd like to renew my motion, Mr. Speaker, to suspend

the posking rules on House Bills 1839 and 3369.
'.

peaker Bradley: OHearing no objectionsp the posting rule will

be waived and they will be heard in. .
''

echowicz: ''Insurance Committee. Thank you .
''

peaker Bradley: ''The Insurance Committeez now. Mrs. Catania

has. a motion on waving that particular rule also .
''

atanàà: œYes, I'd like to waive the posting rule so that

SenaNe Bill 1378 can be posted for a hearing in the

Human Resources Committee on Wednesday. It was inad-

vertantly omâtte-d when the staff. o .
''

Speaker Bradley: ''Senate Bi1l?''

ataniaz ''1378.-I1#e checked with b0th the Chair of the Committe

and the Mindrity Spokesperson and they have no objec-
tions. Was posted this week and was not heard so they'd

just like to carry it over to next week.''

peaker Bradley: 'tlust one minute. Hearing no objectionsz the

rule will be suspended and it will be posted for hearing

next week.. Now. on page l6# Constitutional Amendments,

#43 on Second Reading. Mr. Vinson? Mr. Vinson on..

You move. ''

inson: llYes, I would move to withdraw Amendment /3 which

I filed to table it. Throw it away. And I woul; request

that you do that with Amendment 4 and 5.:'

Speaker Bradley: ''I so move. Then there's no Amendments

on it?n

inson: ''That's correct.''

Speaker Bradley: ''Alright. Then we can move the .. Oh. Oh.

There's a numher five. Amendment #5, who's the Sponsor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment #5, Peters..''
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peaker Bradley: Peters? Table. . . He tables that Bill (sic).

Alright, there are no Amendments on it, then we can move

it to Third Reading. Did we read it a . . Mr. O'Brien?''

lerk O'Brien: ''The Bill has been .. . 
''

peaker Bradley: Nokay. Now, there are no Amendments on it
,

so we can... It's been read a second time. Third Reading

And HJRCA 47.11

lerk O'Brien: DHouse Joint Resolution Constikutional Amendment

#47, this Resolution has been read a second time

previously.''

peàker Bradley: ''Any Amendments?''

lerk O'Brien: /No Committee Amendments. No Floor Amendments . . .

peaker Bradley: fAny Amendments from the floor?''
ll
erk O'Brien: œNone.''1: ,
peaker Bradley: ''Third Reading. Any further business?

Agreed Resolutions.''

lerk O'Brien: HHouse Resolution 731, Redmond-Madigan-Giorgi,

et. al., honoring Stanley L. Johnson.''

peaker Bradleyr nRepresentative Giorgie''

iorgi: ''Mr. Speaker, this... House Resolution 73l will honor

Stanley L. Johnson, who will honored in Bloomington

the night of his retirement from the Presidency of the

State of Illinois Nape' rvillï; CIO. And if any Member of

the General Assembly would like to be included, just

dzop down below. and tell the Clerk. I move for the

adoption of the Agreed Resolutione''

peaker Bradley: ''The Gentleman moves the adoption of the

Agreed Resolution. All in favor of the Gentlemàn/ss motio

signify by saying faye'; opposed 'no'. The 'aye's' have

it. Mr. Lechowicz, on the adjournmento''

echowicz: ''Move the House stand adjourned till April the 29th

12:00 noon.''

peaker Bradley:'''The motion...'l

echowicz: ''Perfunctory.o.'f

peaker Bradley: ''A1l in favor say 'ayq'; opposed 'no'. The
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House stands adjourned.'f
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